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h·~I'"Il"'o", 1: Introduction

1.1. INTRODUCTION

The information age has eliminated almost all communication boundaries.

People can communicate with virtually anybody anywhere in the world.

Considering that trade is so part of everybody's day to day life, this borderless

communication soon gave way to global trade.

In any commercial situation, it is important that the buyer is firmly convinced that

he is dealing with the authentic seller and vice versa, that the seller is convinced

that he is dealing with the authentic buyer. The buyer wants to be sure that it is

the authentic seller of the product and not just any individual masquerading as

the seller of a product. On the other hand the seller also needs to be sure that

the buyer is authentic and that the buyer has the authority to transfer money from

his bank account. The seller wants to be satisfied that this buyer is not a hacker

that fraudulently gained access to a bank account, paying for the transaction

from this unauthorized bank account.

Previously In a small community people usually knew each other and for this

reason trade was a lot easier. However, today people trade globally. Money is

transferred globally from buyer to seller. Banks acts as go-betweens, vending

money on behalf of their clients. The bank relies on identification and

authentication techniques when an instruction is received from a client to transfer

money to a seller's account. Confidentiality is paramount throughout the entire

transaction - if any information is disclosed, e.g. the client's personal details,

account information or a number of other aspects relating to the transaction,

privacy can be compromised.
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Successful identification and authentication are the gate keepers of the security

environment. Von Solms and Eloff [1] describe the five information security

services as:

• Identification and authentication,

• confidentiality,

• integrity,

• authorization and

• non-repudiation.

If the identification and authentication phase fails, all other information security

services are compromised!

The information security service of identification and authentication is currently

enforced by means of a number of technologies. These technologies all aim to

provide confirmation that the entity accessing the computer environment is the

authentic entity. Unfortunately, all the current technologies are fallible. As an

example, a major problem relating to passwords and tokens is the fact that a

person using a password or token is only indirectly authenticated. For instance if

a password is tested for authenticity, the system will match the presented

password with a stored password. If the stored password matches the offered

password exactly, the system will conclude that the offered password is

authentic. This approach has a major flaw - the person presenting the password

was not authenticated - only the password was. The system relies on the

premise that the user will keep his password secret. In general this method of

authentication is referred to as authentication by means of something that the

person knows. A person can also be authenticated by something that he

possesses (e.g. tokens), or something that the user is (e.g. biometrics) [2].

Biometrics is part of the physical person. Biometrics represents a particular

person. Different examples of biometrics are available, varying in complexity and
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industry adaptation. Biometrics is part of the user, and in most instances, if a

biometric characteristic is digitized, especially under supervision, the system can

be firmly convinced that the user is authentic. The utility of this approach is that

the system authenticates the person as the undisputed provider of the biometric

characteristic.

There are unfortunately also a number of problems associated with biometrics.

First and foremost - if a person's biometric characteristic is stolen or filched, the

person is faced with the problem that this compromised biometric characteristic

can not merely be replaced as one would replace a compromised password or

stolen token. Ease of filching a biometric token depends largely on the type of

biometric.

Biometrics can be filched in mainly two ways as illustrated in figure 1.1, along the

undesired biometric path.

Firstly as illustrated in figure 1.1, as humans interact with their environment, they

leave behind latent biometric images. For example, if a person touches a glass,

his fingerprint is left on the glass. If a person drinks from this glass, DNA (found

in the person's saliva) is left on the glass. Various studies and research have

demonstrated that latent biometric images can be lifted, and used at a later stage

to spoof biometric devices [3].

In figure 1.1, the action of generating a fake biometric characteristic from a glass

that the user touched, is illustrated. This fake biometric characteristic that the

hacker manufactured can then be used to spoof a biometric digitizer.
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A person's biometric characteristic
(The physical characteristic:

for example, the person's fingerprint, retina, voice,
hand print etc.)
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.!2 ~.Q -e'"0

.~ ~-- '5
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0> -,
ttl
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ttl data::;:

Reference biometric template
(stored in database)

Figure 1.1: Flow diagram for biometric technology.

Secondly, a physical attack on biometrics, as mentioned in the previous

paragraph, is not the only concern. Another problem with biometrics is the fact

that all biometric characteristics are digitized and changed into an electronic
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template. This electronic template is the electronic representation of the

biometric.

A reference biometric template is stored in a database and will be used as

reference biometric data; all freshly digitized biometric data are compared

against the reference biometric template. The electronic biometric data is

vulnerable to filching in a number of ways. If the biometric data is stolen in

electronic format, as illustrated in figure 1.1, the whole biometric is compromised,

and can be replayed for false authentication purposes.

This thesis investigates the problems associated with identification and

authentication of the human being. For this reason the thesis focuses mainly on

biometrics as a feasible identification and authentication solution.
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1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

If biometric technology is to be considered as the standard to identify and

authenticate persons, the risk of the biometric being stolen is high. As mentioned

a biometric characteristic cannot be simply replaced as one would replace a

stolen token or password. The following two problems therefore limit the use of

biometrics in identification and authentication:

Firstly, biometric data in electronic format can be stolen in various ways

and be replayed at a later stage for false identification and authentication.

The electronic data of a biometric can be acquired from various sources.

For instance, during the capturing phase of the biometric data, during the

transmission phase from the biometric device to the terminal, or even

when the biometric data is sent over a network - to name only a few.

Secondly, a fake biometric characteristic can be manufactured for a given

biometric in order to deceive the biometric matching algorithm into

authenticating the manufactured fake biometric characteristic; e.g. a fake

latex biometric characteristic can be manufactured from a latent finger

print left by a person on a glass.

Due to the mentioned two problems, the wider application of biometrics for

identification and authentication - specifically if used for digital signatures - is still

hazardous.

In the following paragraph a solution will be proposed that will be discussed in

the rest of the thesis.
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1.3. OBJECTIVE OF THIS THESIS

Identification and authentication is probably the most important part of electronic

commerce. As mentioned in the introduction (section 1.1), if identification and

authentication is not irrefutably established, the remainder of the five information

security services [1] will fail irrevocably. During an electronic commerce

transaction both buyer and seller need to be convinced that the other participant

in the contract is beyond any doubt the person or representative of the institution

with whom he or she is about to negotiate a deal. Without irrefutable proof of

identification and authentication, confidentiality, integrity, authorization and non

repudiation are at stake. The transaction hinges totally on bilateral conviction of

identification and authentication. Passwords and tokens are currently used as

the preferred technology to assist in identifying and authenticating the person

indirectly. Biometrics is a method that authenticates a person directly, but due to

the problems associated with biometric data theft, as mentioned in section 1.2,

biometric technology is not yet widely usable.

This thesis investigates current identification and authentication technologies,

including biometrics. A model, named BioVault, is proposed for an identification

and authentication method utilizing biometrics. This model proposes a closed

system with a challenge and response approach, utilizing biometrics as the core

method for identification and authentication. This model demonstrates that

biometrics can be used to identify and authenticate a person over a networked

environment, without the risk of biometric data being misused as discussed in

section 1.2. This model also allows biometrics to be used as a form of digital

signatures.

BioVault is therefore proposed as a solution for the problem statement provided

in section 1.2. The following section will cast some light on the approach that will

be followed to formulate this model.
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1.4. SPECIFIC APPROACH

A number of topics must be considered in order to formulate the model that will

solve the problems faced with biometric theft. These topics will be discussed in

separate chapters. Each chapter is a different part of the foundation that the

model is built upon, and each chapter will introduce different problems and

solutions.

The approach that will be followed is to introduce different aspects of the model;

each aspect will form the foundation for the next topic. The model will for this

reason evolve from a rudimentary solution to a complete all inclusive solution,

known as BioVault.

The following deliverables will be presented:

1. A complete system for detecting biometric misuse attempts.

2. A system that will ensure the safe keeping of biometric data during

network transmission.

3. A system that will allow users of this model to encrypt sensitive

information using biometrics.

4. A system that will allow users of this model to digitally sign electronic

documents using biometrics.

The reader will be guided along a path that will eventually lead to the

presentation of the complete model.

In the section to follow, the different chapters will briefly be introduced, followed

by a brief overview of what the chapter entails.
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1.5. OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS

1.5.1. Chapter 2 - Identification and Authentication

Chapter 2 focuses on the security service of identification and authentication.

This chapter explains the service of identification and authentication in open and

closed environments. Identification is discussed as a separate entity, followed by

a discussion of authentication. The three methods of authentication are

discussed - something the user knows, something the user owns and something

the user is. Mechanisms to enforce authentication for each method are also

researched. The chapter also considers problems associated with each

mechanism, for example that passwords can be guessed, sniffed, cracked,

replayed etc. and that tokens can be falsified, stolen etc.

Chapter 2 will point out that if tokens and passwords are used for identification

and authentication, only the password or token is authenticated, and not the

person presenting the password or token. This chapter does not discuss the

method "Something the user is" in detail, as this aspect of authentication is

discussed in depth in Chapter 3.

1.5.2. Chapter 3 - Biometrics

Chapter 3 will consider biometrics as a technology to solve the problems pointed

out in chapter 2. This chapter will demonstrate that unlike identification and

authentication using tokens and passwords, a person is directly authenticated

using biometrics.

The first part of the chapter focuses on the technology of biometrics. Key

elements found in all biometric systems are discussed and explained. Aspects

like the false acceptance rate, failure to enroll rate and false rejection rate, are

graphically illustrated. Even though the eventual model does not rely on any
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specific biometric technology, the second part of the chapter focuses on a typical

biometric technology like finger prints to demonstrate the typical user interaction

with this biometric.

This chapter will demonstrate that a digitized biometric characteristic (biometric

data) is just as vulnerable as a password. Thus the biometric data can be sniffed,

stolen, and eventually replayed.

The second major problem with stolen biometric data is the fact that the biometric

characteristic cannot simply be replaced. Thus if the biometric data from e.g. a

thumb print, is copied, the thumb cannot simply be replaced.

The chapter concludes with an overview of the advantages gained using

biometrics and the problems found if biometrics is used.

1.5.3. Chapter 4: Replay

This chapter will focus specifically on the problems found relating to any form of

replay. The chapter will demonstrate the methods used to acquire biometric data,

as well as acquiring passwords, and the methods used to replay this data.

It will be demonstrated that biometrics is just as vulnerable to replay attacks as

any other technology

1.5.4. Chapter 5: Token Duplication

This chapter will discuss the problems related to duplicating a man-made token

(like a smartcard) and also methods used to duplicate a biometric characteristic

(like a finger print). In conclusion this chapter will show that the duplication of a

biometric characteristic is a big problem, as the biometric characteristic cannot

be replaced like one would replace a man-made token.
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1.5.5. Chapter 6: Symmetry and Asymmetry

Chapter 6 will introduce the principle of symmetry and asymmetry. The chapter

discusses the fact that passwords and tokens are symmetric authentication

technologies and that biometrics is an asymmetric technology. The chapter will

demonstrate how asymmetry found in biometrics can be used to identify

biometric data uniquely, and then be used as a possible option to detect replay of

biometric data.

1.5.6. Chapter 7 - The Importance of Identification &

Authentication

This chapter considers the current electronic commerce environment. A typical

online transaction is discussed to demonstrate that the current electronic

commerce environment relies mainly on passwords and tokens to safeguard the

buyer's funds.

If the information in chapters 4 and 5 is considered, it is clear from chapter 7 that

the current electronic commerce environment is vulnerable to attack. The

chapters following chapter 7 explain the working mechanism of the BioVault

model. The BioVault model is designed to safeguard an electronic commerce

transaction.

1.5.7. Chapter 8 -BioVault Version 1.0

This chapter illustrates how asymmetry can be used to solve the problem of

replay (relating to the first part of the problem statement). This is done with

BioVault version 1.0. In order to accomplish this, a Bio-archive is introduced on a

trusted server.
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The second and even more compelling part of this chapter will demonstrate that

electronic sniffing and replay is not the only problem. The chapter will conclude

therefore with the problems found with latent finger prints and the manufacturing

of false biometric copies.

Chapter 8 concludes with the second part of the problem statement namely:

A fake biometric characteristic can be manufactured for a given biometric

in order to deceive the biometric recording device into authenticating a

fake biometric characteristic; E.g. a latex biometric characteristic can be

manufactured from a latent finger print on a glass, that the person has

handled.

BioVault version 1.0 does not address this part of the problem, which is solved in

subsequent versions of BioVault.

Chapter 9 will present a basic model to solve the second part of the problem

statement.

1.5.8. Chapter 9 - BioVault Version 2.0

Chapter 9 introduces the second version of the BioVault model. This model

solves the problem encountered in the second part of the problem statement,

namely latent biometric characteristic lifting and fake biometric characteristic

manufacturing.

BioVault version 2.0 is introduced in chapter 9 with two major additions to

BioVault version 1.0. A Bio-archive on the server as well as the client side, is

introduced, and will be known as the client Bio-archive (CBA) and the Server Bio

archive (SBA). These Bio-archives serve as the initial defense line against fake

biometric characteristics. Furthermore a challenge and response system is
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introduced to assist overcoming the problems associated with fake biometric

characteristics.

Chapter 9 concludes with some issues relating to the SBA and CBA, like size of

the Bio-Archive (BA), speed, and uniqueness considerations in the SA.

1.5.9. Chapter 10 - BioVault Version 3.0

This chapter starts with a critical evaluation of BioVault version 2.0, considering

the major benefits and possible short comings. These led to BioVault version 3.0,

in which an improved protocol is introduced. In this protocol, a Bio-parcel is

created using XOR technology. Chapter 10 also concludes that there is no need

for a full search through the SBA, and that the SBA can include only a limited

number of biometric data. Lastly chapter 10 illustrates the mechanism of unique

flash drive codes and shared key to protect the contents of the CBA.

1.5.10. Chapter 11- BioVault, Biometric Encryption

This chapter will illustrate how BioVault version 3.0 can be used to successfully

encrypt a message sent over the internet between 2 parties, using biometric data

as the secret key for the encryption algorithm,. This method relies on the fact that

both sender and receiver are part of the BioVault infrastructure.

1.5.11. Chapter 12 - BioVault, Biometric Signatures

The last application chapter demonstrates the mechanism used to utilize

biometric data for the signing of electronic documents. Chapter 12 will illustrate

the method that the BioVault environment will follow in order to digitally sign a

document, using the biometric data of the person generating the document, and

intending to sign the document. This will allow non-repudiation to be enforced.

The biometric data that is used to sign the electronic document is thus directly

related to the signing party.
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1.5.12. Chapter 13 - Conclusion

This chapter considers the aim of this thesis, and shows that each and every

aim, as formulated in Chapter 1, has been accomplished successfully.

1.5.13. Chapter 14 - Research Results

Articles emanating from the research are included in this section, as well as a

patent application that was discovered during the research of the thesis.

1.5.14. Chapter 15 - References

Chapter 15 includes all sources used during the research of this thesis.

1.6. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER

In conclusion, chapter 1 introduces the various parts that will be discussed in

order to formulate the BioVault model. This model will help prevent the usage of

filched biometric data, or fake biometric characteristics manufactured from lifted

biometric characteristics.

Briefly this chapter points out that:

• Chapter 2 will discuss identification and authentication by means of

passwords, tokens and pins, focusing on the shortcomings of these

technologies.

• Chapter 3 will discuss biometrics as a possible solution, pointing out

the strengths over normal passwords and tokens, concluding that

biometrics can also be stolen and replayed.

• Chapter 4 will discuss replay of biometrics and tokens, building the

underlying argument for biometric usage.
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• Chapter 5 explains the principles of token and biometric duplication

and in what way this hinders the acceptance of biometrics for

electronic commerce purposes.

• Chapter 6 illustrates the mechanism and usability of asymmetry to

identify biometric data.

• Chapter 7 illustrates a typical e-commerce environment found

currently, pointing out the strong and weak points of the current

environment.

• Chapter 8 will introduce BioVault version 1.0, to solve the problem of

biometric data replay using asymmetry. However, chapter 8 concludes

with the problem of lifted biometric data and the manufacturing of fake

biometric characteristics, subsequently used for false identification and

authentication.

• Chapter 9 introduces the BioVault version 2.0 model to demonstrate

how the problem of lifted biometric characteristics can be solved.

• Chapter 10 will discuss the BioVault version 3.0 model to ensure client

authenticity for biometric identification and authentication.

• The thesis includes two application chapters, chapter 11 and 12, which

illustrate how BioVault can be used to digitally sign and encrypt a

message using biometric data.

• References, Appendixes and the final conclusion of the thesis are

found in chapters 13, 14 and 15.

The following chapter (chapter 2) will discuss identification and authentication

using the current methods commonly used in the industry, namely passwords,

tokens and pins. These topics will be discussed generally, focusing on their

strengths and shortcomings.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION

Identification and authentication is the first information security service as

specified by Von Solms and Eloff [1]. This thesis will describe the development of

a protocol to assist in the secure usage of biometric identification and

authentication. For this reason it is important that the different facets of

identification and authentication should be considered. This chapter will discuss

the need in a computer environment for identification, followed by a discussion

of the factors needed to ensure that an identified person or object is the

authentic person or object by means of various authentication techniques. The

different types of authentication techniques will be discussed, and the

shortcomings of identification and authentication will be considered. In

conclusion this chapter will demonstrate that authentication by means of

something that a user knows e.g. passwords, or authentication by means of

something that the user owns e.g. tokens, do not authenticate a person

presenting the password or token, but only authenticates the actual password or

token as authentic.

2.2. BACKGROUND

Human beings are masters of identification. They have 5 senses to aid them with

identifying virtually everything in their environment. Sight, hearing, touch, smell

and taste are jointly used to perceive, identify and even authenticate almost

everything in their world. In fact, if something cannot be identified using these 5

senses, it virtually does not exist for that particular person.
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Identification is a lifelong learning curve for man, and the ability to identify,

educates him / her. If a person is faced with something that was never

experienced before, he or she will need to learn from the new experience, and in

future, will be able to identify and make decisions based on acquired knowledge.

A person cannot describe a taste never tasted, or an odour never smelt before. A

person cannot identify a person he has never met.

In a small community, people know everybody that is part of this small

community. If somebody calls a person on the telephone, a person will be

identified by his way of talking, tone of voice, and even by the type of

discussion. A person walking down the street can be identified by the way that

he walks, hairstyle and the person's face. A lady entering a shop can even be

identified by the perfume that she wears. In this community, identification comes

natural, and people are used to identification, without conscious awareness of

the process of identification.

Computers must be equipped with 'senses' in order to have the ability to identify.

Computers, as with humans, must go through a learning curve in order to

successfully identify. A computer is however not as intuitive as a human being,

thus if identification parameters are tampered With, the computer has difficulty in

making a successful identification.

This chapter will discuss the concepts of identification and authentication. The

reader will be introduced to the importance of this security service, and all the

aspects relating to identification and authentication. The discussion will mainly

focus on the information technology service of identification and authentication.

The chapter will conclude with an overview of the importance and relevance of

this security service to the information technology environment.
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2.3. IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION

Identification and authentication ensures that only legal parties are allowed to

access an IT system [4].

All forms of identification and authentication assume that there exists a trusted

path for secure data transfer between a claimant and a verifier.

Even though identification and authentication is often used as a single concept,

this chapter will discuss identification and authentication separately.

Identification and authentication as an entity is cited as the first of the five

security services [1]. This first service of identification and authentication is of

great relevance to this thesis, and will form the core of the developed model.

2.3.1. Open or closed environments

Identification and authentication can be applied in an open or a closed

environment [4].

In an open environment, the IT system is not aware of all possible parties. E.g. a

website such as Amazon.com [5], allows a new user to choose a unique identifier

and password. The Amazon environment has never met the person before and

no prior knowledge exists of this particular user. The environment is open for

anyone to register to the Amazon environment.

In a closed environment the system is aware of all possible parties that may wish

to access the facilities of the environment. This environment is not open to

everybody, and registration is not done by the users themselves. For instance,

during the registration of the users using the intranet of a company, the network

administrator must provide the user with a username and a temporary password

for the intranet. Identification and authentication is an important security

consideration for both open and closed IT environments. In the rest of the
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chapter, attention will first be given to identification, followed by a discussion on

authentication.

2.4. IDENTIFICATION

In virtually any environment, if positive identification cannot be established, the

risk factor increases, and a possible fraudulent action may occur. As stated in the

introduction of this chapter, human beings have a natural ability to identify, and

even though they may be fooled, they are not fooled that easily. Unfortunately

identification does not come that naturally in the information technology

environment. 'Senses' or tools must be supplied to computers to assist them

with the ability to identify.

In the information technology environment, a unique identifier (identity) like a

username for people or a unique number like a media authentication code (MAC)

must be linked to whatever must be identified [6]. One will find that if something

needs to be identified by a computer, this item will have one or other unique

marking. A barcode is a typical example of a unique marking that assists in the

identification of items.

2.4.1. Identification in the information technology

environment

In the IT environment, computer devices need to identify a number of objects.

Some objects are engineered to work with computers like a USB device, and they

will follow a specific convention to ensure that identification of such devices is as

simple as possible. A broad outline of a number of the objects that need to be

identified in the IT environment will briefly be discussed.
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2.4.1.1. Computers

The IT environment must have the ability to identify computer systems. These

computer systems are usually a computer terminal running an operating system,

with various hardware devices installed on the computer. Computers that need

to be identified are linked to a network, and networked computers need to

identify each other. Various techniques are used, depending on the type of

network being used. As a TCPjIP network is currently the most common type of

network [4], the technology to identify a computer in a TCPjIP network will be

explained.

To identify a computer connected to the network, a number of methods are

utilized:

1) Each network card has a unique MAC address (media authentication code)

[4] [7], used for network card identification. This MAC allows for direct

identification and communication. Each machine is assigned a unique

numeric value called a physical address j hardware address for example

MAC 01-23-45-67-89-ab.

2) Each computer joining the network must also have a unique IP address,

this IP address is associated with the MAC of the computer [8] for

example 152.106.42.195.

3) Lastly a computer can also be identified by the machine's unique universal

resource locator (URL) [8], for example: 'csrau.rau.ac.za'.

A computer can identify other computers based on the identifiers associated with

the specific computer. The URL is associated with the IP address, and the IP

address is associated with the MAC of the computer. Any of these can assist a

computer to identify another computer uniquely.
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However, in the IT environment, computers are not the only devices needed to

be identified. A number of other electronic devices are found that interact with

the computer and also have to be identified. These electronic devices are briefly

discussed in the next section.

2.4.1.2. Electronicdevices

Currently a whole array of electronic devices can be connected to a computer.

Previously, the user of a computer had to identify the device on behalf of the

computer. The user then had to set various parameters to assist the computer to

use the services of the electronic device [9]. Typical example of electronic

devices that interact with a computer and that the computer has to identify

include:

• USB flash memory for external storage.

• USB devices like printers, external hard drives, cameras, sound cards etc.

• Serial port devices like modems or legacy pointer devices.

• Parallel port printers or scanners.

The above examples show only a few general examples, and as technology has

improved, these electronic devices now include unique identifiers for almost all

electronic devices that can be attached to a computer [10]. These identifiers are

subsequently used by the computer to identify all attached electronic devices.

This allows the computer to identify an electronic device and ensure that the

device is assigned to the right driver software [10], or to ensure that the correct

software is loaded for the specific electronic device.

Computers and electronic devices are manufactured to interact with each other.

Computers can identify each other and computers can also identify electronic

devices based on unique numbers assigned to these devices. However,

computers must also be able to identify items not part of the electronic
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environment. For instance, a box of pills is not part of the electronic

environment. If we want the computer to identify the box of pills uniquely, the

computer must be provided with a 'sense' to assist in this identification. This box

of pills is considered as an object that must be identified.

2.4.1.3. Objects

Various methods exist to allow a computer to identify objects that are external to

the computer environment. Barcode technology is currently the de-facto

standard for identifying Virtually any object. Almost all objects have a barcode. A

computer can read a barcode on these objects, and this allows the computer to

identify the objects.

An Example of a barcode is illustrated in figure 2.1

42000 06200

Figure 2.1: A barcode

Bar code technology is not the only tool available to assist computers to identify

objects. Technology such as RF-tags is gaining increasing popularity.
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Figure 2.2: A RF-Tag [11]

2.4.1. 4. Humans

As with objects, humans also reside outside the IT environment, and humans

must also be identified by a computer.

In much the same way objects have to be identified by a computer by giving

them a unique barcode or a RF-tag, a human must also have an unique identifier

associated with the human, in order for the computer to identify the person.

A human will therefore receive a username or user code. This username or user

code will usually be a unique name or number linked directly to the user. Ideally

nobody else should have the same identifying object in a given IT environment

[12]. This unique number or name will assist a computer to identify the user.

A user will be challenged by a secure IT environment to provide his/ her unique

identifier; this step is usually part of the logon procedure. A typical logon

challenge is illustrated in figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Login screen

In the illustration of figure 2.3 the user must supply his I her unique identifier.

This allows the computer to identify the user.

2.4.1.5. Conclusion

Identification is the first step in the information security service of identification

and authentication. A number of role players interact with a computer, and must

be uniquely identified. These role players can be divided into 4 major groups:

• Computers that must identify other computers,

• Electronic devices that must be identified by computers,

• Objects like a box of pills that the computer must identify,

• Humans interacting with a computer must be identifiable.

This unique identifier, regardless of application domain is not covert.

A barcode is always visible and accessible to anyone. A RF tag can be scanned,

and the unique number of the RF-tag will be openly displayed. The IP- and MAC

address of a computer can effortlessly be found with an instruction such as

Ipconfig -all as illustrated in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Ipconfig in the console window.

The user name of a person can usually be found on the system domain and is

not concealed by the system. The system does not obscure this unique identifier.

In essence it must be accepted that the name or number used for the purposes

of identification in all aspects of the IT environment is not secretive.

Once the computer, electronic device, object or human is identified by a

computer, the computer must ensure that whatever was identified is then

authentic. In the next section the authentication phase of the identification and

authentication security service will be discussed.

2.5. AUTHENTICATION

As discussed in the previous section, identification is the first step in the

information security service of identification and authentication. It was

mentioned that the methods used for the purpose of identification are not secret,

and the names or numbers linked to humans, objects, computers etc, are not

covert either. Because of this, it is possible to masquerade as another person

merely by responding to a logon challenge as somebody else.
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However, humans, computers, and electronic devices are often exclusively

authorized to perform certain tasks. Certain priVileges are often associated with a

specific user. For example, Andy Smith is authorized to change the monthly

salaries of employees of a company. Andy will use his identifier e.g. AndySmith

to identify himself to the accounting system of the company. The accounting

system will then, based on his approved authorization privileges, allow him to

alter the monthly salaries of any employee.

In an environment where people are honest, and live with integrity, all would be

fine. Unfortunately, this is not the world of today.

A possibility exists that another user, working for this particular company may

use Andy's user name to gain access to the authorization privileges awarded to

Andy. For example; Mandy feels that the salary she receives each month is

insufficient. She will access the accounting software of the company but instead

of using her own identifier linked to her, she will enter Andy's identifier. Keep in

mind that his identifier is not secret, and people use this identifier daily to

identify Andy on the network e.g. AndySmith@CompanyABC.com. Mandy can

now masquerade as Andy; she is now identified by the IT environment as Andy,

and for this reason she has also acquired all the authorization priVileges awarded

to Andy. If she chooses to change her monthly salary, she is now authorized to

do so.

This presents a number of problems that include (but are not limited to):

• Privacy issues

• Anonymity issues

• Accountability issues

• System integrity issues.
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The second step in the IT security service identification and authentication

strives to solve the problem of one person, object, electronic device etc.

masquerading falsely as something or somebody else. To use only a publicly

known identifier that is common knowledge, does not prevent masquerading to

take place.

Authentication is the step that endeavors to solve this problem of masquerading

Therefore the service of identification and authentication is a two step process

[1]:

1) Identification - this is by means of a unique name or number, this is not

anonymousand can for this reason be stolen or misused.

2) Authentication - verifying that the offered number or name belongs to the

offering party, accomplished by certain secret parameters known only to

the real owner, or by a unique token only owned by a specific person.

2.5.1. Secret parameters

In order to evaluate the strengths and shortcomings of secret parameters that

can be used for authentication, the different secret parameters will be discussed.

Each parameter will be discussed briefly, followed by a conclusion that will

summarize the strengths and weaknesses of the parameter.

Considering that a user supplies a familiar user-ld to the IT environment, a

method must be found that will safeguard the identity of the user. Secret

parameters are the mechanism that assists in the process of proving

authenticity.
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These secret parameters come in 4 different forms [12]:

1) Something secretly known.

2) Some unique possession.

3) Something the user is.

4) Multi factor authentication.

Each of the secret parameters will now very briefly be discussed.

2.5.1.1. Something secretlv known

A secret is often used to authenticate a long lost friend. Many stories are told

about friends meeting up after years of separation, and the only way that the

friends could prove their identity, is by means of something that they carry

knowledge of, and no one else could know about. This is a typical example of

proving the identity of a person he alleges to be, by providing knowledge

unknown to others.

The earliest computer-based authentication mechanism was established as part

of the Compatible Time Sharing System (CTSS) at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology in the early 1960s [13]. The system's designer introduced the notion

of a "private code" that students would memorize, much like they memorized the

numbers of their combination locks on their student lockers. Today of course, we

use the term password to refer to such private codes [14].

Usage of a rudimentary network password is illustrated in figure 2.5:
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Username Password

1} The Amazon server challenge Mandy to supply her password
2) Mandy sends her password to the server over the intemet
3) The server compares the password of Mandy stored in the database
with the password received from Mandy over the network
4) If the password received matches the password in the database 100%.
Mandy is considered as the authentic Mandy

Figure 2.5: Password usage over a network.

Andy
Mandy
Pete
Johan
Bob
Sam

Joyce2001
4c4d3m
gr8f n
432fjj
harpo212
322grovey

Modern life is rife with passwords. They protect everything from children's

personal computers to extensive business and financial resources [15].

In theory a password is memorized by a single person, is hard to guess, never

written down and is never shared. In practice however, people are constantly

Violating these expectations. Passwords are often written down, shared with

other people, or chosen from a small number of easy-to-guess words. There is

an inevitable tug-of-war between choosing a password that is easy to remember

and one that is hard to guess. Some systems try to force people to choose hard

to guess passwords, and many people then keep a written list of their hard to

guess (and hard to remember) passwords. Of course, if this list is copied or

stolen, all these passwords provide no protection.

Although passwords are both widely used and easily compromised, they illustrate

the fundamental mechanism of automated authentication: the user must provide
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some information or input that cannot be provided by someone else. Consider

what happens if an authorized user named Sally tries to log in to a server, such

as an e-mail server. The server requests a unique identifier from Sally. She will

provide her username. The server will then expect Sally to authenticate herself.

Sally will for this reason provides a password and transmit the password in an

overall trusted environment. She should typically be the only person in the world

that knows her password. The server will match the password she provided with

a password stored in a database on the server. If the password provided

matches the password in the database 100%, the server will accept Sally's

authenticity [9]. It must be noted that there is various methods that could be

used to gain illegal access to this password entered, however, this aspect is

discussed in chapter 4, section 4.2.1.

2.5.1.1.1. Password considerations

The simplest implementations of passwords and personal identification numbers

(PINs) yield the simplest of all authentication mechanisms. Sally's memorized

password serves as the authenticator. The verification procedure simply performs

a character string comparison of the password provided by Sally and a copy of

the password stored in the system. The server must verify a 100% match

between the password supplied by Sally and the password stored on the server

[12].

Passwords work reliably only as long as they are not guessed or otherwise

disclosed to potential adversaries through accident, subversion, or intentional

sharing. A secret, like a password, becomes easier to steal as it is often shared

among more and more people; this reflects the wisdom of the old dictum: "Two

people can keep a secret, provided one of them is dead."
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2.5.1.1.2. Subverting passwords

A number of ways exist that a password can be discovered. The following section

briefly discusses some of these methods.

• Trial-and-error attempts

When Jack attempts to bypass an authentication system, the first thing he

considers is whether trial-and-error attempts are likely to succeed. Every

authentication system is subject to some type of trial-and-error attack. The

classic attack on passwords is an interactive attack, in which the attacker simply

types one possible password after another, until either the list of possible

passwords, or the attacker, is exhausted. Most systems resist such attacks by

keeping track of the number of unsuccessful authentication attempts. Once the

number of allowed attempts has been reached, the system will resort to a

number of options to protect the authentication environment. The administrator

of the system will specify that the system must for example, lock the user out for

a predetermined time, or lock the user out until the administrator could mitigate

the problem.

• Offline attack

With the introduction of password hashing and other techniques for obscuring a

password cryptographically, a different technique emerged: the offline attack [9].

These attacks take a copy of a cryptographically protected password file and use

a computer to try to "crack" it by using a brute force attack on the stored hashes

of each password.

The following screen shot illustrates offline attacks executed in LophtCrack [17].
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An offline attack usually has a 100% success rate in two cases:

1) If the password is short «8 characters)

2) If the password is found in a dictionary.

Firstly, when short passwords (less than 8 characters) are to be cracked the

success rate is guaranteed, for this reason, passwords shorter than 8 characters

can be cracked even if the password is a non-dictionary word, consisting of non

alphanumeric characters like "$%1\$#". LophtCrack identifies these short

passwords and indicate such passwords with an x [17], [18].

secondly a password can successfully be cracked when using a brute force

dictionary attack [17]. In figure 2.7 LophCrack is executing a dictionary attack.
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Figure 2.7: LophtCrack executing a dictionary attack.

In fact, dictionary attacks are fast enough that the dictionary contains many

unlikely words as well, so that even improbable words will be tested. In studies

performed on hashed password files, dictionaries of English words have been

successfully used in dictionary attacks to crack between 24.2 per cent and 35 per

cent of the file's passwords [19].

If people use short passwords or easily memorized common English terms (such

as favorite food dishes), the offline attack can exhaustively check every possible

password by comparing its hashed equivalent against the hashed password

being cracked.

• Replication attack
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In this attack, Henry produces a copy of whatever Sally is using to authenticate

herself. If Sally has written down her password somewhere, Henry can perform a

replication attack by finding the written down password and copying it for his

own use. This takes place without Sally's knowledge or intentional co-operation.

In practice, such "mouse pad" searches uncover a password between 4 and 39

per cent of the time, depending on the environment [19]. If we characterize a

mouse pad search as a single attempted attack, we have an average attack

space of as little as 21.

• Digital Spoofing / Interception

Also known as a replay attack, this attack takes advantage of the fact that all

authentication data are ultimately reduced to zeros and ones (bits) [31]. All

passwords are stored in binary. If a password is sent via a communication

medium, the electric signals that represent the zeros and ones can be

intercepted. If the system expects a particular value for authentication, the

attacker intercepts this value while in transit via the communication medium and

replays it to masquerade as someone else. The classic example is for Jack to

intercept Mandy's password as it travels in bits (binary) from her workstation to

the server via the intranet, and is illustrated in figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Password interception.
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Username Password
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Andy Joyce2001
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Bob harpo212
Sam 322grovey

... ...

Step 1. Mandy would enter her password on her computer.

Step 2. The password is sent via the internet to the authentication server.

Step 3. Jack intercepts Mandy's password.

Step 4. The password arrives at the authentication server.

Step 5. The password received via the internet (from either Mandy or Jack) is

compared to the password stored in the password database.

Digital spoofing is an important aspect of this thesis. Virtually all electronic

communication today occurs via a shared medium where all information is

reduced to zeros and ones. Digital spoofing is a major threat for authentication
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compared to most of the other forms of attacks such as replication attacks or

password guessing.

Digital spoofing can be carried out in virtually any area where digital data

traverses a communication medium. In depth attention will be given to digital

spoofing in Chapter4, discussing replay.

Interception poses a serious problem for Intemet traffic. Telnet and FTP

authentication is specifically prone to this type of attack [4]. Cryptographic

protection became a standard feature in web browsers since 1994 [20].

2.5.1.1.3. Conclusion

The most common method to ensure authenticity is to provide a user with

something that only that user knows - a unique secret. This is the most

commonly used method at this stage, but as demonstrated, it is also open to

subversion.

The benefits of passwords are [21]:

• Easy to use

• Inexpensive

• Easy to implement

• No special devices are needed

• Easy to manage

• User does not have any physical item than can be stolen or lost (unlike a

token).
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Unfortunately, passwords also have a number of imperfections [21], [22]:

• Passwords are not resilient against attacks.

• Passwords can easily be subverted using techniques like password

guessing, and password cracking.

• Digital spoofing is the technique most relevant aspect to this thesis, and

will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

• If a password is compromised the owner is often not aware of the fact

that the password is compromised.

• More than one person can use the password (password sharing).

• Most importantly, if a password is used for authentication, the system that

checks for authenticity, will only conclude that the password is authentic

(as this password will be an exact match with the password database),

but the system cannot determine that the person offering the password is

in fact the authentic user / owner.

In the following section the second authentication method, some unique

possession, will be dealt with.

2.5.1.2. Some unique possession

Physical authentication devices, such as smart cards and magnetic cards, were

developed to eliminate certain weaknesses associated with passwords, such as

the sharing of passwords [21]. Only one person can be in possession of this

unique token, which can therefore not be used simultaneously by more than one

party.
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Figure 2.9: Magnetic card and reader [23]

2 3

Figure 2.10: Smart card and Reader [24]

A major benefit of cards and tokens is that they cannot be shared with the same

freedom as sharing passwords. If Mandy lends her token to someone else, the

other person can log in, but Mandy cannot.

In general, these devices store a large base secret j unique identifier (larger, in

any case, than typical passwords). Since the token carries the secret identifier,
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Mandy does not need to memorize it: she simply has to carry the token and have

it available to tender when she logs in. The devices usually contain a special

procedure that uses the base secret to generate a hard-to-predict value for the

authenticator. When Mandy needs to log in, her device generates the correct

authenticator. She then either types the authenticator in, instead of a password,

or she relies on a special authentication client to transmit the authenticator to

the authentication server [25].

To authenticate Mandy, the authentication server uses a specialized verification

procedure designed for the particular device Mandy uses [25]. Usually, however,

these procedures would not accept the same authenticator value twice. This

increases security since Jack cannot intercept and reuse an authenticator

transmitted by Mandy's device. However, it may also inconvenience Mandy if she

is able to access her mail only from access points that have the particular device

available to accept her token. The appropriate verification procedures usually fall

into two categories: Those procedures using secret-key cryptography and those

procedures using public-key cryptography [25].

The first password-based tokens, such as a Java card, were implemented using

secret-key cryptography. To log in with one of these tokens, Mandy needed to

follow the following procedure [26]:

1. Mandy typed her user name.

2. The server replied by displaying a numerical value, called the challenge.

3. Mandy typed the challenge from the server into a keypad of the

authentication device.

4. The authentication device used a cryptographic function, often the Data

Encryption Standard (DES), to combine the challenge with her base

secret, stored inside the token (Java card).
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5. The authentication device displayed the result on a digital display; this

was called the response.

6. Mandy copied the response into the server's password prompt, using it as

the authenticator.

7. Internally, the server combined the challenge it sent with its own copy of

Mandy's base secret. If the result matched Mandy's response, the server

would allow her to log in.

As these tokens became more sophisticated, they incorporated techniques to

generate the challenge value internally. Some vendors produce tokens that use

the value from a time-of-day clock as the challenge value, while others use an

internal counter, and some combine both. These techniques greatly simplified

matters: when Mandy needs to log in, the token simply displays the password

she needs to use.

Other devices, notably smart cards and USB tokens [27], use public-key

cryptography. If Mandy uses a public-key smart card, Mandy's private key serves

as the base secret for authentication, and that key resides on the smart card.

When Mandy logs in, most of the authentication process is handled automatically

by client software, which performs a challenge-response exchange, similar to

what was originally used in tokens. There is an important difference: the verifier

is Mandy's public key, not her private key. She never has to divulge her private

key to a server to log into it. This reduces the risks to Mandy's base secret, since

it does not have to reside anywhere except on her smart card.

Like passwords, authentication devices can be stolen. Unlike passwords, the

owner can tell if the device has been stolen. By itself, as with passwords, the

authentication system would not be able to verify whether the value offered,

comes from a stolen token or not.
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2.5.1.2.1. Subverting Tokens

Authentication devices are also subject to interactive and offline attacks,

although they are far less likely to succeed.

An interactive attack would attempt to generate a legitimate authenticator value.

The attack's likelihood of success depends on the size of the authenticator. Since

authenticators tend to have at least six digits, the chances of success could be

less than one in a million. Moreover, the interactive attempts can be detected by

the system receiving them, and the system can then warn the system

administrator.

Offline attacks against tokens are more likely to succeed since they cannot be

detected. The goal of the attack is to derive the secret stored in the token or

smart card. The offline attack begins by collecting a number of authenticators.

The attack tries all plausible values for the base secret and tests them against

the intercepted authenticators to determine whether a particular base secret

value would generate that authenticator. These attacks may be practical against

tokens that use the Data Encryption Standard (DES) or other algorithms with

similarly short key lengths.

When attacking devices such as tokens or cards, the replication attack must

duplicate the functionality of the device by either extracting its base secret or by

deriving it through a trial-and-error attack [19].

A magnetic card is vulnerable to a Skimming attack [28]. Credit card skimming is

when a person records the information on a credit or debit card without the

owner knowing about it, with the intention of using that credit card information

illegally. Skimming most commonly occurs in restaurants, where the card owner

loses contact with the card and a purchase is made. It takes about two seconds
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to scan a card through a portable reader, and the reader records all the

information on the magnetic card. Figure 2.11, illustrates that these portable

magnetic card readers are very small and can easily fit into one's pocket. Once

this information is received and stored, a hacker can generate new magnetic

cards from this information and use this to fraudulently purchase goods without

the authentic owner of the magnetic card being aware of this.

Figure 2.11: The TA-48 portable card reader. [30]

2.5.1.2.2. Conclusion

The second method used for authentication is something that a user owns. This

method is a different approach compared to something the user knows. Using

passwords, PINs etc. the user must remember something, however, if tokens are

used the user does not need to remember anything, the user must only be in

possession of the unique token.

Tokens have a number of advantages [21]:

• The person does not need to remember anything.

• Only one person can be in possession of the token.

• If the person does not have the token, the person cannot gain access to

the system.

• If the token is stolen or lost the owner will be aware of this fact.

• Can be replaced with a new token, and the old one can be black listed.

However, a number of problems are associated with tokens [22]:
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• If the person does not have the token in his possession, the person

cannot gain access to the system.

• Considering skimming attacks, tokens can be duplicated without the

knowledge of the owner of the token.

• As with passwords the significant problem exists that if a token is used for

authentication, the system checking authenticity will only establish that

the token is authentic, but the system cannot be sure that the person

offering the token is the authentic owner of the token.

Tokens and passwords have one common problem; the system only

authenticates the token or password as authentic and not the person presenting

the token or password.

In the next section "something that the user is" will be considered, as a possible

solution to authenticate the user directly.

2.5.1.3. Something the user is

Biometrics relies on any automatically measurable physical characteristic or

personal trait that is distinctive to an individual [29]. Common biometric

verification techniques try to match measurements from Mandy's fingerprint,

hand, eye, face, or voice to measurements that were previously collected from

her during a registration process. For example, if Mandy's system relies on

fingerprints, she must place her finger on a fingerprint reader when she logs in.

The reader will digitize the fingerprint she provides and try to match it to

measurements that were previously collected from her. If the latest

measurement matches closely enough, the system acknowledges that Mandy is

present and logs her in or grants her access. Mandy has no device to lose or

password to forget. She can authenticate herself provided the appropriate

physical characteristic or personal trait has not been badly injured or degraded.
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As biometrics is the technology used for authentication in the protocol developed

as part of this research, biometrics and all biometric considerations will be

discussed in depth in the following chapter (Chapter 3).

2.5.1.4. Multi factor authentication

As a general rule, if an authentication system is developed by humans, it can be

defeated by humans. Passwords can be intercepted and reused. Password

tokens can be stolen. All authentication factors suffer from fundamental

weaknesses. Practical systems incorporate at least two factors to neutralize

individual weaknesses. Plastic cards for ATMs provide a classic example: Mandy

must possess the correct card and she must know the appropriate PIN;

otherwise she cannot use the teller machine. Most password tokens incorporate

PINs in some fashion, and most biometric systems rely on token-like devices to

collect tokens and to protect them cryptographically.

Thus in order to eliminate the weaknesses associated with the various

authentication mechanisms, two or more authentication mechanisms are

combined in an effort to eliminate the individual weaknesses of each

authentication method.
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2.6. CONCLUSION

This chapter investigated the methods and technologies to assist the computer

environment with identification and authentication. The identification and

authentication of humans is of particular interest. A human (computer user) must

be identified in a computer environment; this will allow the user to perform

certain authorized tasks. Due to the fact that users are specifically authorized to

do certain tasks, and can be held accountable for their actions in a computer

environment, it is necessary to ensure that the identified user is the actual user

and not merely an illicit user masquerading as the authentic user. To ensure that

a user is authentic, the computer environment must authenticate the user that is

identified.

Authentication can be established by challenging a user to provide a secret, only

known by the user, or to provide a token that only the user owns. The user can

also provide a biometric token as part of the authentication process.

As illustrated in this chapter, various examples exist to subvert passwords and

tokens. It is also clear that passwords are more vulnerable than tokens, but at

this stage the usage of passwords outrank the usage of tokens.

Another major problem with passwords and tokens is found in the fact that the

system can only authenticate the password, pin or token, as authentic. However

the system does not authenticate the user presenting this password, pin or token

as the authentic user. Thus the authentication process will confirm the password

and token as authentic, but not the user presenting the token or password. This

means that the user is only indirectly authenticated.
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The argument relies on the fact that the user should be the only person that

knows the specific password or the user should be the only person that owns the

specific token. If the problems associated with passwords and tokens are

considered, it is clear that there is a distinct possibility that the person presenting

an authentic token or an authentic password is not the authentic rightful owner

of this password or token.

The next chapter will discuss biometrics as a possible solution for identification

and authentication. Biometrics is part of the user, and the following chapter will

investigate biometrics to determine whether biometrics can be used to

authenticate the user presenting the biometric token directly as authentic,

instead of only authenticating a presented password or token.
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3.1. INTRODUCTION

<:hapter 3 Biornetricsl

In chapter 2 identification and authentication were discussed. The chapter

focused on the importance of identification and authentication. Chapter 2 also

investigated the various mechanisms used to enforce authentication. It was

pointed out that a user can use four distinct mechanisms to be authenticated.

These four mechanisms are

1) Something that the user knows - Like passwords, pass phrases and

PINs.

2) Something that the user owns - Like magnetic cards, smartcards, and RF

tags.

3) Something that the user is - Also known as biometrics.

4) Combination of the above mentioned 3 mechanisms.

The previous chapter did not elaborate on biometrics as that will be the focus of

this chapter. Biometrics will be the fundamental identification and authentication

technology used in a system called BioVaultdiscussed later in this thesis. For this

reason the mechanism of biometric models needs to be investigated. This

chapter starts with a high level, general discussion of biometric systems,

followed by a look at two biometric technologies available today. All currently

available biometric technologies are not discussed because the eventual BioVault

model does not rely on any specific biometric technology. This chapter will

discuss the strengths and weaknesses of biometric technology. The previous

chapter elaborated on the core weaknesses of passwords and tokens - if a user

uses a password or a token for authentication, only the token or password
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presented is authenticated and not the user presenting the password or token.

The aim of the chapter is to investigate whether biometrics is more resilient

against fraudulent attacks than the authentication mechanisms discussed in

chapter 2. This chapter will demonstrate that if a user is authenticated using a

biometric token, the user is authenticated directly, not just the offered biometric

token.

3.2. BACKGROUND

Biometrics: "(ancient Greek: bios ="life", metron ="measure") is the study of

automated methods for uniquely recognizing humans based upon one or more

intrinsic physical or behavioral traits" [35]. Ben Miller, introduced the following

definition in 1987 for biometrics: "Biometric technologies are automated methods

of verifying or recognizing the identity of a living person based on a physical or

behavioral characteristic" [34]. The international biometric industry association

defines biometrics as "automated methods for verifying or identifying the identity

of a living individual based on physiological or behavioral characteristics" [36].

Verifying our identities and the identities of someone else is part of our daily

lives. As stated in chapter 2, reliable identification of Virtually everything around

us, is important. Humans use 5 senses to assist them to identify objects in their

world. From the day humans are born they fine tune their ability to identify. This

identification is a lifelong learning process, starting from identifying the sound of

one's mother's voice, right through to the ability to identify everything that a

human comes in touch with.

Humans use biometrics to identify and authenticate each other. We use all our

natural senses to recognize people by their voices, faces, smell, and various

other characteristics. An instance of biometric spoofing occurred in the Bible

when Jacob fooled his blind, aged father, Isaac, into believing smooth skinned
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Jacob was Esau, his hirsute older brother. With the assistance of Rebecca, his

mother, Jacob carried off this identity fraud by putting goat's skin on his hands

and the back of his neck so that his skin would feel hairy to his father's touch.

The book of Genesis [37] explains that Isaac said to Jacob "Come near, that I

may feel you, my son, to know whether you are really my son Esau or not".

Isaac touched Jacob, and commented "The voice is Jacob's voice, but the hands

are the hands of Esau". Isaac should have trusted his voice recognition skills, but

succumbed for the biometric spoofing by Jacob.

It is important to realize that humans, even with these natural senses, must go

through a learning phase in order to make a successful identification. Humans do

not simply have the ability to identify the taste of a strawberry, if the human has

never tasted the strawberry before. A human must be introduced to the new

taste, and he must learn what a strawberry tastes like.

Computer systems on the other hand, must also go through the same learning

phases. Computer systems must also use 'senses' to identify and authenticate a

human. The computer system will go through a learning phase to fine tune the

ability to identify and authenticate a person.

In the section to follow, the various components forming part of a biometric

infrastructure will be discussed. This section is relevant as each sub-section of

the biometric environment, as illustrated in figure 3.1, is vulnerable to a security

attack.

3.3. ENROLLMENT

Enrollment is the first step for any biometric system [38]. This is the start of the

learning phase of the system. During this phase the system is introduced to a

new user. The user must supply one or more biometric samples for processing
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into an acceptable template for future matching. In most instances a user will

need to supply a number of samples of the same biometric. Multiple samples are

taken as the match performance of most algorithms improves with more samples

provided. The eventual template, derived from these multiple samples, and

based on an averaging of these samples, is securely stored. Accuracy is

important during this process as this will be the primary sample the future

samples will be compared to, in order to make a match decision. The lack of a

success of enrollment is measured by the failure to enroll rate (FfER) [39].

The FfER is determined by the total number of persons attempting to enroll and

those that were unsuccessful to enroll within the thresholds of the enrollment

policy.

Number of unsuccessful enrolments
FfER = Total number of persons attempting to enrol

FTER can be influenced by many factors in the environment (light conditions,

humidity, and temperature) or factors relating to the user (occupation, age, and

ethnicity).

Once a person is enrolled on a biometric system, a biometric template will be

stored for future matching referencing.

It must be noted, for a biometric system to be trusted, all of components of the

overall system must be trusted, including the computer systems used as the

primary input or verification system. The user, within any biometric scheme is

transferring responsibility for authentication to a computer program of which

they have no detailed knowledge.
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In the following section the key elements, generally found in all biometric

systems, are discussed.

3.4. KEY ELEMENTS OF A BIOMETRIC SYSTEM

(3.4.3)

Matching
Algorithm

~
Match? YIN

Extraction
Segmentation

ISignal Processing

(3.4.1) (3.4.5)

I Data Acquisition I I Data Store

1E]8
~ t g

(3.4.2)

Figure 3.1: Elements of a generic biometric system

3.4.1. Data Acquisition

As illustrated in figure 3.1, the point of data acquisition is whenever a person

presents a biometric characteristic to a biometric sensor. This sensor will

translate the biometric characteristic into a digital representation, known as

biometric data. This step is also known as digitizing of a biometric characteristic.

The data acquisition is done using a hardware sensor or reader specifically

adapted to record the relevant information from the specific presented biometric.

This hardware device is purposely developed for the type of biometric that needs

to be digitized. A typical example of a biometric sensor, used for scanning palm

geometry is shown in figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Biometric Palm SCanner [40]

Biometric devices will translate (digitize) the scanned image into biometric data.

Biometric data is the way that the biometric characteristic is presented in

elect ronic format. Biometric data differs between biometric vendors, and differs

between different types of biometrics.

The data acquisition phase is the first point of a possible security attack. If a

hacker manages to supply a fake biometric characteristic during th is stage, the

rest of the process will be compromised. Chapter 5 will discuss a method that

allows a hacker to generate a fake biometric characteristic. In chapter 5, it is

discussed how a gelat in finger is created and subsequently used to spoof a

biometric fingerprint reader.

3.4.2. Transmission Channel

Figure 3.1 illustrates the second component of a biometric system, namely the

transmission channel. The transmission channel refers to the communication

paths between the primary functional components. Some biometric systems are

self contained and the transmission channels are internal to the device. Some

biometric environments are distributed. In a distributed environment, the

transmission channel will carry the information between the various components.

It is possible that the database containing enrollment information is located
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centrally, with network access, and that the biometric readers are located at the

workstations of network users. In this scenario, the transmission channel will

transmit all communication between the different components of the biometric

system.

The transmission channel is the second aspect of the system that can be

attacked. A hacker can for example eavesdrop on the electronic information

traversing the communication channel. If this electronic information is

compromised by means of a content logger of a computer, the hacker can replay

this information (biometric data) at a later stage. The concept of replay is

discussed in detail in chapter 4.

3.4.3. Signal processing

Signal processing is sometimes referred to as image processing [36], [41]. Once

the biometric sample or biometric characteristic has been recorded and digitized

into electronic form as illustrated in figure 3.1, the information will be processed

for matching during signal processing.

A number of algorithms will be used to remove irrelevant noise from the data to

enhance important biometric features. A biometric sample will undergo a

segmenting process that will isolate and extract relevant features from the

biometric data, and create a reference biometric template. Segmentation will

improve the performance of subsequent algorithms, allowing them to more

effectively locate and extract relevant biometric features. During this process

biometric data will be separated from background information. The reference

biometric template is a mathematical representation of the original biometric

characteristic.
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During the biometric data creation process data normalization is also performed.

Normalization is the process of adjusting or scaling data to ensure that its range

of values always falls within an acceptable, known range. The output of a

biometric system's signal processing is generally a quality score (to quantify how

successful the biometric feature extraction was).

Newly created biometric data is then compared to one or more reference

biometric templates by a matching algorithm. The result of the matching

algorithm is a match score, indicating how similar the newly created biometric

data is in comparison with the reference biometric template stored during the

enrollment phase.

3.4.4. Decision policy

Matching accuracy is probably the most talked about aspect of a biometric

system. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, this is the step that will make the decision

between an authentic user and a rejected user. The decision policy considers the

output of the signal processing (quality score, and match score as illustrated in

figure 3.1) and makes a Boolean (yes / no) final determination whether there is

a match or not. Normally empirically determined thresholds are set for the

quality score and the match score. If the match score and quality score are

above these thresholds, a yes result (authentic) will be given. On the other hand,

if any of the two scores does not meet a threshold, a no result (rejection) will be

given. The match score and quality threshold can usually be set by the user.

Depending on the application domain of the biometric authentication system,

different threshold values will be set, resulting in different levels of falsely

accepting a user or falsely rejecting a user.

Usually it is easier to maintain higher levels of accuracy using one-to-one

matching - also referred to as verification or positive matching. If a system must
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do a one to one match, the system will match received biometric data with

specific reference biometric data. This means that the user will first identify him,

and then the system will compare the received biometric data from this user with

the reference biometric template stored during the enrollment process. In this

instance the system matches the biometric data to one and one only reference

biometric template.

One-to-many matching, also known as identification is more difficult. All

reference biometric templates of the user population database will be searched

for a match. If a user presents his or her biometric data to the system, the

system will compare the received biometric data with each and every stored

reference biometric template in the database. As the database grows, more

records need to be compared, requiring more time and resources. Furthermore,

larger databases with more records also result in more possible matches.

The uniqueness of a fingerprint in the mathematical sense is difficult (if not

impossible) to prove. Until now, no two fingerprints from different fingers have

been found to be identical. This is true even for identical twins, between right

and left fingers and can be anticipated also for clones (due to the way that a

fingerprint is actually formed during a person's fetal development phase).

In a scientific sense, the term "uniqueness" has to be replaced by the probability

to find two identical fingerprints from different fingers. This probability may be

determined empirically by comparing all fingerprints of a forensic data base

against each other. For example, if such a collection contains 100 million

fingerprints, a probability of nearly 10-14 should be provable, however, such a

large trial has not yet been undertaken to date [38]. Furthermore, the probability

for misnaming fingerprints (fingerprints from the same person/finger are filed

under different names) is supposed to be much higher. This experience is well
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known from experiments with much smaller collections [38]. As a result, the

outcome of such a trial becomesquestionable.

A scientific investigation of the individuality of fingerprints has been published

[38].

Some of the measures of decision policy accuracy include the false acceptance

rate (FAR) and the false rejection rate (FRR). The pivot point between the FAR

and the FRR is known as the crossover rate [41].

3.4.4.1. The False Acceptance Rate (FAR)

The FAR is also known as the False Match Rate or Type II error [41], and it

describesthe number of times someone is inaccurately positively matched.

Number of incidents of false acceptance

(%) FAR =

Total Number of Samples

The false acceptance rate is an important ratio to consider; as it illustrates the

number of times a user will be able to subvert a security system. If the ratio is

high, it means that a potential hacker can more easily gain access into a system

without having the necessaryaccess rights.
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3.4.4.2. The False Rejection Rate (FRRJ

The FRR is also known as the False Non-Match rate or Type I error [41]. The

FRR refers to the number of times someone, who is supposed to be identified

positively, is rejected instead.

Number of incidents of false rejection

(%) FAR =

Total Number of Samples

It is important to pay attention to the FRR, as this ratio will illustrate the number

of times an authorized user will be denied entry into the system. The FRR does

not pose a huge security risk, but it will contribute to user irritation with the

system, as the system will reject legitimate users [41].

The crossover rate or equal error rate is the intersection of the FRR and the FAR

[41]. The lower the crossover rate, the better the rating of the biometric system.

The FRR and the FAR in most instances are influenced by threshold settings of

the matching algorithm. The security administrator can change these thresholds

depending on the type of environment that the biometric system is installed in.

From the illustration in figure 3.3, it is clear that the FRR and the FAR have an

inverse effect on each other.
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3.4.4.3. Crossover rate
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Figure 3.3: Crossover rate.

If a security administrator sets the threshold of the FRR in a way that the users

of the system do not get falsely rejected, one would find that there will inversely

be many false acceptances.

On the other hand, if the security administrator wants to prevent any possible

false acceptances, he would need to set the threshold of the FAR very strict. This

would however result in many authentic users being falsely rejected.
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3.4.5. Template storage

The last aspect of elements found in the biometric system, as illustrated in figure

3.1, is the storage of biometric data. The storage of biometric data is an

important aspect of the environment and is an area that demands security

attention. All reference biometric templates must be stored, and if this data is

copied, the reference biometric template is compromised. If a hacker manages to

get hold of the electronic representation of a biometric characteristic, the hacker

can use this biometric data to be falsely authenticated. This problem is discussed

in detail in chapter 4. There are three main methods to be considered for

reference biometric template storage [42]:

• Local storage.

• Network storage.

• Portable devices storage.

3.4.5.1. Localstorage

For local storage all biometric data are stored on the biometric device itself.

These types of systems are mainly used for physical access to secure areas. This

type of storage is robust as network failure and network compromise is not a

major problem, as no data is transmitted over a network. Biometric data

management is more difficult since separate user enrollment needs to be done

on each access point device. For example, if a Laboratory has 5 entrances, all

with devices storing the biometric data locally, the users of this lab will need to

register on al 5 devices -local storage can therefore be impractical.

3.4.5.2. Network storage

To store the reference biometric template on a network implies that the

biometric data are all stored on a centrally accessible server. A key advantage of
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network storage is that enrollment needs only to occur once at a master station,

allowing all other devices on the network to access the same reference biometric

template. A major drawback of this storage approach is the vulnerability of

biometric data traversing the network communication medium. The biometric

data can easily be sniffed and replayed at a later stage.

3.4.5.3. Portable device storage

With network and local storage, template size is not a major issue, but with

portable devices, template storage might be a bigger concern. A typical

smartcard has between BKb and 64Kb of storage capacity [43]. In most cases

smartcards must also store information other than just the reference biometric

template (like user name, password, digital certificates) allowing only about 2Kb

to 4Kb for the reference biometric template on the smaller smartcards. Generally,

more expensive cards can encrypt information to protect the reference biometric

template in case of card loss or theft. Considering that the system places the

master biometric template in the hands of users, it is important that the master

biometric template storage is secure. If the reference biometric token could be

altered, manipulated or replaced, the whole system will be compromised.

One challenge related to interoperability is that reference biometric templates are

stored in proprietary formats [42], unique to each biometric vendor [44]. The

absence of unique form standards poses a challenge when a company attempts

to utilize multiple biometric devices.

This section considered a general approach to biometrics. All biometrics systems

will have the above mentioned aspects as part of the biometric environment. In

the next section two biometric technologies, namely fingerprint and iris scanning,

will be discussed to serve as examples of biometric technologies. A number of
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biometric technologies exist. However, fingerprint and iris biometrics will

demonstrate the typical mechanism of a biometric, serving as example

technologies to be used in this thesis.

3.5. TYPES OF BIOMETRICS

In this section, an overview will be given of two biometric technologies currently

in use. There are a number of biometric systems in use, for example, retina

scanning, hand geometry, facial recognition, facial thermography, voice

recognition and gait, to name only a few, that show a lot of potential. These

technologies are not discussed, but only noted. The biometric technologies to be

discussed in the next section are in a mature phase of development and usage.

The first biometric technology to be investigated is a touch based technology,

namely fingerprint biometrics. The second technology is a non-touch technology,

namely iris scanning.

3.5.1. Fingerprint

Fingerprint as a biometric, is the oldest and most widely recognized biometric,

they are the impressions of the papillary or friction ridges on the surface of the

hand.

Latent impressions that remain on objects humans touch are deposited residue

made up of a combination of perspiration, organic solids such as amino acids and

inorganic solids such as salts or blood or other susceptible material the finger

might have touched recently.

In the 1870s Dr Henry Faulds serving as a missionary doctor in Japan,

discovered that artists left their fingerprint impressions on the pottery that they

produced. This inspired him to collect fingerprints and study them. He had

students working for him, and he went on to collect fingerprints from infants to
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determine if fingerprints change as a person grows older [45]. Faulds made a

major breakthrough late 1870 by using fingerprints to aid in criminal

investigation [45]. A person stole alcohol from Fauld's laboratory. Faulds

identified the culprit by matching the fingerprint records on file with the

fingerprint left on the bottle. Faulds demonstrated that it is possible to match a

latent fingerprint to a specific person. He published an article in Nature [45] on

fingerprints, the first published article on the subject.

Due to the possibility that fingerprints have enough unique traits to link a person

to his fingerprint, police and crime applications were of the first to show serious

interest in fingerprint identification technology. Fingerprints were collected from

crime scenes and eventually from criminals. This posed a new challenge. It

became increasingly necessary to classify the fingerprints in such a way that

searches are possible on collected fingerprint samples. The first system was

developed for Sir Edward Henry [48]. This classification system became known

as the Henry system.

The Henry system classified each individual fingerprint into one of three classes:

loop, arch and whorl [46], [47].
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LOOP
In a loop pattern, t te

ridges enter from
either side, re-curve
and pass 0 ut or teld
to pass I) ut the same

side they enterec.

ARCH
In an arch pattern

the rid;:Jes enter from
one side, make a
rise n the center

and exit generaII'{ 0 n
the opposite side.

WHORL
In a whorl pattern, the

ridges are usually
circular.

Over the years the FBI and others augmented Henry's system to deal with larger

and larger repositories of fingerprints. Each of the above mentioned fingerprint

types have specific focal points that assist in the documenting of the fingerprint

[47].

A Whorl pattern will have two or more deltas. For a whorl pattern, all deltas and

the areas between them must be recorded.

In the loop pattern there are two focal points: the Core, or the centre of the

loop, and the delta. The delta is the area of the pattern where there is a

triangulation or a dividing of the ridges.
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Delta

When fingerprints are recorded, the delta, and the area between the delta and

the core must be completely recorded.

Core

The arch pattern has no delta or core, but it too must be fully recorded so that

its individual characteristics can be readily distinguished.
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To deal with searches on large numbers of fingerprints, Law enforcement had

two requirements: a classification system that could be used to find similar prints

(Henry system) and a way to describe the features that were matched on two

fingerprints. In order to distinguish between two fingerprints in the same class,

for e.g. two fingerprints from the whorl class, the system had to allow for

identification of micro characteristics found in the ridge pattern of an individual

print. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [49] created a

standard for forensic identification and called these micro characteristics minutia

(singular) or minutiae (plural).

3.5.2. Minutiae

Minutiae are a number of small changes in the friction ridges of a fingerprint.

These minutiae are recorded and allow for a fingerprint to be uniquely identified.

During the classification of a fingerprint, various minutia points will be recorded

according to the following types of minutiae commonly found in a fingerprint:

• Endings, the points at which a ridge stops.

• Bifurcations, the point at which one ridge divides into two ridges.

• Dots, very small ridges.

• Islands, ridges slightly longer than dots, occupying a middle space

between two temporarily divergent ridges.

• Ponds or lakes, empty spaces between two temporarily divergent ridges.

• Spurs, a notch protruding from a ridge.
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• Bridges, small ridges joining two longer adjacent ridges.

• Crossovers, two ridges which cross each other.

• The core is the inner point, normally in the middle of the print, around

which swirls, loops, or arches centre. It is frequently characterized by a

ridge ending and several acutely curved ridges.

• Deltas are the points, normally at the lower left and right hand of the

fingerprint, around which a triangular series of ridges centre.

crossover

core

bifu rcation

2.:..~~':"\""- ridge ending

~~--:..:~~- island

delta

pore

Figure 3.6: Example of Minutiae on a fingerprint [50].

3.5.3. Levels of Fingerprint detail

Over the years, the science of fingerprint examination has matured to a" point at

which examiners discuss three levels of detail in a fingerprint.

• Levell: Overall appearance of the fingerprint. The pattern, and general

ridge flow, classification, ridge count, focal areas, and orientation.

• Level 2: Friction ridge detail. The location of major changes in individual

ridges, for example, ridge endings, ridge bifurcations, ridge islands, tiny

ridges, known as dots, etc. The minutiae system is placed on these
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various points on the fingerprint ridges. Furthermore each minutia has an

angle of flow relative to the X-axis.

• Level 3: Individual ridge details. For example, ridge dimensional

attributes that include the edge shape and width, as well as location of

sweat pores.

If two fingerprint impressions have the same first level data, and there is general

agreement as to the level 2 minutiae points and their relationships with no

unexplainable dissimilarities, an examiner can number and mark the minutiae

that match to show that the two impressions are from the same finger of the

same individual.

3.5.4. Elementary mechanism of a fingerprint scanner

A fingerprint scanner must create a digital picture of a person's fingerprint. This

is also known as the sensor, referred to earlier. One of the first systems to

digitize. a fingerprint was done by Livescan technology [51], to capture ridge

detail from a finger to form digital images. This process is illustrated in figure

3.7.

Cross-Section View (Optical Scan)

"" It ....
~' . < "'J Ridge NOT Ridge
L.~ght source~ detected detected

Fingerprint ridge (cross section in direction of ridge)
\

F~~~)\~ ~ Platen

I " '/ ,,",. ;/' \, \', "C j (prism)
! ~;> < ,,)If/ \\,\, "':I" -. !

Figure 3.7: Mechanism of Livescan technology [51]
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The finger is placed on a glass or plastic translucent surface. Light is scanned

from below through the glass or plastic surface. Where a ridge is in contact with

the surface, the light rays are prevented from exiting the top of the glass surface

and scattered back into the device and focused onto a light sensitive detector.

However, where a valley is present, the light is reflected in a focused ray, and a

strong signal is detected by the light-sensitive diode.

3.5.5. Fingerprint capturing technologies

Many companies are currently manufacturing fingerprint capturing devices.

These devices are typically designed for a few hundred people using an

information technology system or application. The majority of these systems rely

on minutia based technology to identify fingerprints.

Single-finger flat scanners use mainly the following capture technologies [46]:

• Optical: These types of scanners use a light emitting diode (LED) or a flat

luminescent panel as a light source, and a Charged Coupled Device (CCD)

array for an image capture device.

• Thermal: A solid-state device that measures the thermal differences

between ridge contact and the air in a valley between ridges is used to

form an image of the presented fingerprint.

• Capacitive: A solid state device that measures the microvolt differences

in potential energy between ridges and valleys is used to form an image

of the presented fingerprint.

• Ultrasonic: A transducer system that pulses the finger with ultrasonic

waves at three wavelengths to locate and measure ridge detail. While the

most expensive of the current readers, these devices can "see" through

dirt, ink, and other noise, that have an adverse effect on other cheaper

models.
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3.5.6. Template extraction

To extract the minutiae, the following general process is followed. The images

for this section are from a demonstration program developed as part of the

BioVault research [52].

The fingerprint is captured in Grayscale, 500ppi 8 bits. This allows for capturing

as much as possible to permit accurate ridge location and analysis, and to

support manual human fingerprint analysis.

1. Normalize: Normalization is the process of adjusting or scaling data such

that its range of values always falls within an acceptable, known range.

Before Normalization After Normalization

Figure 3.8: Normalization of a fingerprint image.

If close attention is paid to figure 3.8 it will be noticed that the image on the

left has a large amount of noise in the picture, due to gray scaling, while the

picture after normalization is in black and white only, thus eliminating noise in

the picture.

2. Segmentation: Segmentation is the process of removing any data or

image noise that is not relevant to the captured biometric sample. In
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Figure 3.9, the red coloured border around the fingerprint image indicates

the segment from the biometric sample that will be considered for further

processing.

Before Segmentation After Segmentation

Figure 3.9: Segmentation of fingerprint sample.

3. Thinning and Binarize: The fingerprint region is processed to thin the

ridges to 1 pixel in width and binarize these thin ridges. The thinned

binary image can then in the following step be pruned.

Before Thin & Binarize After Thin & Binarize

Figure 3.10: Thinning and Binarize of fingerprint sample.
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4. Pruning: This step involves removing any unnecessary thin lines, caused

by the previous processes. This thin, pruned binary image can then be

processed to find minutia points.

Before Prune After Prune

Figure 3.11: Pruning of Thinned Image of Fingerprint sample.

5. Find Minutiae Points: This involves the use of Gabor filters [53], [54]

that are moved across the image. The calculation shows ridge location

and flow direction, as well as ridge endings and changes in direction.

Before Minutia
Identification

After Minutiae
Identification

Figure 3.12: Finding Minutiae points on Fingerprint sample
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After the minutiae points have been identified, a record averaging around 1000

bytes is created of the minutiae locations in relation to a two dimensional vector

plane.

3.5.7. Vulnerabilities of Fingerprint Biometrics

Fingerprint capture devices are susceptible to two types of attacks:

1) Force a false match

2) Masking the fingerprint to avoid a match.

3.5.7.1. Forcing a false match

Two approaches exist if a hacker wishes to subvert a biometric system in order

to force a false match:

1. The hacker could use his knowledge of the internal general mechanism of

a biometric system to capture a biometric data in electronic format, and

replay this biometric data at a later stage. Replay will be discussed in

detail in chapter 4.

2. The hacker endeavors to manufacture a fake biometric characteristic of

the person's physical biometric characteristic and use the fake biometric

characteristic to be falsely authenticated. This process is illustrated by

research conducted by Professor Matsumoto [55], demonstratirig how a

fake latex fingerprint can be created. This research is discussed in Chapter

5.

Once a finger print is created in latex, this latex finger can then be used to

falsely authenticate a person that masquerades as the authentic user. Technical

papers have been published of methods to attach thin latex fingerprint pads to a
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finger and being successfully verified against the real finger print of the person

concerned [55], [56], [57].

3.5.7.2. Masking the fingerprint to avoid a biometric match

A user tries to avoid the biometric device to make a positive match. Cases have

been reported in Europe of instances of refugees soaking their fingers in henna

(a reddish-brown dye) to avoid ridge detection on cheap optical scanners.

3.5.8. Fingerprint Conclusion

This section discussed and explained the mechanism of fingerprint biometrics as

an example of a touch type biometric. In the followlnq chapter, spoofing of

biometrics will be investigated among other things. For this reason insight into

the internal mechanism as discussed in section 3.5 is important. Fingerprint

biometrics is the most mature biometric technology and is widely used [60].

The next biometric technology that will be discussed is iris biometric technology.

Iris biometrics is an example of a non-touch type biometric.
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3.6. IRIS SCANNING

The intricate nature of the human eye provides access to the most accurate

biometrics [61] .

Figure 3.13: Various iris formations

According to Answers [62], the iris is the ring of colored tissue surrounding the

pupil. The iris consists of pigmented fibro-vascular tissue known as the stroma

[63]. The stroma connects a sphincter muscle, which contracts the pupil, and a

set of dialator muscles which open it. The back surface is covered by a two-cell

thick epithelial layer, the iris pigment epithelium, but the front surface has no

epithelium. The outer edge of the iris, known as the root, is attached to the

sclera and the anterior ciliary body. The iris and ciliary body together are known

as the anterior uvea. In front of the root of the iris is the region through which

the aqueous canal constant ly drains fluid out of the eye, with the result that
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diseases of the iris often have important effects on intraocular pressure, and

indirectly on vision.

The rich textured patterns of the iris, forms the basis for iris recognition. When

analyzed, the information density of iris patterns is roughly 3.4 bits per square

millimeter [63]. Ophthalmologists first noted the distinctive features of the iris,

and observed the patterns to be different between the left and the right eye. The

iris is formed before birth, and under normal conditions remains stable until

death. Distinctiveness and stability make irises an excellent choice for biometric

identification.

Ophthalmologists Leonard Flom and Arin Safir were awarded the patent in 1987

for describing methods and apparatus for iris recognition based on visible iris

features [65]. Dr. John Daugman of Cambridge University later developed the

algorithms, mathematical methods and techniques to encode iris patterns and

compare them in an efficient manner. All applications currently developed utilize

Daugman's patented techniques [64].

Iris recognition uses near infra red light. A subject must be co-operative during

the capturing phase of the iris. The iris image is captured at close range 

roughly 3 to 7 inches (75mm to 175mm). In current systems the scanned image

is processed in grayscale, as illustrated in figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.14: Grayscale processing of Iris Image [66]

Size and contrast corrections are performed on the image to counterbalance

naturally occurring contractions and expansions of the iris. This result is a size

invariant representation.

Based on Dr. Daugman's init ial performance observations with optimized,

integer-based code, he estimated a single search engine can perform about

100,000 comparisons per second and also concluded:

"The mathematics of iris recognition algorithms make it clear that databases the

size of entire nations could be searched in parallel to make a confident

identi fication decision in about 1 second using parallel banks of inexpensive

CPU's, if such large iris databases ever came to exist" [67].
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The actual comparison of two iris codes reduces to a series of efficient, low-level

XOR operations. Thus the extent to which the iris codes differ is the number of

mismatched bits, or the Hamming distance between two iris codes. Hamming

difference can be described as the fractional difference between two binary

sources of equal length. The original documentation by Dr. Daugman describes a

256 bit Iris Code [67]. However, some changes were made to the header

information or changes were made to the process as Iridian now describes a 512

bit Iris Code [68] encrypted to protect the content of the Iris Code.

Dr. Daugman's mathematical analysis of iris code comparisons has shown that

iris based technology has a low error rate. The odds of two different irises

generating a sufficient similar code to produce a false match are theoretically 1

in 1.2 million [69].

3.7. CONCLUSION

Fingerprint and iris scanning are currently the major role players in the biometric

arena [70]. Each of these biometric technologies comprises of certain

advantages and disadvantages. Whenever a biometric technology is considered it

is important to consider whether the specific biometric technology is intrusive or

non-intrusive. For instance, retina scanning is intrusive as a user must allow a

light to be beamed into the eye. On the other hand iris technology is not

intrusive as a small image is taken of the person's iris. Furthermore, it must be

considered to what extent a given biometric can be subverted. Fingerprint

biometrics is by far the most common of all biometrics. The majority of attacks at

this stage are aimed at fingerprint technology. There are, as will be discussed in

the next chapter, several research papers published, investigating the possibility

of fingerprint spoofing. Most of the spoofing techniques rely on making a false

image of the specific biometric, and for this reason a large amount of research

went into liveness testing.
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The next section will briefly consider Iiveness testing.

3.8. LIVENESS TESTING

Recent reports have shown that biometric devices can be spoofed using a variety

of techniques [55], [56], [57], [58]. The security provided by biometric devices is

diminished if these devices can easily be circumvented. Liveness testing has

been suggested to counter the attacks on biometric devices.

Liveness tests are automated tests to determine whether a biometric sample

presented came from a live person. Furthermore liveness testing wants to ensure

that the recorded biometric sample came from the person that originally enrolled

on the system, thus "the authentic live person".

Considering that a system made by man can be defeated by man, liveness

testing serves as an additional level of confidence, that the person is the

authentic human.

Often Iiveness testing is not a sophisticated process. Liveness testing can be as

simple as an observer supervising the capturing of biometric samples. A true

story, set in South Africa, and published by the East Province Herald newspaper

[71] reported: "At first nothing seemed untoward," Postmaster Dawie Bester

related. "I was manning the post office counter, which is used to serve illiterate

people, when a young man and woman arrived, holding an older man between

them" In South-Africa certain pensioners use a fingerprint to claim their monthly

pension cheque. The young man and women explained that the older man was

their uncle and said "he is very lazy; he cannot be bothered to stay awake to

claim his pension. He may be drunk. He is ill." All the same postmaster Bester

started to become suspicious when he noticed the old man's eyes are completely
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closed and still. Then when he noticed the way the young man was maneuvering

the old man's hand on the counter for fingerprint taking, the postmaster told him

that pension claimants have to be in full control of their bodies and minds to get

their cash, he would summon his supervisor. At that point the couple shouted at

the postmaster and abruptly ran off, leaving the old man to fall to the ground.

Postmaster Bester explained: "When I got around the other side of the counter, I

discovered that the old man was cold and had obviously been dead for many

hours, so I called the police. We have had a few people dying while waiting in

the queue, but never had a dead person trying to claim".

In the above mentioned example the postmaster was observant enough to notice

that the authentic person was not alive. However, if this situation occurred at an

unmanned station like an ATM, the outcome might have been different. If a

person uses a biometric device for verification from a remote station, it is even

more important that the system ensures that the biometric data is from a live

authentic person.

One major threat to biometric capture devices is the use of fake or artificial

biometric characteristics, for example, fake gummy fingers as manufactured

during Prof Matsumoto's [55] research.

It is however important to realize that biometric systems are not more vulnerable

than other authentication technologies, for e.g. bar codes, magnetic cards and

photo ID cards are all imperfect as well. The advantage that biometric devices

have is the fact that something can be done about it - incorporation of

automated liveness tests to minimize the effectiveness of artificial simulated

biometric specimens.
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3.8.1. Liveness test categories

Biometric liveness tests fall into three main categories [61]:

3.8.1.1. Intrinsic properties ofa living bodY

A living body has a number of properties that are observerable while the body is

alive. The following properties of a living body can be identified:

• Body Fluid - Oxygen, Blood Constituents, DNA.

• Visual - Colour of a live human, opacity, appearance and shape of

features.

• Electrical - Capacitance, resistance, impendence, dielectric constant.

• Physical/Mechanical - Weight, density, elasticity.

• Spectral - Fluorescence, transmittance, absorbance, reflectiveness.

3.8.1.2. Involuntary signalsgenerated bv a living body

The human body generates a number of involuntary signals while it is alive. The

human has no control over these signals, and cannot alter or generate these

signals by free will.

• Pulse.

• Heat.

• Bodyodor.

• Blood pressure.

• Thermal gradients.

• Corpuscular blood flow.

• Skin Exudation.

• Perspiration.

• Transpiration of gases.

• Electric signals generated by the heart (ECG).

• Brainwave signals (EEG).
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3.8.1.3. Responses to stimuli (Challenge-response)

In a voluntary challenge-response test the user provides logical responses to a

prompt generated by the system. The stimulus can be tactile, visual, or auditory

in nature. The user is instructed to do or say something - for example, the

system could request from the user to say a specific word or to say words in a

specific sequence.

An involuntary challenge-response tests whether the user's body automatically

provides the response with a physiological change or as a reaction to a stimulus

specific. For instance, if a bright light is projected into a human eye, the eye will

automatically contract to reduce the amount of light entering the eye. If a

person's eyes are dilated, and do not react at all to light it is usually an indication

that the person is dead. To test voluntary and involuntary reaction in a human,

the following should be noted:

Voluntary (behavioral)

• Tactile - respond to feeling something.

• Visual - Respond to seeing something.

• Auditory - Respond to a sound.

Involuntary (reflexive)

• Electromyography (EMG).

• Pupil Dilation.

• Body Reflex (striking of the knee).
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3.8.2. Strong and Weak liveness tests

A Iiveness test can be considered as a strong or weak liveness test. Weak

Iiveness tests are tests that are two phased. In phase one the biometric will be

recorded and tested, and in the second phase, the system will challenge the

human to respond in a way as to prove that he is alive. For example, if the

system uses voice recognition to verify the person's identity, in phase one, the

person will say a pass phrase. If the system is satisfied that the pass phrase

matches the recorded template, the system will in phase two challenge the

person to say a few words in a specific sequence. Fingerprint biometrics can also

be considered as a weak Iiveness biometric. In the first phase the system will

digitize the fingerprint and compare the minutiae from the fresh print to the

minutiae on the template. In the second phase, the system will for e.g. heat the

sensor to test for changes in perspiration from the finger. The Sony Fingerprint

Identification Unit (FlU 500) tests for liveness by measuring the intrinsic

properties of the living finger. The flU 500 incorporates a sensor that claims to

measure the capacitance of the skin [72].

In strong liveness tests, Iiveness is intrinsic to the biometric. This means that if

the human is not alive, the biometric is not measurable (or does not even exist).

If brain waves are used as a biometric, it stands to reason that the biometric will

not exist if the person is not alive.

3.8.3. Problems with liveness tests

A United States patent entitled "Biometric, personal authentication system" [73]

described a system known as 3M Blackstone. The Blackstone used an optical

fingerprint sensor and measured electrocardiograph signals (ECG), blood oxygen

levels, and pulse rate to verify a person and to test for Iiveness. On the down
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side, the user must hold his finger in place, and with as little movement as

possible for around 8 seconds. This is a long time for a person to remain

motionless, and is obviously a problem if a high level of throughput is important.

With the Blackstone system, the system had to restart the whole process if the

user moved or interrupted any of the tests performed by the device. As

demonstrated by Blackstone, liveness testing is not easy and usually involves a

fairly long delay in the verification process.

Another problem with Iiveness testing is the lack of open discussion of liveness

testing. James Cambier, vice president of research at Iridian technologies Inc,

outlines the problem [68]:

"One problem with Iiveness testing is that most biometric vendors, Iridian

Technologies included, do not publicly disclose information about their

countermeasures because of the security risk associated with that disclosure.

We are not yet to the point in liveness testing where the techniques are so

reliable that detailed knowledge of their functionality does not give the hacker

an advantage, as is the case with encryption techniques."

That said all commercially available iris recognition products contain some level

of liveness testing.
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3.9. CONCLUSION

This chapter focused on the technology of biometrics as a method to

authenticate a user. The chapter discussed biometric systems in general,

followed by a discussion of two major biometric technologies currently in use. It

was pointed out that biometrics is not a magical solution, and also suffers from

various problems. However at this stage a large amount of effort goes into

research to improve the problems related to biometric spoofing. Liveness testing

is one of the current suggestions to assist as a countermeasure against false

biometric samples.

Chapter 2 discussed the other methods used for authentication. In Chapter 2 it

was pointed out that a system that authenticates a user based on a password or

token only authenticates the token as authentic, but not the person presenting

the token. This is mainly due to the fact that there is no relation between the

user and the token or password other than the secret keeping of the token.

This chapter focused on biometrics. Due to the nature of biometrics there is a

direct relationship between the user and the biometric being presented. In

essence the problems related to biometric spoofing are far less than the

problems related to situations like password sharing or rudimentary passwords.

If a system authenticates a user based on a biometric, the authentication per

definition is based on something that the user is. This means that there is a

direct relation between the user and the biometric.

If a system authenticates a biometric token, the system is (for the majority of

cases) authenticating the user, not merely the presented biometric token.
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In the majority of instances, people engage in trade. This is one of the main

areas where a person wishes to be identified and authenticated. In the past

people would mainly deal with a known person. With the introduction of

international trade, spurred on by the internet, it is possible to trade with

unknown people on the other side of the world. This makes the demand for

secure identification and authentication all the more compelling.

up to this point, much was discussed about the mechanisms of the technologies

used for identification and authentication. Using this knowledge, the following

chapter (chapter 4) will discuss the possibility of subverting identification and

authentication technologies by means of replay, as well as subverting biometric

authentication by means of replay. Replay is one of the major problems in

authentication systems, and this chapter will illustrate the various methods of

replay found for different authentication technologies.
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Chapter 4: RePlayl

4.1. INTRODUCTION

In the previous two chapters, the technologies at our disposal for identification

and authentication were discussed. Chapter 2 focused on-

• something the user knows,

• something the user owns.

In order to authenticate a person based on what a person knows, passwords and

personal identification numbers (PINs) are currently used as the implemented

technology. Various token technologies exist to authenticate a person based on

what a person owns as discussed in chapter 2.

Chapter 3 introduced the mechanism of biometric technology. This technology is

used to implement the authentication service through something the user is.

Both the chapters explained the mechanisms of these technologies, and briefly

elaborated on some of the vulnerabilities of these technologies.

This chapter will focus on the problem known as "Replay". Replay is a problem

relevant to all authentication technologies, and forms a fundamental part of this

thesis.

Replay occurs when an authentication mechanisms is subverted due to the fact

that the electronic representation of the authentication data can be acquired and

then replayed at a later stage in its electronic form. This is done in an

unauthorized way, in order to force a false match.
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In the following section replay will be discussed, followed by a discussion

focusing on the various replay approaches available in the different

authentication mechanisms.

4.2. REPLAY

When a password or biometric data is compromised, and used by an

unauthorized person to force a false authentication, that person replayed that

password or biometric data.

The following sections will discuss how passwords and biometric data can be

acquired and be replayed in order to force a false authentication.

4.2.1. Acquisition of a password

The first step is to acquire the password of a user. Acquiring a password is

illustrated in figure 4.1.
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Finding a token from user environment

Finding a password
From user terminal

Figure 4.1: Acquisition of a password

Finding a password
while traversing a

communication medium

Finding a password from the
Server password file

Authentication Server,

As illustrated in figure 4.1, the hacker has several opportunities to acquire the

password from a user.

1. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the hacker could simply guess the password,

due to the fact that the hacker could do a little research into the personal

space of the user.

2. The hacker could peep over the user's shoulder while using the password.

Thus the hacker could acquire the user's password simply by observing

the user in his environment.

3. The hacker could get the password from the terminal that the user is

connected tOI by means of key loggers, or searching the terminal for a

possible password file.

4. If the password traverses a communication channel such as a network, it

is also possible that the hacker could sniff the communication medium

using a network sniffer [7].
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5. As illustrated in figure 4.1, all passwords are stored on the server. If the

hacker could gain physical access to the server, the password file could be

copied. Considering that the password file contains all the password

hashes of the entire user base, the hacker could crack the hashes using

rainbow tables [84], [85] thus acquiring a particular user's password in a

fairly short time.

4.2.2. Replay of an acquired password

In the second step the hacker could use the password acquired as explained in

section 4.2.1, to be illicitly authenticated by the authentication system. This

process is illustrated in figure 4.2.

Feeding the password into
Comrnmication channef from

Hacker's terminal

Re-submitpa!sword yja
User's computer

Communication Channel

,
Authentication Server

";~ ~.~'----------:-~~~-----'
~~~'

Figure 4.2: Replayof an acquired password

As illustrated in figure 4.2, once the hacker successfullyacquired the password of

the user, the password could subsequently be used by the hacker to be illicitly

authenticated. The hacker could replay this password, by entering it into the
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terminal that the user worked on, or submit the password over the

communication channel, from his own terminal.

4.2.3. Password replay comments

1. If a password is compromised, and used and replayed at a later stage, it

is impossible for the authentication algorithm to determine that the

password is being replayed. The internal rules of the algorithm will

compare the password received with the password stored in the password

file. If the password offered is an exact match with the password stored in

the file, the algorithm will acceptthe presented token as authentic.

2. If a user discovers that his password has been compromised, the user can

simply change the password.

The second mechanism that will be investigated for replay vulnerability is

biometric technology.

4.2.4. Acquisition of biometric data

Unlike a password, a biometric characteristic is not as readily acquired. If the

biometric characteristic, for instance an iris, of a person is required, the hacker

may consider in extreme circumstances to remove the user's eye. Other

methods, however, are available to obtain a biometric characteristic for replay.

A biometric characteristic, as discussed in Chapter 3, is digitized into an

electronic representation (known as biometric data) of the given biometric

characteristic. It is possible to intercept this biometric electronic representation

(biometric data) just as easy as any other electronic representation of a

password can be intercepted.
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The biometric system, as illustrated in figure 3.1, has a number of instances,

where biometric data can be acquired by a hacker. Figure 4.3, which is based on

figure 3.1, illustrates possible sites where the hacker could acquire biometric

data of a particular user.

I Decision Policy

, .,

I Data Acquisition

-: Acqui~ biometricc:lJrmg-----.
hnMli..;on

Data Store ISignal Processing I
Matching
Algorithm

Extraction
Segmentation

--{>
Qual" Soono> ,

i
I

!,
Match? YIN

Figure 4.3: Acquisition of biometric data

When a biometric characteristic is presented to a biometric sensor, the device

will digitize the biometric characteristic into an electronic representation of the

presented biometric characteristic; this electronic representation will be referred

to as biometric data.

1. The first site that the hacker could consider to attack is the sensor itself.

Once the sensor digitized the biometric characteristic, the hacker could

acquire the electronic data directly from the sensor, before it is submitted

to the terminal for processing [38].

2. Furthermore, biometric data can be acquired from any section of the

internal transmission pathways found in the biometrics environment, as

illustrated in figure 4.3. As an example, whenever biometric data is
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transmitted between the sensor and terminal, or during transmission

between hardware and software, it can be intercepted. This renders the

internal biometric transmission channels vulnerable. The hacker can for

instance monitor and capture all USB traffic between the biometric sensor

and the terminal. Once the biometric sensor sent the digitized information

to the terminal, the hacker would have the biometric data of the user's

biometric characteristic.

3. The reference biometric data must be stored in a secure data store. If the

hacker could gain access to this data store, the hacker would have the

electronic representation of the user's reference biometric data.

If a user transmits his biometric data over any network, the biometric data can

also be compromised as illustrated in figure 4.4.

Finding a biometric master template from the
Server password file

Finding digitized biO~C data
from user tenninal

Finding biometric data
while traversing a

comm.mication medium

Authentication Server

Communication Channel

Biomebic
data

Biometric scamer

,,

u,e~.. ~<'-----------~------'---:-:-:~~~
biometric characteristic "

~,

Rgure 4.4: Acquisition of biometric data over a network
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As illustrated in figure 4.4 the hacker could acquire the biometric data of the

user's biometric characteristic from a number of sources. As illustrated in figure

4.4/ the hacker could get the biometric data directly from the terminal of the

user; the possible places that the hacker can attack the user's terminal are also

illustrated in figure 4.3. If the user submits the biometric data over a network

communication channel to a remote server/ this biometric data can be sniffed

and acquired similar to the acquisition of a password. Finally, if the hacker has

access to the server/ the biometric master template can be acquired directly from

the server data store.

4.2.5. Replay of Biometric data

Considering that passwords and biometric data are represented in binary, this

binary representation of a password or biometric data can be intercepted as

illustrated in the preceding discussions. Figure 4.5 illustrates that biometric data/

once compromised/ can be replayed in the same way a hacker would replay a

password.
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Figure 4.5: Replay of illicit biometric data

Once the hacker has successfully acquired the biometric data the hacker can

replay the biometric data. Figure 4.5 illustrates the hacker replaying the

biometric data by sending the biometric data through the communication

channel to the server, either from the user's terminal, or from the hacker's Pc.

The server receives the biometric data and compares the biometric data to the

stored biometric master template in the data store. If the biometric data falls

within the parameters defined by the decision policy, the biometric data" will be

accepted as authentic. As this is a replay of biometric data that was previously

accepted by the decision policy, the hacker can be convinced that the replayed

biometric data will be accepted without reservation.
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4.2.6. Biometric data replay comments

1. Biometric data is stored and transmitted in electronic form, similar to the

manner a password is stored and transmitted in electronic form. If

biometric data is acquired by using any specific method, the hacker can

replay this biometric data in the same manner a password is being

replayed.

2. A user can not merely change a compromised biometric characteristic as a

compromised password would be changed. As a user has only 10 unique

fingerprints, 2 unique irises and 1 unique DNA, it is imperative that the

biometric data needs to be protected in a way that the hacker can not

replay this acquired biometric data.

4.3. CONCLUSION

This chapter demonstrated that a biometric characteristic gets converted into an

electronic representation. This electronic representation gets stored and

transmitted similar to the manner traditional passwords are stored and

transmitted. It was pointed out that biometric data and a password can be

acquired while in transit via the network or while being processed inside a

computer terminal.

Once a password or biometric data is illicitly acquired, a hacker can use this

password or biometric data by replaying it, to be illegitimately authenticated.

If a biometric characteristic is compromised, it cannot simply be replaced, unlike

passwords and tokens which are easily replaced.
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The negative impact of a compromised biometric characteristic in the

identification and authentication environment is far greater than that of a

compromised password, as biometric characteristics cannot be replaced.

Replacement of passwords, however, is almost inexhaustible. Preventing and

management of the compromise of biometric characteristics are therefore

essential.

In the followinq chapter (chapter 5), authenticator duplication will be discussed.

This is more of a concern if compared to replay, as a duplicated biometric

characteristic can be collected from the environment that the user interacts with

on a daily basis.

Chapter 5 will demonstrate that tokens and biometric characteristics share the

same vulnerabilities relating to duplication and replay.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter it was illustrated that a password can be replayed by

supplying the identical password or pin to the authentication server. The

password or pin can be acquired from the physical environment of the user, for

example, by guessing the password due to the fact that the hacker knows the

user well. The password can also be acquired in electronic format, that is, while

the password is inside the electronic realm of the IT environment. To illustrate

this fact, chapter 4 elaborated on methods that a hacker could exploit to find the

electronic version of a person's password, for example, by means of network

sniffing or password database hacking.

Another important point, established in the previous chapter, is that biometric

data can be acquired in electronic format in a similar fashion a password and pin

can be acquired. As a biometric characteristic will be transformed into a

reference biometric template of that biometric characteristic, this reference

biometric template will be as vulnerable as a password or pin.

Similarly chapter 4 pointed out that biometric data can be replayed as readily as

a password or a pin can be replayed.

This possibility of biometric data replay is understandably considered as a major

concern [82]. If biometric data is intercepted in electronic format, the biometric

characteristic is compromised, and cannot as easily be replaced as a password or

a pin can be replaced.
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This Chapter will introduce an aspect of more substantial concern. Unlike a

commercially manufactured token e.g. a smartcard or special key, which is

difficult to forge, a biometric characteristic e.g. fingerprint is readily open to

criminal exploitation and forgery. Fresh latent biometric images are left behind as

a person interacts with the environment. These are known as latent fingerprints

[86].

This chapter will discuss and illustrate how commercially manufactured tokens

and biometric characteristics can be forged.

5.2. MANUFACTURED TOKENS

If it is made by man, it can be defeated by man. If the potential gain of stealing

a token, or duplicating a token is significant enough, substantial attempts will be

made to steal or duplicate a token.

One of the superior advantages cited in favour of a manufactured token is that

ideally only one authentic token at any given time should exist [87]. This means

that if the token is lost or stolen the owner of the token will be aware of the loss.

However, this section will illustrate that it is fairly simple to duplicate a token in

order to utilize the token illegitimately without the owner being aware of the

compromised token.

In order to illustrate this, credit card skimming [88] will be discussed.
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5.2.1. Credit card skimming rmn
A credit card provides the owner of the credit card with the opportunity to

authenticate him, based on the fact that he is the only person with that specific

unique credit card.

This credit card is authenticated by a number of ways:

• The credit card has a unique number (linked to the owner's credit card

account).

• The credit card has an expiry date.

• The credit card is supplied to a specific person, and this name appears on

the front of the card.

• The credit card has a specific card verification code (CVe). In the event of

a flawed magnetic strip or magnetic card reader on the capturing device,

the supervisor can override the magnetic reader to complete the

transaction by entering the card number, card expiry date, and the eve
code.

• Lastly a unique magnetic strip containing a number, on the reverse side of

the credit card. Payment terminals identify the credit card when the

magnetic strip is exposed to the terminal's reader.

The easiest method for a hacker to duplicate the card is to copy the information

found on the magnetic strip, on the back of the credit card. A hacking method,

known as credit card skimming [88], is currently reported occasionally [89].

The process of credit card skimming is illustrated in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Credit card skimming

Figure 5.1 illustrates a typical credit card skimming attempt. In this illustration

the credit card is skimmed in a restaurant by a waiter.

1. The owner of the credit card supplies the credit card to the waiter to pay

for the bill.

2. The waiter quickly SWipes the magnetic strip of the credit card in a

magnetic strip reader, as illustrated in figure 5.1. This magnetic reader

saves the magnetic strip information.

3. The waiter swipes the user's credit card in the payment terminal. The

terminal follows the normal procedure to authenticate the user's card, and

check for sufficient funds.

4. Once the transaction is approved, the waiter supplies the card owner with

the credit card payment slip, to sign.

At this stage the waiter/ hacker is in possession of the unique number stored on

the credit card's magnetic strip. These devices have the ability to store several

card numbers, and these stored numbers can then be sold for fraudulent card

manufacturing.
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The following step of credit card skimming is the manufacturing of fraudulent

credit cards, by duplicating the stored magnetic number onto a blank magnetic

card. This process is illustrated in figure 5.2.

\
.¢

Hacker generating fake magnetic cards

Figure 5.2: Manufacturing of fraudulent credit cards

Once the hacker is in possession of the magnetic strip information, the hacker

can manufacture a fraudulent credit card by writing the information stored in the

skimming device's memory to the blank magnetic card's magnetic strip. This step

is illustrated in step 1 of Rgure 5.2. Once the hacker successfully manufactured a

fraudulent credit card, this credit card with the authentic magnetic strip

information, can be used at a credit card payment terminal to pay for any goods

as illustrated in step 2 of figure 5.2. The original token (credit card) now has an

exact duplicate.

There is an ongoing war between the companies manufacturing the credit card

terminals and the hackers who exploit the vulnerabilities of various magnetic

cards being used. In order to combat credit card skimming, the vendors of the

magnetic cards now request a few random numbers from the actual card

account number, found on the front of the card, to be supplied, before the

transaction is approved. This measure temporarily solves the issue found with

just skimming the magnetic strip information. It can however be expected that
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the criminals will create a new method to duplicate the front of the magnetic

card.

5.2.1.1. Credit cardskimming conclusion

In conclusion, this section proves that a token can be falsified. If the potential

gain from duplicating the token is lucrative enough, a way will be devised to

duplicate the token. A constant tug of war will exist between the legitimate users

of tokens and hackers that try to exploit the technology. This section illustrated

that a token can be copied, and duplicated without the knowledge of the

authentic owner of the token.

If an authentic token owner is made aware that his token was compromised, the

person will receive a new token, and the compromised token will be blacklisted

[89].

In the following section, the creation of fake biometric tokens will be discussed.

This section will illustrate that a biometric token is just as vulnerable to being

falsified.

5.2.2. Biometric characteristic duplication

As mentioned in chapter 3, biometric characteristics are part of the user. A

biometric characteristic cannot be forgotten or stolen, as this type of

characteristic is physically part of the user. The user can for example not leave

his DNA at home, unlike a credit card or special key.

However, as a user interacts with the environment, latent biometric images are

constantly left behind.
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This is a significant problem, and is often overlooked. The user will for example

leave a latent fingerprint on nearly everything that he touches. If a photo is

taken of a person's face, the facial biometric characteristic can be extracted, and

using a camera with a high enough resolution, the iris biometric characteristic is

also recorded in the picture. Drinking from a cup will undoubtedly leave saliva on

the cup, and in this saliva, the DNA biometric characteristic of the person is

stored [90]. In essence, as we interact with our environment, we "shed" our

biometric characteristics as latent biometric images. These latent biometric

images can be lifted, and a false biometric characteristic manufactured.

Prof. Matsumoto illustrated this fact clearly in his research [3], [55], [58].

Professor Tsutomu Matsumoto from Japan's Yokohama National University

demonstrated that it is indeed possible to create a biometric specimen from a

fake finger print [56]. Prof. Matsumoto demonstrated two methods, both using

gelatin to generate a biometric sample. Today, however, latex is commonly

available, and can be used as a more durable material than gelatin. The author

of this thesishas personally experimented with methods to duplicate fingerprints,

and found that latex based fake biometric characteristics, work exceptionally

well. Latex based false fingerprints spoofed virtually all devices tested during this

research.

5.2.2.1. Method 1

In the first method, Prof. Matsumoto took an image directly from a live finger of

a human being, and made a plastic mould of the finger. He poured liquid gelatin

into the mould, and allowed the gelatin to harden. He demonstrated that this

manufactured gelatin finger can be used as a fake biometric characteristic to

spoof both optical and capacitive finger print sensors.
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5.2.2.2. Method 2

The second method is more sophisticated and is used to generate a fake

biometric characteristic from a latent finger print image that a person left on a

glass after touching the glass.

Matsumoto took the glass with the latent fingerprint image, and enhanced it with

a type of superglue known as Cyanoacrylate adhesive. Once he completed the

enhancing of the latent fingerprint image using the superglue, he photographed

the enhanced latent fingerprint image on the glass using a digital camera, and

used photo editing software to enhance the contrast and quality of the

photographed image. He subsequently printed the image on a transparency

sheet commonly used for printed circuit board duplication.

At this stage he had an exact copy of the person's fingerprint that he lifted from

a glass, on a transparency. This transparency is commonly used to create a

printed circuit board (PCB). During PCB creation, the transparency will serve as

the blue print of the tracks that must be etched in copper on a PCB. PCB

technology has the ability to create ultra fine tracks [91] - similar to the ridges

found on a human's finger print. The biometric image etched into copper,

resulted in a three dimensional representation of the fingerprint. Finally liquid

gelatin is poured on to the PCB to create a gelatin pad from the copper

fingerprint "mould".

As mentioned under method 1, once the hacker is in possession of a fake

biometric characteristic, this fake fingerprint can be used to spoof biometric

fingerprint readers.
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5.3. CONCLUSION

This chapter pointed out an important fact. Tokens made by man, can be

duplicated without the knowledge of the owner of that token. In the second

section the same was pointed out regarding biometric characteristics. As was

discussed, the research of Prof Matsumoto, demonstrated that a biometric

characteristic can be lifted from the environment the user interacts with, making

it possible to create a fake biometric characteristic, without the person being

aware of this fact.

This is an important problem, and is subsequently addressed in the BioVault

system.

If a person discovers that a commercially manufactured token was duplicated, a

new token can be provided. The compromised token will be blacklisted. In the

instance that the compromised token is presented for authentication, a warning

can be signaled. However, a biometric characteristic cannot simply be replaced.

Chapter 4 discussed the issue of replay, demonstrating that passwords and

biometric data are vulnerable to replay of the password or biometric data, in

electronic format.

Chapter 5 demonstrated that tokens and biometric characteristics can be

duplicated and repeatedly be submitted.
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Thus at this stage identification and authentication technologies are vulnerable to

the following problems:

Figure 5.3

As illustrated in Figure 5.3, biometric systems are vulnerable to a replay attack of

the biometric data as well as a duplication of the biometric characteristic.

The next chapter (chapter 6), titled "Symmetry and Asymmetry", will consider

the fact that a biometric characteristic, unlike any of the other authentication

technologies, can be uniquely identified. The ability to identify a biometric

characteristic uniquely makes it possible to overcome the problems as mentioned

up to this point.
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Chapter 6 will for this reason be the first chapter proposing an initial solution to

the problems faced if biometric authentication is to be used for authentication.

Chapter 6 will form the first step towards formulating the BioVault model,

developed in this thesis.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION

Up to this point identification and authentication were discussed, pointing out

that all identification and authentication systems have certain strengths and

certain frailties. As chapter 5 concluded, a table was presented to illustrate the

various vulnerabilities found for authentication systems, see figure 5.3 on page

104.

These authentication systems rely on proving the authenticity of the user by

means of something the user knows, something the user possesses or something

the user is. Considering the conclusion in chapter 5 that biometric data can be

replayed (when in electronic form) and duplicated (directly from the biometric

characteristic, or from a latent biometric image), makes this type of

authentication method seem much less attractive if compared to tokens or

passwords - biometrics is vulnerable to both replay and duplication attacks!

However, it was already pointed out that in the case of tokens and passwords,

only the token or password is authenticated and not the user presenting this

password or token. Using biometrics the user is directly authenticated,

At this stage it is clear that passwords, tokens or biometric characteristics can be

misused. This was demonstrated in chapter 4 by means of replay, and in chapter

5 by means of duplication.
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This chapter will demonstrate that a biometric characteristic has an advantage

over passwords and tokens. This advantage is called asymmetry, and asymmetry

allows an authentication system to uniquely identify biometric data being reused.

This chapter will demonstrate that passwords and tokens are all symmetric

authentication mechanisms. For this reason, every offered password will be

exactly the same as any previously offered password, thus not allowing each

freshly offered password to be uniquely identified and linked to a specific

transaction.

6.2. SYMMETRY

In a symmetric system the objects being compared are required to be exactly

the same - it implies a 100% match. Symmetric authentication systems are

found when using a password or token, as the password supplied by the user

needs to be 100% the same as the password stored in the password database.

This is discussed in section 6.2.1. If a user supplies a token the information on

the token must match the stored information exactly. Tokens, for instance

magnetic cards, are discussed in section 6.2.2.

6.2.1. Passwords

Passwords are always symmetric. This means that the password that a user will

offer to be authenticated with is always exactly 100% the same password.

An authentication system does a bit-wise comparison between a password

supplied by the user and the stored password in the database. This is the most

basic approach to password usage and is illustrated in figure 6.1.
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Password =
Mandy 4c4d3my

Authentication Server

Password =
4c4d3myl ,u••~a... P_~rd,

Andy Joyce2001
Mandy 4c4d3my
Pete gr8f@n
Johan 432fjj
Bob harpo212
Sam 322grovey

... ...

Figure 6.1: Password authentication

In Figure 6.1, the user, "Mandy" must be authenticated, and supplies her

password "4c4d3my". In step 2 this password is submitted to an authentication

server for authentication. The server receives this password in step 3 and

compares the received password with the password in the database in step 4. As

the password offered must match the password stored in the database 100%,

the offered password is an exact symmetric copy of the stored password.

If the password supplied differs by even one bit from the password in the

database, the authentication will not be approved.

In essence a password is compared on bit level. Thus the password "Win" will be

translated to the followinq binary [92], when handled internally by the computer

system: 1010111 1101001 1101110. Password comparison is case sensitive; the

binary value for a capital w (W) is different if compared to the lower case w [92].
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The password stored in the password database is the exact same word (Win),

and therefore the word in the database will also translate to the same binary

string (101011111010011101110).

The authentication process will translate the password "Win" received by the

user to binary. The password stored will also be translated to binary and

compared to the binary of the offered password, as illustrated in figure 6.2.

F·>,':;W··~;·'····;'

;",L.:.: In",:;
',' ,,'..

1010111
1101001
1101110

Compare ~
Compare ~
Compare ~

<~.

<~
<,---'-------,

1010111
1101001
1101110

Figure 6.2: Binary comparison

As illustrated in figure 6.2, the offered password "Win" is translated to binary,

andcompared bit, by bit, to the stored password's binary representation, and if

any bit does not match, the authentication process fails.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the difference found between the uppercase "w" in the

word "Win" compared to the lowercase "w" in the word "win". The binary

difference between these two letters results in an authentication failure.
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1010111
1101001
1101110

1110111
1101001
1101110

Figure 6.3: Upper and lower case binary comparison

As mentioned, a difference exists between uppercase and lowercase is illustrated

in figure 6.3. The password stored in the database is "Win" with an uppercase

"W". This letter translates to "1010111". The user supplied the same word,

however with a lower case "w". The lower case"w" translates to 1110111". Take

note that there is only a 1 bit difference between the two words, but because

this system relies on symmetric authentication, the authentication server will not

accept the password.

6.2.2. Tokens

If a user inserts a magnetic card into an Automated Teller Machine (ATM) the

ATM will read the information from the magnetic strip, and compare it to

information supplied by the bank's authentication server. The typical information

found on the magnetic strip is defined by the International Standards

Organization (ISO) [93] and includesthe following fields:

Track one, Format B:

• Start sentinel - one character (generally '%')

• Format code="B" - one character (alpha only)

• Primary account number - up to 19 characters
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• Field Separator - one character (generally '1\1)

• Name - two to 26 characters

• Field Separator - one character (generally 'A')

• Expiration date - four characters

• Service code - three characters

• Discretionary data - may include Pin Verification Key Indicator (PVKI, 1
character), Pin Verification Value (PW, 4 characters), Card Verification
Value or Card Verification Code (CVV or CVK, 3 characters)

• End sentinel - one character (generally a '7')

• Longitudinal redundancy check (LRC) - one character.

It is important to take note of the discretionary data stored on the card. This is

the data that the authentication server will need to authenticate the card.

The process of using a magnetic card for authentication is illustrated in figure

6.4.

Authentication Server

Mandy

.; .
....c--. Ace. 4952 ... 1255
<~.;,.~ CW:059

'.." PW:4415
;.

!
i
\ ";Acc:ount:~"CW'

\ 4957 2033 225
~ 4952 1255 059

4968 ... 8796 587
4979 ... 7966 533
4999 ... 4561 215

PW

5874
4415
2356
2587
8965

Figure 6.4: Magnetic card based authentication
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1. The user inserts the magnetic card into the ATM machine as illustrated.

The ATM chaIlenges the user to supply the user's personal identification

code (PIN). The ATM extracts the card verification value (CVV) and the

Pin verification value (PW) from the discretionary data field on the card's

magnetic strip.

2. This information is transmitted to the authentication server via the

network.

3. The authentication server compares the CW information with the CW

information stored in the database, as weIl as the PW code received with

the PW code stored.

As demonstrated in section 6.2.1, this comparison happens on a binary level, and

if the CW supplied is not 100% symmetrical to the CVV stored in the database,

the authenticity of the magnetic card is rejected.

6.2.3. Symmetry conclusion

Tokens and passwords are all symmetric authentication systems. The

authentication system relies on the fact that the password must match 100% to

ensure an authentic match is made. If the codes extracted from a magnetic card

do not match the codes stored on the authentication server 100%,

authentication is rejected.

This comparison is done on a binary level, and if there is as much as one bit

difference between the received value and the stored value, authentication is

rejected.

In the next section, attention will be given to asymmetric matching, commonly

associated with biometric technology.
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6.3. ASYMMETRY

Part of the biometric authentication system, is the important decision system

that must decide if the user's biometric data is authentic. This decision system

was discussed in Chapter 3.

A biometric match is an asymmetric match and for this reason the decision

system is incorporated in the biometric authentication environment. This means

that a supplied biometric characteristic will virtually never be a 100% exact

match of the reference biometric template stored in the biometric data database.

Due to a number of factors, freshly recorded biometric characteristics will always

be slightly different from the reference biometric template stored in the

database.

As an example, the following are some of the factors that cause the fresh

fingerprint characteristic to be slightly different to the master biometric template

stored during initial enrollment:

1) During enrollment an averaged reference biometric template will be

stored. This means that the reference biometric template stored during

enrollment is the result of an averaged calculation of five or more

recorded biometric characteristics.

2) Light conditions influence the normalization algorithm.

3) Placement of the finger on the digitizing device - the user will not place

the finger in the exact same way and on the exact same position on the

digital recording device.

4) Rotation - the user might rotate the finger on the recording device.
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5) Pressure - often the user will vary the amount of pressure applied on the

device, resulting in a slightly smaller or slightly bigger fingerprint image to

be recorded.

The above five points only serve to illustrate that a number of factors influence

the process of capturing and recording of a biometric characteristic.

Considering that a newly presented biometric characteristic will for all practical

purposes not be a symmetric copy of the reference biometric template stored, a

decision policy is needed. This policy will consider the presented biometric

characteristic in relation to the reference biometric template, and decide if

"enough" similarities are found. If enough similarities are found, the presented

biometric characteristic will be considered as authentic. This process is described

in Chapter 3.

Some biometric characteristics tend to deviate in a number of ways from the

reference biometric template. For this reason, considering the various biometric

technologies, the matching algorithms must take these divergences into account,

in order to make an authentication decision.

6.3.1. Asymmetric usage

The fact that a biometric characteristic is asymmetric compared to the reference

biometric template makes almost all supplied biometric data unique. For this

reason all biometric data received from a user is, according to the matching

algorithm, unique. Biometric data of a particular user will rarely match 100%

with previously received biometric data.
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This allows for unique biometric data identification. If an authentication server

stored all previously presented biometric data, a test can potentially be done to

determine whether newly presented biometric data has been presented to the

system in the past.

If the server finds a 100% exact match with any previously presented biometric

data, it is possible that the biometric data is biometric data that is being

replayed. This replay can be identified due to the improbability of freshly offered

biometric data, matching previously presented biometric data exactly (100%).

On the other hand, if a biometric characteristic is used to authenticate a user

during a transaction, this biometric data can be stored and linked to the

transaction, for auditing purposes.

6.4. CONCLUSION

Passwords and tokens are components of symmetric authentication. For this

reason a password or token will always be considered as the identical same

password or token. However, as discussed in this chapter, biometric data is

asymmetric in nature and for this reason is part of an asymmetric authentication

system. Biometric data supplied will rarely match any previously supplied

biometric data 100%.

This allows for various applications, and the BioVault system, discussed in the

remainder of the thesis, to use symmetry and asymmetry in various ways to

overcome problems like replay and duplication of biometric data, as discussed in

chapter 4 and chapter 5.
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It is however important to realize that the concept of symmetry and asymmetry,

as discussed in this chapter, has no direct relationship to similar terminology also

found in the encryption systems, known as symmetric key encryption and

asymmetric key encryption.

Chapter 7 discusses the importance of identification and authentication, with

specific reference to the current e-commerce environment. Chapter 7 illustrates

the current technologies used to identify and authenticate a person. However,

chapter 7 can be "skipped" without influencing the logical flow of the thesis.
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7.1. INTRODUCTION

The modern world and society revolve around trade and depend on the

reciprocity afforded by commerce. Since ancient times dealing amongst people

and villages initially consisted mainly of barter trade. Commodity of value, such

as gold, eventually was introduced for fixed value determination.

As recently as twenty years ago, trade beyond town and city boundaries was so

cumbersome to the individual that agents and merchants were used to acquire

products not readily available in the immediate vicinity.

In 1993 a graphical user interface for HTML known as "Mosaic for X" [94] was

introduced. This made the internet more accessible to the general public and

opened up the possibility of international trade to Tom, Dick and Harry. The

internet at first introduced communication between various parties the world

over to explore the possibility of international dealing. The internet inevitably

became a global trade area.

Companies recognized the opportunity of trade in a previously inaccessible

market segment In 1994 Pizza Hut invited people to place orders on their

website [95], [96]. In the same year the first virtual bank - the Cyberbank [97] 

opened. Since 1994 online transactions spiraled into a multibillion dollar market

with new participants joining the global trading ranks daily.
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The previous chapters elaborated on methods of identification and

authentication, identifying potential problems using the various methods.

This chapter focuses on an overview of the current on-line trade environment,

illustrating the importance of a good identification and authentication system.

Electronic commerce is a vast discipline, and many books have been published

on the topic. This chapter will summarize electronic commerce. A survey will be

made into some of the technologies required for online trade. Considerations like

credit card payments and online money vendors will be reviewed. The

importance of a proper and trustworthy authentication model will be deliberated.

As previously mentioned, this chapter can be skipped without affecting the

logical flow of this thesis.

7.2. BACKGROUND

Trade evolved in such a way that virtually anybody can buy and sell merchandise

online. In the previous chapters attention was paid to current technologies

enforcing identification and authentication. It is necessary to note that these

technologies are of vital importance, as they govern the gates of online trade.

With the wealth of information at the disposal of the online user, it is not unusual

for a user to find products online and purchase products directly from the

manufacturer. This benefits the user, as all information pertaining to the product

is supplied by the actual manufacturer. Furthermore it allows the user to cut out

a number of middlemen.

A typical example will be a book that is not available at the local bookstore. In

the past a person would have needed to place a request for this book at the

bookstore. The bookstore would in turn wait for the agent of this book to visit
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the store, and place the order for the book. The agent would subsequently have

imported the book. After several weeks, the customer would have received a

notice that the book had arrived for collection at the book store.

Today most people would pay a visit to Amazon [97] on the internet to confirm

the price and the availability of the book, order the book and take delivery

shortly thereafter.

A major part of online trade is the payment of goods purchased online.

Mechanisms are needed to safely pay for goods purchased.

As a first option, the buyer can pay by means of a direct bank transfer.

Secondly, in the majority of transactions, credit cards are used to purchase

online. However this is a high risk option, and will be discussed later in this

chapter.

If a user intends to sell merchandise online for example on Ebay [98], he will be

expected to identify and authenticate himself to the trading site. Reciprocally, the

buyer buying an article online and wishing to pay for this article using the

services of a money vendor like Bidpay [99] or PayPal [100], needs to be

irrevocably authenticated.

In the section to follow, a typical internet transaction will be demonstrated.
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7.3. TYPICAL ONLINE TRANSACTION

The typical online transaction involves the following steps, and is illustrated in

figure 7.1:

Step 1 - The user browses the internet in search of the desired product, and a

seller wishing to sell the product.

Step 2 - The user finds the product, and enters into negotiations with the seller.

Step 3 - The negotiations will include aspects such as price, handling, shipping,

and payment considerations.

Step 4 - The user will then pay the seller using the negotiated method.

Step 5 - Once the seller is sure that the money is safely transferred, the goods

will be shipped to the buyer, using the negotiated method of shipping.

Vendors websiteserver

User browsing
the internet

In search of product

Figure 7.1: Typical online transaction

I Price0' Handling0' Shipping0' Payment 0'1
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Payment is a pivotal aspect of the transaction. The seller needs to be convinced

that the buyer will pay employing a legitimate method. The buyer needs to keep

his identity and details as secret as possible. In order to accomplish this, the

seller has a few options available to pay for the transaction.

In the following section consideration is given to the various options available to

the buyer, when paying an online supplier.

7.3.1. Paying for a local supplier

If a user purchased a product online from a website or company that resides

locally, meaning that the products will not be coming from an international

supplier, the buyer can make the payment in one of two ways:

7.3.1.1. A direct bank deposit

Money - either as cash or a cheque - can be paid directly into the seller's bank

account. Cash payment from the seller's viewpoint is the more desirable method,

as it cannot be reversed, once deposited. The buyer's position however is in

jeopardy until he has taken possession of the purchased goods. Cheque

payment, on the other hand, protects the buyer's position, as payment can be

stopped. The seller needs the cheque to be cleared by the buyer's bank before

the goods will be released for dispatch. Cash payment needs no authentication.

Cheque payment will require a signature.

7.3.1.2. An online payment

The buyer uses the online website of his personal bank to make a payment into

the bank account of the seller. Making an online payment through the bank is

currently protected by the basic identification and authentication methods as
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discussed in chapter 2 - thus access to funds transfer is currently protected by

means of a username, passwords and often a SMS pin being sent to the buyer

via the cell phone network.

7.3.2. Paying an international supplier

If the buyer accessed an international seller's website, the product will be

supplied from another country, making the payment more complicated. The

following section will consider the options available if a buyer wants to pay for a

product purchased internationally.

7.3.2.1. International bank transfer

Due to international regulations a person cannot make a direct (also known as a

telex) transfer into an international bank account. This must be requested by the

buyer from the buyer's bank. This whole process is conducted off line and is

handled by the banking institution.

Paying for products by direct transfer is safe for the buyer as the buyer can be

sure that money will only be transferred out of his account once his authenticity

was confirmed. The whole process is done at the bank and a buyer paying for his

transaction must provide sufficient proof of identity before the transaction will be

considered by the banking institution. Direct bank transfers do not reveal any

personal details of the buyer's account to the seller. The buyer will be

authenticated by producing an identity document to the bank's personnel.

Problems with international bank transfer:

International direct bank transfers, however, are expensive, as the transaction

cost for an international bank transfer is approximately R225 (South African

Rand) for each transfer [102].
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Another major drawback of a bank transfer is the fact that it takes at least 48

hours for the transaction to be processed. All international transfers are handled

by the specific bank's head office. Often sellers expect payment within 48 hours.

A seller needs to supply personal information to the buyer's bank, which

includes:

• Seller's bank account

• Seller's bank name

• Seller's bank address

• Seller's bank sort code

• Seller's physical address

• Seller's contact number

• Reason for deposit

Sellers often are reluctant to supply this information, as it interferes with privacy

issues and anonymity considerations.

7.3.2.2. Credit card onlinepayment

Once the seller and buyer agree on a transaction price, the buyer may consider

paying the seller by means of an internationally accepted credit card such as Visa

card [103], Master card [104] or American Express [105].

The buyer would be required to provide the followinq information directly to the

seller:

0' Credit card number

0' Credit card expiry date

0' Name on credit card

0' Visa / Master / American express
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o Credit card CVC code - the so called Card verification code. As this is the

only code that actually protects the card's information, revealing this

number should be treated with great circumspection.

Once the seller is in possession of the information, he can process the card

transaction electronically. The seller can enter this information into any credit

card processing terminal, and draw the funds internationally, directly from the

buyer's account.

This option raises the red flag for security concerns as the buyer needs to supply

his credit card information to the seller in such a way that the information is

unconditionally safe. Should this information be intercepted, it is possible that

the card information will be compromised without the buyer being aware of this

fact.

In order to protect the security of the credit card, SSL (secure socket layer) is

often used to protect the card information during online transmission.

7.3.2.3. Secure Socket laver [1071

The secure socket layer (SSL) protocol was originally developed by Netscape, to

ensure security of data transported and routed through HTTP, LDAP or POP3

application layers. SSL is designed to make use of TCP as a communication layer

to provide a reliable end-to-end secure and authenticated connection between

two points over a network (for example between the service client and the

server). Notwithstanding this SSL can be used for protection of data in transit in

situations related to any network service. It is used mostly in HTTP server and

client applications [106].
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If a seller installed SSL as a technology to protect the information during

transportation, the buyer can enter the credit card information online. This

means that a seller will provide a web-page that is running on a SSL layer, where

the buyer can enter his credit card number, credit card expiry date, name on the

card and the eve number. Once the buyer submits this information all

communication will be encrypted using SSL.

Risk to consider with direct credit card payments:

A number of risks are apparent when a buyer sends his credit card information

directly to a seller.

1) The buyer must trust the seller implicitly, that only the agreed upon

amount will be withdrawn from the credit card account.

2) The buyer must also be convinced that the seller will not withdraw funds

from his account at a later stage.

3) The buyer also runs the risk that the information will be stored on the

database of the seller, and can be compromised if the seller's website is

compromised.

4) A buyer is submitting his credit card information to a person possibly on

the other side of the world, making it difficult to ensure that the buyer is

dealing with a serious seller, intending to actually provide a service.

It is preferred that no personal information relating to the buyer should be

submitted to the seller.

Because of the risks associated with credit card payment, and issues surrounding

direct bank transfer methods for international payments, a number of companies

exist that assist an international buyer to pay for purchased goods. The next
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section will discuss international money vendors that assist the buyer to securely

pay for an international transaction.

7.4. INTERNATIONAL MONEY VENDORS

International money vendors are companies providing a service to international

clients to assist in the safe keeping of personal information. If a buyer uses these

companies their credit card information is only known to this company (the

international money vendor). These international money vendors will usually

provide safe online transactions to their clients using SSL.

A whole number of online vendors exist like Bidpay [99], however, in the

following section, one of the bigger international money vendors namely PayPal

[100] will be discussed.

7.4.1. History of PayPal

Peter Thiel and Max Levchin founded PayPal in 1999 under the name Confinity

[108]. The idealistic vision of the company was one of a borderless currency free

from governmental controls. However, PayPal's success qulckly drew the

attention of hackers, scam artists and organized crime groups, who used the

service for frauds and money laundering [108]. New security measures stemmed

the tide of fraud and customer complaints, but government officials soon

stepped in. Regulators and attorney generals in several states, including New

York and California, fined PayPal for violations and investigated the company's

business practices. Some states, such as Louisiana, banned PayPal from

operating in their states altogether. PayPal has since received licenses that allow

them to operate in these places [100].
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PayPal owes much of its initial growth to eBay buyers who used the service to

pay for items and accept payments for their online auctions. PayPal even beat

eBay at the online payment business, trumping eBay's in-house payment system

Billpoint so thoroughly that in 2002, eBay bought PayPal [109]. EBay phased out

Billpoint and integrated PayPal into its services. Sellers with PayPal accounts can

place PayPal icons in their auction sites. Buyers can simply click on the PayPal

logo to make an immediate payment when the auction is won.

7.4.2. The PayPal mechanism

PayPal is an online payment service allowing individuals and businesses to

transfer funds electronically. It allows payments for

• Online auction (e.g. EBay)

• Purchases and services

• Donations

• Transfer of cash for whatever reason to another party.

A basic PayPal account is free. One can send funds to anyone with an e-mail

address, whether or not they have a PayPal account. They will get a message

from PayPal regarding the funds, and then just have to register their own

account, into which the funds can be transferred.

Funds transferred via PayPal stay in a PayPal account until the owner of the

funds retrieves them or spends them. If the buyer has entered and verified their

bank account information, the funds can be transferred directly into their private

bank account. Not all countries allow money to be paid this way. South African

citizens can, for this reason, only use PayPal for payment. If money is paid to a

South-African citizen, the money will stay in his PayPal account and can be used
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for payment of other online transactions. However, the money cannot be paid

into a South African citizen's personal bank account. A list of countries that only

allows payment from the buyer's account can be found on the PayPal website

[100].

Signing up for PayPal is hassle free and does not require one to enter any bank

account information, although in various instances a cheque account or credit

card is required to use many of PaYPal's features. To sign up, on the PayPal

homepage, click on the "Sign up Now" button as shown in figure 7.2.
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Member log-In

Email Address

Password

learn more about
PayPal Worldwide

See it. Text it.
Buy it. 0"1'1

! v:, r",. r',!l f~:'l
~-,,<- ~

;> Learn more

Merchants

Go Forward. 0
Use your phone to send mon")' and buy things

eBay SellersBuyers

Send money to anyone
with an email address
in 55 countries and
regions.

PayPal is free for
buyers.

Shop without sharing
financial information.

10096 protection
against unauthorized
payments sent from
your account.

Free eBay tools make
selling easier.

PayPal works hard to
help protect sellers.

PayPal simplifies
shipping and tracking.

Earn cash back with
PayPal Preferred
Rewards.

Acceot credit cards on
your website using
PayPal.

Compare our solutions
to merchant accounts
and gateways.

Low fees make PayPal
the affordable choice.

Learn why PayPal is
good for business.

•
PayPal Mobile
learn more

What's New

PatPallaunches Mobile
Payments

16 Ways to Promote Your
E-Business

Buy or 'ell worldwide·
the safe and easy way

Special Offer

Protect your identity with
EQuifax

Figure 7.2: PayPal registration

The followinq pages allow:

1. Choice of account

• Personal, if one intends to utilize it for online purchasing and auctions

only

• Business or premier, to accept payments for own business. Upgrade at

a later stage is possible.
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2. Provision of personal details including security questions in the event one

loses one's password.

PayPal provides one with a *.gif (Graphics Interchange Format) picture, with a

randomly generated series of letters and numbers which one has to enter. This

security step helps prevent fraud and automated fake account generation.

Confirmation of the account by following instructions received by email

completes the sign up process.

Buyers and sellers need to be convinced of one's integrity. To achieve this,

details of a current credit card with a confirmed statement address are added.

This will allow one to utilize PayPal's expanded-use service - such as drawinq

money directly from the credit card account to pay for auctions.

To utilize the facility to transfer money between one's cheque account and the

PayPal account, personal account details are entered, including account and

routing numbers. PayPal makes two micro payments (amounting to about $1)

into the account. Unique numbers generated and sent to the private account

statement serve as reference numbers to verify the validity of the account. Once

the user entered these unique numbers, received on the account statement, the

PayPal account is available for payment purposes on the internet.
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Status: South African - Verified

(Add email)
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User Agreement I Developers I

About SSL Certificates

Copyright © 1999-2006 PaYPal. All rights reserved.
Information about FDiC pass-through insurance

Figure 7.3 Verified PayPal Client

Makinga payment using PavPal

More than 70 percent of eBay sellers offer PayPal as a payment option, making

auctions a major portion of PayPal's business. However, one of the keys to

PayPal's success has been its ability to expand beyond the eBay market. One can

use it to send money to a friend, donate to a charity, and buy items from online

merchants. PayPal has become a major player in driving international electronic

commerce.
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Figure 7.4: Making a payment

In order to send money using PayPal, a PayPal client clicks on the 'send money'

tab. In order to send money to a person online, one needs to enter the seller's e

mail address and supply the amount payable (and the currency).

If the buyer's PayPal account has a positive balance the money will be

transferred from this account to the seller's PayPal account. In the event of

inadequate funds in the buyer's account, PayPal will draw the required amount

from the account - credit card or bank account - specified by the buyer during

the sign up registration.

After a successful transfer, PayPal will inform the seller bye-mail that the

required amount has been paid into his PayPal account.

7.4.3. Advantages of using PayPal

1. Buyer and seller can stay anonymous if they so wish.
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2. Neither the buyer nor the seller needs to exchange account information.

3. The process is fast, and the seller will have confirmation of payment for

the transaction within minutes.

4. Security is handled by PayPal, and all sessions are encrypted using SSL.

Depending on the type of transaction, PayPal forces the seller to supply

proof of dispatch or shipping to the buyer.

7.4.4. Disadvantages with PayPal

1. The major disadvantage is the fact that one's PayPal account is only

protected by passwords generated by the account holder. The account is

at risk of compromise if the passwords fall prey to hacking. Once this

occurs, funds in the PayPal account are vulnerable. (Refer to problems

relating to passwords discussed in chapter 4.)

2. PayPal acts like a bank, but is not subject to banking regulations. This

means that PayPal offers none of the protection registered banks offer,

nor is it required to maintain any of the security, customer service or

dispute resolution services that banks provide. Similarly, PayPal holds

large amounts of customers' money, conducts millions of financial

transactions, and even offers credit and debit cards. PayPal was declared

not to be a bank by the Federal Insurance Corporation (FDIC) in 2002 as

PayPal does not meet the federal definition of a bank, does not hold any

physical money, or have a bank charter. PayPal isn't a bank because it

doesn't call itself a bank. As a result, most states license PayPal as a

"money service."

3. One of the most common problems encountered by PayPal users is the

sudden and inexplicable freezing of their accounts. If a PayPal account is

frozen, one cannot add or withdraw any funds from the account, and one

is required to go through a long, complicated process of identity
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verification. Some users claim that PayPal has simply seized their funds

and never returned them. Reports by former PaYPal employees indicate

that this freezing and unfreezing is arbitrary and not subject to serious

scrutiny. They claim that company executives view this process as a

revenue stream, and that PayPal attempts to recover losses due to fraud

by seizing funds from customer accounts [111].

4. Other charges levied against PayPal include [110]:

• A long and confusing Terms of Service Agreement that tricks users into

giving up their rights to sue the company and their protections under

credit card laws.

• Rude customer service representatives.

• Poor staff appointment practices have led to a number of scams

committed as "inside jobs".

Despite these disadvantages, PayPal continues to be the most popular money

transfer service for online transactions.

7.5. CONCLUSION

The current electronic commerce environment is protected by passwords and

tokens. A buyer needs to be identified to an electronic commerce site (like

Amazon, Ebay or PayPal) by means of a user name, and authenticated by means

of a password. Once the buyer purchased a product, payment must be effected

for this product. A number of options are available to transfer the money to the

seller. In all instances the buyer needs to identified and authenticated, before

the money can be transferred.

From this chapter it is evident that if the buyer's username and password are

compromised by a hacker, the hacker has access to the buyer's funds.
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As mentioned in Chapter 4, all the systems will identify and authenticate the

unique username and authenticate the password, provided it is the authentic

password. However, the electronic commerce environment can never be assured

that the person presenting the username and password is beyond a doubt the

authentic user.

The next Chapter will consider the possibility of using biometrics for

authentication to overcome the problemsassociated with passwords and tokens.
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8.1. INTRODUCTION

One of the major risks involved in using biometrics for identification and

authentication over open public networks is the danger that the biometric data

(for instance a fingerprint) can be intercepted and replayed by an unauthorized

party. This was successfully demonstrated in Chapter 4. The interception and

misuse of biometric data is considered as a major problem; as it is then possible

for the hacker to feed the stolen biometric data into the system and become the

user masquerading as the user in cyber space, for all practical purposes.

However in chapter 3 it was pointed out that using biometrics can be beneficial

for all of the parties involved during identification and authentication, as

biometrics are directly related to a person.

Biometrics solves a number of problems related to identification and

authentication, but unfortunately introduces additional problems as discussed in

chapter 4 and chapter 5. This chapter discusses the first step in solving the

problem of biometric data replay.

The reader will be presented with a model known as BioVault that eventually

solves a number of problems relating to biometrics, making it possible to use

biometricswithout the risk of biometric data replay.

The evolution of the different versions of BioVault is covered in Chapters 8, 9 and

10. Each chapter will focus on a different problem related to the problems found

in biometric technologies as was discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
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The following table provides an overview of the Chapters that introduced a

biometric problem, ard the BioVault version that addresses the specific issue.

Slight altering of biometric
data

Table 8.1: BioVault Problem-Solution matrix

This chapter will introduce the first version of BioVault.

8.2. USING BIOMETRIC DATA FOR AUTHENTICATION

If a token or password is used for authentication, only the offered token or

password is authenticated. This means that the user presenting this token or

password is not directly authenticated. The only reason why the system will

consider the user as authentic is because the user was in possession of the

authentic token, or because the user knew what the authentic password is.

In order to directly authenticate a user, biometrics will be used in the BioVault

system. All practical development on the BioVault system has been done using

fingerprint biometrics.

In figure 8.1 it is illustrated how a biometric token can be used for authentication.
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Figure 8.1: Typical network-based biometric authentication.

Step 1

The user offers his fingerprint to the biometric scanner. The scanner will digitize

the fingerprint and hand the digitized electronic version of the fingerprint to the

driver software of the biometric device.

Step 2

The offered biometric data is submitted via the internet or any networked

environment to the authentication server.

Step 3

Once the offered biometric data from the user arrives at the authentication

server, the server will fetch the reference biometric template in the user

database. The reference biometric template is the template that was stored

during the enrollment process.
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Step 4

The authentication server will then compare the offered biometric data with the

reference biometric template. If the offered biometric data falls within the

tolerances defined in the matching algorithm, the system will consider the offered

biometric data as the authentic biometric characteristic that was offered. At this

stage the authentication server will approve the authenticity of the user.

8.2.1. Conclusion

Biometric data can be used over a networked environment to authenticate a user

remotely as illustrated in figure 8.1. However, considering that current network

environments rely on Ethernet technology, the biometric data might not be safe

during transmission. This possibility is discussed in the next section.

8.3. SNIFFING NETWORK TRANSMITIED BIOMETRIC

DATA

If biometric data is sent over a network, the possibility that the biometric data can

be successfully sniffed is very high. This scenario is illustrated in figure 8.2.

Step 1

The user offers his fingerprint to the biometric scanner. The scanner will digitize

the fingerprint and hand the digitized electronic version of the fingerprint to the

driver software of the biometric device.

Step 2

The offered biometric data is submitted via the internet or any networked

environment to the authentication server.
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Figure 8.2: Sniffing biometric data transmitted via a network.

Step 3

A hacker monitors the network traffic in promiscuous mode. The hacker collects

all the packets submitted by the user, and assembles the network packets. Once

the hacker assembled the network packets, he is in possession of the electronic

representation of the user's biometric characteristic. However, the hacker did not

disconnect the user from the server and for this reason the communication

between the user and the authentication server continues as usual in step 4.

Step 4

Once the offered biometric data from the user arrives at the authentication

server, the server will fetch the reference biometric template in the user
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database. The reference biometric template is the template that was stored

during the enrollment process.

Step 5

The authentication server will then compare the offered biometric data with the

reference biometric template. If the offered biometric data falls within the

tolerances defined in the matching algorithm, the system will consider the offered

biometric data as the authentic biometric characteristic that was offered. At this

stage the authentication server will approve the authenticity of the user.

8.3.1. Conclusion

If biometric data is used as a method to authenticate a user over a networked

environment, it is possible that once the biometric characteristic is converted to

electronic data, the biometric data can be sniffed while it traverses the network.

In Chapter 4 it was demonstrated that a password can also be sniffed during

network transmission.

However, if a password is compromised during a network sniffing attempt, the

compromised password can be replaced by a new one. If biometric data is

compromised during a network sniffing attempt, this compromised biometric

characteristic cannot be merely replaced by a new one.

The fact that a hacker has a copy of the user's biometric data is not the problem

as such. The fact that he re-uses this biometric data (replay of this data) is the

main problem in this regard.

In order to overcome this problem, a method must be identified to detect replay

of biometric data. The first version of BioVault has been developed to detect

replay, and is subsequently discussed in the following section.
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8.4. DETECTING REPLAY OF AUTHENTICATION DATA

In order to solve the problems faced with the replay of biometric authentication

data it would be a beneficial if an authentication server could have the ability to

detect replay. Once the server detects replay the server could automatically

reject the whole transaction, meaning that money is not lost by the

accountholder.

8.5. USING ASYMMETRY TO DETECT REPLAY

It was demonstrated in the chapter 4 that in any environment it is possible to gain

access to an authentication token and replay it, in order to be falsely accepted as

the authentic owner of the given token.

All this is possible for both the symmetric and asymmetric tokens that were

discussed earlier. However, this chapter will demonstrate how the authentication

server could identify a replay attempt of biometric data.

Passwords and tokens are symmetric authentication mechanisms. Whenever

symmetric mechanisms are to be used, the fact remains that a symmetric match

must be truly symmetric, thus a 100% correlation is expected between a stored

password and a presented password. For this reason it is difficult to discover a

possible replay of symmetric authentication mechanisms like passwords and

tokens.

On the other hand, if asymmetric technologies like biometrics are considered, it is

possible to identify replay. A match between the reference biometric template

stored in the database, and the offered biometric data presented by the user, are

unlikely to be exactly (100%) the same.

The detection of replay will be discussed in the following section.
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8.6. DETECT REPLAY IN AN ASYMMETRIC ENVIRONMENT

The asymmetry of biometric data provides the world with a unique benefit: All

biometric data received from a user's biometric characteristic will almost always

be unique.

The fact that biometric data is uniquely identifiable is the first principle used by

BioVault to prevent the possibility of replay of biometric data.

Thus, this aspect of biometrics provides the environment with the ability to

identify all biometric data received. Thus each instance of accepted biometric

data can be linked to a given transaction performed by the user. Furthermore it is

now possible to record biometric data as it is received from a user, and then

check if the same biometric data was ever received before.

In figure 8.3, BioVault version 1.0 is illustrated. This version of BioVault

endeavors to solve the problem of replay of an electronic representation of

biometric data. A number of components are introduced into the environment of

BioVault version 1.0 and is discussed before the mechanism of the model is

discussed.
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Figure 8.3: BioVault version 1.0

8.6.1. The Sio Archive (SA)

As illustrated in figure 8.3, a SA is introduced for the user on the authentication

server. This SA will store previously offered biometric data used by the user,

which was successfully authenticated by the matching algorithm. In SioVault

version 1, the SA is stored only on the server.

The bio archive will assist in the identification of possible replay attacks. For this

reason access to the biometric data stored in the SA must be very fast. To
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ensure that specific biometric data inside the SA can be found fast, the SA will be

sorted. If the SA is sorted, a binary search algorithm can be used to find

biometric data in the SA efficiently.

8.6.2. The working of BioVault version 1.0

Step 1

As illustrated in figure 8.3 the user must offer his fingerprint to the biometric

scanner. The scanner will digitize the fingerprint and pass the digitized electronic

version of the fingerprint to the driver software of the biometric device.

Step 2

The offered biometric data is submitted via the internet or any networked

environment to the authentication server.

Step 3

Once the offered biometric data from the user arrives at the authentication

server, the server will fetch the reference biometric template stored in the user

database. The reference biometric template is the template that was stored

during the enrollment process. The authentication server will compare the offered

biometric data with the reference biometric template. If the offered biometric data

falls within the tolerances defined in the matching algorithm, the system will

accept the biometric data provisionally as authentic, and proceed to step 4.

Step 4

The authentication server will compare the offered biometric data to all previously

received biometric data stored in the SA. If an exact match is found between the

offered biometric data and any biometric data in the SA, the authentication server

will reject the authenticity of the offered biometric data, as a 100% match of
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biometric data is highly unlikely, and indicates with high probability, a replay

situation.

StepS

However, if an exact match is not found it the BA, the authentication server will

add the newly received biometric data to the user's BA for future usage, as

illustrated in step 5 of figure 8.3.

Step 6

Once BioVault version 1.0 is satisfied with the authenticity of the offered

biometric data, and also convinced that the offered biometric data is not

electronically replayed biometric data (illicit biometric data), the server will send

back a "successful" result to the user.

The next section will demonstrate how BioVault version 1.0 will detect replay of

sniffed biometric data.

8.7. REPLAY DETECTION BY BIOVAULT

In this section it will be discussed how BioVault will detect replay of illicit

biometric data when presented by a hacker. In order to detect replay, symmetry

will assist the authentication server to detect the replayed token. This process is

illustrated in Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.4: Sniffing attempt by a hacker

Figure 8.4 follows the actions of figure 8.3. However in figure 8.4 it is shown that

a hacker sniffed the network while the biometric data was sent over the network.

The following scenario is illustrated in Figure 8.4.

Step 1

As illustrated in figure 8.3 the user must offer his fingerprint to the biometric

scanner. The scanner will digitize the fingerprint and pass the digitized electronic

version of the fingerprint to the driver software of the biometric device.
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Step 2

The offered biometric data is submitted via the internet or any networked

environment to the authentication server.

Step 3

A hacker sniffs all the packets that the user submits over the network, and re

assembles these packets to get the electronic representation of the offered

biometric data. However, the hacker does not interfere with the authentication

process of the user, and the process continues as normal with step 4.

Step 4

Once the offered biometric data from the user arrives at the authentication

server, the server will fetch the reference biometric template stored in the user

database. The reference biometric template is the template that was stored

during the enrollment process. The authentication server will then compare the

offered biometric data with the reference biometric template. If the offered

biometric data falls within the tolerances defined in the matching algorithm, the

system will accept the biometric data provisionally as authentic, and proceed to

step 5.

Step 5

The authentication server will compare the offered biometric data to all previously

received biometric data stored in the BA. If an exact match is found between the

offered biometric data and any biometric data in the BA, the authentication server

will reject the authenticity of the offered biometric data, as a 100% match of

biometric data is highly unlikely, and indicates with a high probability, a replay

situation.
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Step 6

However, if an exact match is not found it the SA, the authentication server will

add the newly received biometric data to the user's SA for future usage, as

illustrated in step 7.

Step 7

Once SioVault version 1.0 is satisfied with the authenticity of the offered

biometric data, and now convinced that the offered biometric data is not

electronically replayed biometric data (illicit biometric data), the server will send

back a "successful" result to the user.

At this stage, the user has been successfully authenticated. Unfortunately,

without the knowledge of the user or the authentication server, a hacker

managed to acquire the biometric data during transmission from the terminal to

the server. This electronic biometric data is then stored by the hacker and can

then be used to be falsely authenticated in the future, by replaying this biometric

data.

Fortunately, SioVault version 1.0 has the ability to detect this type of replay

attempt, as illustrated in figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.5: Detection of replay

Step 1

The Hacker fetches the stored biometric data and contacts the authentication

server.

Step 2

The Hacker replays the illicit biometric data via the internet or networked

environment to the authentication server.
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Step 3

Once the illicit biometric data from the hacker arrives at the authentication server,

the server will fetch the reference biometric template from the user database.

The reference biometric template is the template that was stored during the

enrollment process.

The authentication server compares the illicit biometric data with the reference

biometric template. Considering that the illicit biometric data is 100% the same as

the previously offered biometric data, and that it was previously accepted as

authentic, the authentication server will once again accept the illicit biometric

data provisionally as authentic, and proceed to step 4.

Step 4

The authentication server compares the illicit biometric data to all biometric data

stored in the SA. At this stage an exact match will indeed be found in the SA

(more specifically in this case, the previously offered biometric data from the

user). This will cause the authentication sever to suspect a possible replay

attempt of biometric data, and reject the illicit biometric data.

Step 5

Considering that an exact match was found it the SA, the authentication server

will immediately cause rejection of the illicit biometric data, resulting in an

authentication failure.

The fact of the matter remains that there is a small possibility that a 100% match

is possible between offered biometric data. To ensure that the user has the

opportunity to prove authenticity in the unlikely event of an authentic 100%

match, the server will request a fresh biometric token from the user.
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8.7.1. Conclusion

Biometrics has the ability to be measured in two distinct ways, not possible with

any other authentication approaches.

1. Firstly, does the biometric data offered, deviate from the reference

biometric template found in the server's database?

If a user presents biometric data, the system will usually determine

whether the presented biometric data is within acceptable deviation of the

reference biometric data. This means that offered biometric data must fall

within the tolerances as defined by the rules governing acceptable FAR

and FRR, as discussed in Chapter 3 sections 3.4.4.1 and 3.4.4.2.

2. Secondly, does the offered biometric data match any previously presented

biometric data exactly (100%)?

Usually biometric data does not get tested for an exact match with the

reference biometric template, or even any other offered biometric data that

was used in the past. However, as proposed by the BioVault version 1.0, if

previously offered biometric data was stored in a database (BA), the

system could test if newly presented biometric data matches any

previously presented biometric data 100%. If a 100% match is found the

possibility of a biometric replay attack is almost confirmed. However, it is

possible, but unlikely that freshly offered biometric data might match

100%, mainly due to hardware devices that are not sensitive enough. This

is obviously not a major problem. In the unlikely instances that a 100%

match is indeed found from authentic fresh biometric data, the server

would simply request fresh biometric data to be sent by the user

immediately. An authentic user will be able to offer unlimited fresh

biometric data without any problem.
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8.8. EVALUATION OF BIOVAULTVERSION 1.0

Considering the above mentioned discussion of the initial BioVault, we can

conclude that the following observations can be made on the existing

authentication approaches that utilize passwords and token technologies:

1) Transactions are identifiable; each transaction is linked to specific and

unique biometric data.

2) It is possible to identify replayed biometric data, because of the

asymmetric nature of biometrics. Keep in mind that it is not possible to

identify a replayed password - an authentic user actually constantly

replays the exact same password.

3) Hacker attempts can be noted in a log file as possible hacker attempts

and, the biometric data in question can also be placed in a ban list. Thus

whenever biometric data is offered, the system will test for a 100% match.

If a 100% match is found, this biometric data can be originating from a

hacker, and subsequently placed in a ban database, that will monitor

further attempts to replay this illicit biometric data.

4) Using biometrics, the user is directly authenticated, and not only the token

or password being presented.

5) If passwords and tokens are used, the system expects a 100% match with

the password and token, for authentication to be successful. This makes it

impossible to detect the replay of a password or to detect a false token. If

the password is exactly the same as the password stored, the system will

consider the password as authentic.
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8.9. CRITICAL LOOK AT BIOVAULT VERSION 1.0

The BioVault version 1.0 uses symmetry and asymmetry to identify biometric

data. This principle is used as an initial starting point to identify possible re

played biometric data.

After the initial development and testing of BioVault version 1.0 the following

problems were discovered, and will receive attention in the following chapters:

1) It is possible for a hacker to alter the sniffed biometric data just enough to

prevent a 100% match with the BA, but still be accepted by the matching

algorithm (thus the illicit biometric data does not match 100% with any

previously offered biometric data in the BA, but still falls within acceptable

tolerances of the matching algorithm).

2) The second major problem is the possibility of sourcing a latent biometric

image of a person's biometric characteristic. Keep in mind that we

constantly interact with our environment, leaving behind much latent

usable biometric information. During the research of BioVault, it was

demonstrated that for instance fingerprints can be collected from a glass,

and a paper-thin latex overlay can be made from the latent fingerprint left

on the glass. This is a major problem. It is possible for a hacker to gather

biometric information residing outside the BioVault system. This was

demonstrated in Chapter 5, relating to authenticator duplication. The

classical example is a latex fingerprint used as an overlay on a hacker's

finger.

If a hacker creates a fake biometric characteristic (for example a latex

fingerprint) from a latent biometric image on a glass, the hacker would

have an unlimited supply of biometric data, not yet stored in the BA.
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An effort was made in the past by other parties to patent [112] the concept

as proposed by BioVault version 1.0 as a possible solution to detect

replay. This patent was discovered during a similar patent proposal from

the research team that worked on BioVault. Due to the latent biometric

images that can be used to generate a fake biometric characteristic, this

patent is actually useless. Keep in mind that the hacker now has an

unlimited supply of biometric characteristics to generate illicit biometric

data that will be unique and not be found in the BA. This fake biometric

characteristic would however still be acceptable to the biometric matching

algorithm as discussed in chapter 4.

8.10. CONCLUSION

It is clear that it is possible to uniquely identify biometric data by means of their

asymmetric nature. This provides an initial step towards assistance in identifying

replay attacks. Unfortunately this method, as suggested in the proposed patent

[112] and furthermore described as BioVault version 1.0, is not sufficient to solve

the problem related to slight biometric data altering or fake biometric

characteristics that are generated from latent biometric images outside the

BioVault environment (manufacturing a fake biometric characteristic from latent

biometric images).

Electronic commerce will only be really secure once biometrics becomes part of

the environment. However, a solution is needed to solve problems currently

experienced when the use of biometrics in the electronic environment is to be

considered. The problems relating to biometric replay were pointed out in chapter

4, and problems relating to biometric authenticator duplication were pointed out

in chapter 5.
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BioVault version 1.0 successfully solves the problems associated with biometric

data replay.

I Biometric issues II BioVault solutions I
100iipterl#i1Ghapter~Nanie;,\:~S';;;IIdentified 'Issiiet~~'t£;i-:!t:f":;"!ii"~I 100apter# IBioVault verslonil ICompleted

I 4 IReplay IBiometric datareplay II 8 IVersion 1.0 I I III

I 5 I~uthenticator I~anufacturing of fake II Iversion2.0 IIDuplication biometric characteristics 9

I 5 I~uthenticator 1~li9ht altering of biometric II Iversion3.0 IIDuplication data 10

Table 8.2: BioVault Problem-Solution matrix, version 1.0

Yet, a number of problems still exist; these problems include altering electronic

biometric data to subvert the BA on the server and manufacturing a fake

biometric characteristic from the user's environment, to be subsequently used for

false authentication.

The next chapter will introduce BioVault version 2.0.

BioVault version 2.0 will focus on solving the problems related to fake biometric

characteristics, as discussed in chapter 5.
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9.1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 8 focused on a solution to the problems related to the replay of the

electronic presentation of biometric data. As Chapter 8 concluded, electronic

replay is the first hurdle on the track of successfully implementing biometrics for

authentication.

Slight altering of biometric
data

Table 9.1: BioVault Problem-Solution matrix

One major flaw that is constantly overlooked using biometric technologies when

biometrics is considered as an identification and authentication mechanism, is

man's interaction with the environment.

This defect in biometric technology was pointed out in chapter 5. Humans leave

latent biometrics images behind as they interact with the environment. People

leave latent biometrics images behind unintentionally for example, fingerprints

on things they touch and hair loss (it is estimated that an individual looses

roughly 150 to 200 hair strands daily [113], containing human DNA.) Unless

absurd measures are taken to isolate a person from the environment, he/ she is

bound to leave latent biometrics images behind. This chapter illustrates how a
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newer version of BioVault solves the problems associated with latent biometric

images.

9.1.1. Biometric data protection

As pointed out in the previous chapter, if BioVault version 1.0 is to be utilized,

the system is capable to detect biometric data being replayed. Due to the

asymmetry of biometric data, it is unlikely that any offered biometric data will

match any previously offered biometric data totally. This deviation is anticipated,

and as such evaluated by the biometric matching algorithm. Depending on the

technology used, current matching algorithms will accept a similarity between

the reference biometric template and the offered biometric data of 95% to 100%

as an adequate match. Although a 100% match is unlikely, currently used

algorithms do not consider a 100% match as irregular. BioVault version 1.0

introduced a Bio-archive (BA) to assist in replay detection of previously offered

biometric data.

9.1.2. Avoiding an exact biometric match

Chapter 8 concluded that BioVault version 1.0 had two problems that render it

fallible.

1. Sniffed biometric data could be altered slightly by a hacker to prevent a

100% match within the BA of the server, but slight enough to stay within

the acceptable variance of the matching algorithm. BioVault version 2.0,

discussed in this chapter addresses this problem to a certain extent.

BioVault version 3.0 amplified in chapter 10, finally solves the debility.

2. Latent biometric images for example fingerprints left on surfaces touched

by a user can be lifted and duplicated onto a thin latex mould. During the
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research of BioVault it was proved that this overlay can subsequently be

used to be illicitly authenticated as the user that left the fingerprint image

behind. The fact that the creator of the latex overlay now has the means

to supply an unlimited number of illicit biometric data, poses an immense

problem. The hacker does not replay any sniffed biometric data of

previously offered biometric data from the user. With the fake biometric

characteristic at his disposal, the hacker can be authenticated by offering

illicit biometric data that will not match any previously offered biometric

data in the BA 100%. It was also demonstrated that matching algorithms,

will accept the fingerprint digitized from a latex finger as authentic [56],

[57]. Considering that the illicit biometric data conforms to the rules of the

matching algorithm, BioVault version 1.0 will assume that the fake

biometric characteristic is indeed authentic.

Chapter 4 demonstrated that biometric data can be sniffed or acquired in

electronic format and then be replayed at a later stage. BioVault version 1.0 as

discussed in chapter 8 solved this problem.

This chapter offers a strategy as a first line of defense against biometric

characteristic duplication. Chapter 5 focused on authenticator duplication and

offered conclusive proof that biometric characteristics can be duplicated as

readily as any other manufactured token.

BioVault version 2.0 discussed in this chapter will deal with a solution to

circumvent biometric characteristic duplication.
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9.2. LATENT BIOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS AND

BIOVAULT

As mentioned in chapter 8, BioVault version 1.0 solved the problem of replay by

keeping a Bio-archive (BA) on the server of all biometric data presented by a

user. This allowed the system to detect a replay attempt, by simply comparing

newly presented biometric data against the previously offered biometric data

stored on the authentication server's Bio-archive file.

In the sections to follow, it will be illustrated, how a hacker could subvert

BioVault version 1.0, by acquiring a latent biometric image from the user's

environment.

9.2.1. Biometric characteristic acquisition

Figure 9.1 illustrates one possible scenario a hacker could pursue to acquire a

biometric characteristic from the user's environment. The example presented in

figure 9.1, has been personally duplicated and tested by the author. This method

was first proposed by Prof T. Matsumoto [3], [55].

The first step in creating a fake biometric characteristic is to acquire a latent

biometric image that the user left behind. This is illustrated in figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1: Acquisition of latent biometric image

Figure 9.1 illustrates how a hacker could acquire a biometric characteristic that a

user left on a glass.

Step 1

The user handles a glass, and leaves a fingerprint on the glass. This is, as

already mentioned, referred to as a latent biometric image.

Step 2

The hacker takes the glass and carefully lifts and digitizes the latent biometric

image, using the methods discussed in chapter 5, section 5.2.2.

Step 3

Once the latent biometric image has been digitized, the hacker has a number of

methods and a number of materials to his disposal to generate a fake biometric

characteristic. In this example the hacker generated a latex finger.
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Step 4

In the last step, the hacker is now in possession of a latex finger, which can be

used to spoof biometric devices whenever needed.

9.2.2. Misuse of fake biometric characteristic

During the research of this thesis and work done by a number of other

researchers [55], it was proved that a biometric characteristic can successfully be

acquired from the user's environment and subsequently a fake biometric

characteristic can be manufactured. This was illustrated in figure 9.1.

The following section will demonstrate how this fake biometric characteristic can

be used to subvert the mechanism of BioVault version 1.0

Illicit btometlic
data

Authentication Server

Reference
biometric
template

Latex

USi~~g~~tex ~
Biometric scanner

Illicit
biometric

data

SA For
userX

Figure 9.2. Misuse of fake biometric characteristic
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Step 1.

The hacker presents the latex finger he created, to the biometric scanner. The

scanner digitizes the latex biometric finger, resulting in illicit biometric data, to be

prepared for sending to the authentication server.

Step 2.

This illicit biometric data is then sent via the internet to the authentication server

running the BioVault version 1.0 system.

Step 3.

Once the illicit biometric data from the user arrives at the authentication server,

the server obtains the reference biometric template stored in the user database.

The reference biometric template is the template that was stored during the

enrollment process.

Step 4.

The authentication server compares the offered, illicit biometric data with the

reference biometric template. Considering that the illicit biometric data that was

generated from a latent biometric image of user X, are now being compared with

the reference biometric template, the system will match the illicit biometric data

to the reference biometric template, as was discovered during the research of

this thesis. The system will accept the illicit biometric data provisionally as

authentic, and proceed to step 5.

Steps.

SioVault version 1.0 compares the illicit biometric data with all the biometric data

stored in the SA of user X. The illicit biometric data is not an electronic replay (as
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discussed in chapter 8). BioVault version 1.0 does not find a 100% match in the

BA, and adds the illicit biometric data to the BAof user X.

Step 6.

The illicit biometric data accepted by the matching algorithm and a comparison

to all the biometric data in the BA of user X, yields a successful authentication

response from BioVault version 1.0 as the illicit biometric data passed the checks

built into BioVault version 1.0. The hacker has thus, successfully spoofed

BioVaultversion 1.0!

Considering that the hacker managed to subvert BioVault version 1.0, the hacker

now has the ability to trade as user X, whenever the need arises. BioVault

version 1.0 will not find an exact match in the BA, and the matching algorithm

will match the latex biometric print in exactly the same way, the authentic user's

biometric data, gets matched.

9.3. BIOVAULTVERSION 2.0

BioVault version 1.0 can detect electronic replay of the biometric data sent via a

network. However biometric devices can be spoofed with a fake biometric

characteristic, generated from latent biometric images left by users during

interaction with their environment. As demonstrated in section 9.2.2, a hacker

can spoof BioVault version 1.0 by employing a fake biometric characteristic. This

fake biometric characteristic allows the hacker an unlimited supply of illicit

biometric data to be generated, that will be accepted by the biometric matching

algorithms.
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A second version of BioVault was developed through profound research to

protect the environment against biometric data not conforming to the rules

established for BioVault version 1.0.

Symmetry and asymmetry, as discussed in chapter 6, playa vital role in the

solution, as it allows the system to uniquely identify all offered biometric data.

Symmetry and asymmetry are used in conjunction with each other, to protect

biometric data.

In chapter 8, the SBA was introduced; the next section considers a new addition

to the BioVaultsystem, known as the client-side Bio-archive.

9.3.1. The client-side Bio-archive (CSA)

BioVault version 2.0 introduces the concept of a client-based bio-archive (CBA).

At the outset this bio-archive will consist of a limited number of previously used

biometric data of the specific user. The larger this bio-archive the more effective

the system will be.

Additionally, the biometric data in this CBA is totally random and provided to the

CBA by the authentication server. The authentication server will populate the

CBA from time to time with different previously offered biometric data of the

given user.

During enrollment the authentication server will request a number of biometric

data from the user, in order to populate the SBA and CBA for initial utilization by

BioVault version 2.0.

Whenever a secure connection is established between the user and the

authentication server, the CBA can be updated. However it is expedient that the
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CBA is updated under a rigorously controlled environment. In other words, the

CBA can be updated by the authentication server, whenever a user visits a bank

or ATM machine, as an example.

The server bio-archive will henceforth be referred to as the Server Bio-Archive

(SBA), for clarity.

9.3.1.1. CBA storage

The Bio-Archive that the user will use, will store previously offered biometric

data. The following can be used to store the CBA:

1) A USB flash memory - These tiny appliances like the Micro SD memory,

presently offer surprisingly large storage space with storage sizes

reaching 64Gb [114], furthermore, no additional equipment will be needed

to integrate this technology into the environment.

2) A Smart card -These devices however need additional equipment and

storage capacity on smartcards is limited.

3) A subcutaneous microchip - This technology ensures that a person cannot

forget or misplace his CBA, but workable and acceptable solutions are still

in development. Storage capacity is limited and technology is controversial

[115], [116].

9.3.2. Mechanisms of BioVault version 2.0

BioVault version 2.0 is based on BioVault version 1.0. Consequently it uses the

same components as defined in the previous chapter. The only addition to the

existing model is a client side bio-archive (CBA). Besides the CBA, BioVault

version 2.0 requires a specific methodical procedure, and will now be explained.
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Figure 9.3 illustrates the mechanism of the BioVault version 2.0.
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Figure 9.3: BioVault version 2.0
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As illustrated in figure 9.3, a client side bio-archive (CBA) has been introduced to

the system. As an example as illustrated in figure 9.3, this CBA would contain 50

randomly picked biometric data from the server's BA (SBA) of this particular

client. The usage of 50 randomly picked biometric data is only a token value, and
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only used in the thesis as an example. The SBA on the server still includes all

biometric data ever offered by the client since his or her introduction to the

system. The SBA provides the biometric data used in BioVault version 2.0 to

populate the CBA. This population is done totally random. As will soon be

discussed, these randomly selected biometric data of the user, will serve as a

special key, and can be compared to the mechanism of a onetime pad.

Step 1 (As in figure 9.3)

When a user needs to be authenticated the user attaches the appliance

containing the CBA with the previously offered biometric data to the terminal (for

example the user's computer or ATM machine), where he intends to do the

transaction.

Step 2

The user will provide a fresh biometric characteristic as shown, directly to the

biometric scanner. The scanner will digitize the biometric characteristic and

forward the biometric data to the driver software of the biometric device.

Step 3

The Client hardware offers a bio-parcel containing the biometric data from:

1) The freshly provided biometric data received from the biometric scanner

2) A biometric from the CBA that was challenged by the authentication

server during the previous authentication encounter.

In this example the authentication server requested the 4th biometric data in the

CBA to be supplied. BioVault version 2.0 will thus automatically include the 4th

biometric data from the user's personal BA into a bio-parcel as shown in step 3.
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The blo-parcel, that now includes 2 separate biometric data, (freshly digitized

biometric data and an old biometric data from the user's CBA), will be submitted.

Step 4

The biometric bio-parcel is submitted via the internet or any networked

environment to the authentication server.

StepS

Once the server receives the bio-parcel, the server separates the freshly offered

biometric data from the requested biometric data.

Step 6

During this step BioVault version 2.0 must first ensure that the expected old

biometric data requested during the previous communication is supplied by the

user. In this step a symmetric match will be performed, thus the server will need

a 100%, match as shown in step 5, between the requested biometric data and

the biometric data in the SBA. If the old biometric data supplied from the user's

CBA does not match 100% with the requested biometric data in the SBA,

authentication fails immediately at this point.

Step 7

Once the server successfully symmetrically matched the forwarded anticipated

challenge, the server asymmetrically matches the freshly offered biometric data

from the user with the reference biometric template in the database. If the

offered biometric data falls within the tolerances defined in the matching

algorithm, the system will accept the biometric data provisionally as authentic,

and proceed to step 8.
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Step 8

The server checks the SBA to ensure that the freshly supplied biometric token is

not any biometric data that is replayed, as discussed in chapter 8. The

authentication server will compare the offered biometric data to all previously

offered biometric data stored in the SBA. If an exact match is found, the

authentication server will reject the authenticity of the biometric data, as a 100%

exact match of biometric data at this stage is unlikely.

Step 9

If the blo-parcel passed all the requirements, authentication is successful. The

freshly received biometric data is added to the existing biometric data in the

SBA.

Step 10

The server will subsequently generate a new challenge. This challenge is

randomly selected from the possible biometric data currently in the CBA of the

user, and must thus fall between 1 and the number of biometric data that is

stored in the CBA of the user. In the illustrated example the number would need

to be between 1 and 50. This means that the server might, for example,

generate 37. This challenge generated is submitted back to the user.

This challenge is then kept for the next time that the user communicates with

the authentication server, so that the user's hardware can supply the 3ih

biometric data from the CBA to the authentication server on request.

9.3.3. Discussion of the BioVault version 2.0 approach

A number of tests have been done on the protocol. The protocol ensures that a

person using a latex finger print will not be successfully authenticated. In order

to generate the anticipated biometric data, to be sent to the authentication
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server, a hacker would need the following to generate the bio-parcel expected by

the authentication server:

• A latex finger print,

• The correct challenge generated by the authentication server during

previous communication in order to determine,

• The correct old biometric data requested by the authentication server.

One can make the following observations without fear of contradiction:

1. This approach doubles the size of the authentication parcel submitted via

the network. For certain biometric characteristics, this will not really be a

problem. For example, hand geometry biometric is approximately 72 bits

in total [117]. However, for other biometric technologies, this may result

in a very large bio-parcel. For example, a biometric voice sample is

approximately 100kb per second [36].

2. The fresh biometric data and the old biometric data are sent un

encrypted. In the event that a hacker sniffs and intercepts the bio-parcel,

the contents can be extracted. There is not too much that the hacker can

do with the bio-parcel, as this parcel is only valid for one transaction.

3. A dedicated hacker can theoretically build a database of a particular user

by intercepting the biometric data that the user forwards during various

transactions. This will be addressed in chapter 10.

4. Outside the BioVault version 2.0 approach, the hacker can generate new

biometric data; all biometric characteristics are translated into electronic

presentation, as noted in chapter 4. A hacker can alter the biometric data

slightly. The mechanisms of BioVault version 1.0 will accept this altered

biometric data as it does not constitute a symmetric match to any tokens

in the SBA.
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5. The BioVault version 2.0 approach would require a hacker to obtain the

challenged biometric data, in order to generate the correct bio-parcel.

6. The longer a user uses the BioVault protocol, the more old biometric data

will be available for use. The old biometric data will in effect become a

large pool of special keys, similar to one time pad technology.

9.4. CONCLUSION

In this chapter the first step was taken towards solving the issues related to

biometric characteristic duplication. As people interact with their environment

latent biometric images are left behind.

If a fake biometric characteristic is generated from a latent biometric image, by

whatever means, a hacker could use this fake biometric characteristic to be

authenticated as the authentic user.

By providing the user with a CBA, containing a large number of old biometric

data of the particular user, the user can generate a bio-parcel consisting of old

biometric data, as challenged by the authentication server, and fresh biometric

data.

A hacker can generate a fake biometric characteristic, but without the CBA, or

more specific, the exact challenged biometric data, a hacker will not have the

ability to masquerade as the actual user.
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In chapter 10, the protocol will be secured and improved using XOR operators to

securely lock the bio-parcel. This will ensure that a hacker cannot gain any

access into the contents of the bio-parcel.

II Biometric issues II BioVault solutions I
IIOiaj)tefi#~IChaotet1Nanie~l'i.~lIdentified .IsStie~;'~~';:):;,',;"'}t{j.H lOiaoter# IBloVaultverslon-sl ICompleted·'

II IVersion 1.0 II 0 II 4 IReplay IBiometric data replay 8

II 5 Ituthenticator I~anufacturing of fake II Iversion 2.0 I I I2f IDuplication biometric characteristics 9

II
5 Ituthenticator 1~1i9ht altering of biometric II Iversion 3.0 II IDuplication data 10

BioVault Problem-Solution matrix, version 2.0
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10.1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 8 introduced the BioVault version 1.0, and illustrated how electronic

replay of biometric data can be solved. Chapter 8 concluded with two flaws

remaining once electronic replay is solved.

The first flaw as identified in Chapter 8, related to biometric characteristic

duplication. A biometric characteristic is duplicated from a latent biometric

image.

Chapter 9 focused on a solution to the problems related to the duplication of

biometric characteristics. As concluded in Chapter 9, electronic duplication is a

major issue if biometrics is to be utilized as the de facto method to authenticate

a person.

As a consequence of the testing of BioVault version 1.0 the second flaw

emerged. A hacker can alter intercepted biometric data slightly, resulting in the

failure of BioVault version 1.0. The mechanism of BioVault version 1.0 accepts

the illicit biometric data as authentic as no 100% match between the offered

illicit biometric data and the biometric data in the SBA was detected. This chapter

focuses on the solution of this problem.

Chapter 9 demonstrated how a fake biometric characteristic, created from latent

biometric images, could be manufactured and subsequently used for illicit

authentication.
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Chapter 9 introduced an additional component to the BioVault model known as

the client-side bio-archive (CBA). This bio-archive includes the most recent

submitted biometric data and also a number of previously used biometric data.

The next section will briefly illustrate the mechanism of BioVault version 2.0, to

outline the mechanism of BioVault version 2.0. BioVault version 3.0 is based on

version 2.0, and extends the functionality and security of BioVault version 2.0.

Slightaltering of biometric
data

Table 9.1: BioVault Problem-Solution matrix

10.2. BACKGROUND

BioVault version 2.0 is a completely functioning model of the BioVault system.

Version 1.0 solved the problems related to biometric data replay, and the

problems of biometric characteristic duplication were solved in version 2.0.

Version 2.0 is briefly illustrated in the following diagram.
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The mechanism of BioVault version 2.0 is illustrated in figure 10.1. The complete

stepwise discussion of the internal mechanism of BioVault version 2.0 can be

found in Chapter 9, section 9.3.2.

As illustrated in figure 10.1, the bio-parcel, containing fresh biometric data and

old biometric data from the CSA, is submitted un-encrypted via a public network.
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One can assume that this bio-parcel can be sniffed by a hacker during network

transmission.

The sniffing of a blo-parcel is illustrated in the next section.

10.3. EXPLOITING BIOVAULT VERSION 2.0

The following illustration, demonstrates how the blo-parcel can be sniffed while

in transit via an unprotected public network.

SniffedBio
arcet

Authentication Server

Sniffing attempt by
A hacker

~/
~ •.• jf

~··I

user ~ \

generate__

Bio-Parcet

Figure 10.2: BioVault version 2.0 exploitation

In an attack on the mechanism of BioVault version 2.0, a hacker is able to sniff

the blo-parcel during its transmission via the network, as demonstrated in figure

10.2.
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Stepl

The user generates the bio-parcel as determined by the methodologies

prescribed by BioVault version 2, and submits the new bio-parcel to the

authentication server.

Step 2

During transmission the bio-parcel is sniffed by a hacker, who stores it for later

usage.

Step 3

The bio-parcel arrives at the authentication server, and is considered for validity.

If it conforms to the rules governing BioVault version 2.0, it succeeds

authentication. The server responds with a challenge back to the user. This

challenge consists of an instruction from the authentication server, to the user's

hardware to submit particular biometric data from the CBA, into a bio-parcel for

next request for authentication.

This challenge can be intercepted, and is illustrated in figure 10.3.
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Figure 10.3: Interception of challenge

Figure 10.3 illustrates this process, however, during the return communication

the challenge is intercepted by the hacker.

Step 1

The authentication server sends the challenge to the user, selecting a particular

number that points to specific biometric data in the user's CSA. This biometric

data must be presented by the user during a subsequent request for

authentication.

Step 2

The challenge is intercepted by a hacker during the network transmission. At this

stage the hacker is in possession of the bio-parcel as submitted by the user, as

well as the challenge requesting the next biometric data to be submitted from

the CBA.
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Step 3

The user receives the challenge, and stores it for the next instance

authentication is required.

10.4. USAGE OF SNIFFED INFORMATION

If a hacker manages to successfully sniff the bio-parcel and challenge from the

authentication server as illustrated in figure 10.2 and figure 10.3, the hacker is in

possession of the following:

10.4.1)

10.4.1)

10.4.2)

Fresh biometric data in electronic format.

Old biometric data from the CBA.

The challenge from the authentication server.

The bio-parcel and challenge from the authentication server, as described in

BioVault version 2.0 are not encrypted, as encryption significantly increases the

size of the bio-parcel.

Should encryption be introduced to protect the bio-parcel, the BioVault

environment is burdened with shared symmetric key management. This would

mean that the authentication server would need to track all keys shared with the

various users of the system, or at least keep track of all the public keys of every

user (if a public key infrastructure is used).

10.4.1. Fresh biometric data from the bio-parcel

It was demonstrated during the research of BioVault that a hacker can intercept

the biometric data, and use this biometric data for an electronic replay attack.

However this problem was successfully addressed in BioVault version 1.0.
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Further investigation and testing of BioVault version 1.0, indicated that BioVault

version 1.0 could be subverted, by slightly altering biometric data found in

electronic format, so that the altered biometric data does not yield a 100%

match with any previously offered biometric data from a particular user. The

altered biometric data would still be accepted during the asymmetric comparison

of the matching algorithm.

Considering that the hacker intercepted the bio-parcel (at this stage the bio

parcel is in clear text), and obtained the biometric data of a given user, the

hackercould alter this fresh biometric data, to insure that a 100% match will not

be detected by BioVault.

10.4.2. Old Biometric data from the bio-parcel

As illustrated in figure 10.2, the hacker intercepted the clear text bio-parcel

containing the fresh biometric data as discussed in section 10.4.1, and the old

biometric data. This biometric data was demanded from the user's CBA as a

challenge from the authentication server during previous communication, and is

now submitted for a symmetric match to the biometric data in the SBA.

The hacker has succeeded in obtaining a biometric data furnished from the CBA.

If the hacker monitors the user diligently, he can assemble an illicit CSA sniffed

from the user.

The hacker is however unfamiliar with the number positions of the biometric data

in the CBA.
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10.4.3. Challenge from the authentication server

The hacker monitoring the traffic between user and authentication server, will

also intercept the server's challenge to the user and this challenge is not

encrypted either.

Patient monitoring of communication between the user and authentication

server, will eventually enable the hacker to assemble the complete CBA of the

monitored user.

In order to determine the position of biometric data in the CBA, the hacker needs

to intercept the challenge from the server; this will yield the particular number of

the biometric data that the user will send during the next communication with

the authentication server. The moment the user sends the next bio-parcel for

authentication the hacker will be in possession of both the position of the

biometric data and the biometric data itself.

10.4.4. Conclusion

BioVault version 2.0 does not secure the sending of the bio-parcel or the

challenge from the authentication server.

Therefore a hacker monitoring traffic is able to assemble his own illicit CBA for a

particular user. Theoretically he can provide the correct biometric data

demanded by the authentication server from the illicit CBA. By utilizing a fake

biometric characteristic or altering any of the intercepted biometric data, he is

also able to complete the bio-parcel with "fresh" biometric data.

The next section will introduce BioVault version 3.0, demonstrating how the

flaws of BioVaultversion 2.0 as discussed in sections 10.4.1 - 10.4.3 are solved,
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without the introduction of symmetric encryption, or the usage of a PKI

infrastructure.

10.5. BIOVAULTVERSION 3.0

In order for a hacker to masquerade as the authentic user, the hacker will need

• A fake biometric characteristic,

• Access to the authentic user's CBA,

• and also need to know the exact challenge from the authentication server

for the specific biometric data in the CBA.

This is possible if BioVault version 2.0 is used as discussed in section 10.4. In

order to prevent the problems as described in section 10.4, BioVault version 3.0

has been developed.

BioVault version 3.0 is an adapted version of BioVault version 2.0. No additional

components are introduced into the BioVault version 3.0 model. The aim of the

BioVault version 3.0 is to secure the bio-parcel while transmitted via a public

network, without using encryption systems with elaborate encryption key

management issues.

The authentication mechanism of BioVault version 3.0 as illustrated in figure 10.4

is discussed in eight steps. The challenge phase of BioVault version 3.0 is

illustrated in figure 10.5 and discussed thereafter.
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Figure 10.4: SioVaultversion 3.0

Step 1

When a user needs to be authenticated the user attaches the appliance

containing the CSA with the previously offered biometric data to the terminal (for

example the user's computer or ATM machine), where he intends to do the

transaction.
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Step 2

The user provides a fresh biometric characteristic as shown, directly to the

biometric scanner. The scanner will digitize the biometric characteristic and

forward the biometric data to the driver software of the biometric device.

Step 3

During the previous encounter with the authentication server, the server sent a

challenge to the user (as will be discussed shortly in figure 10.5). This challenge

demanded specific biometric data from the CBA that had to be included at the

time of the next contact with the authentication server. In figure 10.4, the server

requested the 4th biometric data in the CBA. The system will thus automatically

obtain the 4th biometric data from the user's CBA.

Step 4

The BioVault client side software will take the electronic representation of the

freshly offered biometric data and XOR it with the electronic representation of

the 4th biometric data obtained in step 3 from the CBA. For example:

Electronic representation of fresh biometric data from scanner:

10101110111011010

Electronic representation of challenged (4th
) data from CBA:

10110101111011110

New bio-archive after XOR process:

00011011000000100

This results in a smaller bio-parcel than proposed in BioVault version 2.0, as only

the result of the XOR process will be submitted to the authentication server as

the XOR bio-parcel.
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Step 5

The XOR bio-parcel is submitted via the internet or any networked environment

to the authentication server.

Step 6

The server receives the XOR bio-parcel as shown in step 6, and prepares to run

the XOR operator on the bio-parcel.

Step 7

The server requested previously that the client must XOR the fresh biometric

data with the fourth biometric data in the CBA. The server obtains the biometric

data in the SSA that corresponds with the expected biometric data received from

the user in the XOR bio-parcel.

The server must then XOR the received XOR bio-archive with the 4 h biometric

data from the SBA, corresponding with the 4th biometric data in the CSA, in order

to get the fresh biometric data of the user. For example:

XOR bio-archive received from user:

00011011000000100

Expected 4th biometric data from SBA:

10110101111011110

Result of XOR processyields the fresh biometric data:

10101110111011010

StepB

The fresh biometric data extracted from the XOR bio-archive during step 7, is

now asymmetrically matched to the reference biometric template found in the

database. The authentication server compares the freshly offered biometric data
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with the reference biometric template. If the offered biometric data falls within

the tolerances defined in the matching algorithm, the system declares the

biometric data as authentic and adds this biometric data to the SBA, after

checking the SBA for an exact match to exclude replay attempts.

Step 9

As the blo-parcel passed all the requirements, authentication is pronounced

successful.

The server proceeds to the generation of a new challenge destined for the user.

This process is outlined in figure 10.5.

10.6. SERVER CHALLENGE PARCEL FOR USER

I

- (;\~.. XOR if ~>. [I~~ ~ '----l XOR- . Q ' Challenge
Freshlyoffer~ parcel
biometric data ~

{ :

I]
XOR

Challenge
parcel

-:
I
i
i

Figure 10.5: Challenge parcel from authentication server
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In the event of a successful authentication process as discussed in section 10.5,

the server proceeds to generate a challenge parcel to the user, for future

authentication.

Step 1

The authentication server obtains the fresh biometric data extracted from the

XOR bio-parcel during the authentication phase, discussed in section 10.5.

Step 2

The authentication server generates a challenge to the user. This challenge is in

the form of a number, relating to specific biometric data in the CBA. This number

must fall between 1 and the size of the CBA. In this example the server randomly

selected the number 37. Once the number is selected the server stores a marker

that points to the corresponding biometric data in the SBA

Step 3

The authentication server XOR's the binary value of the randomly selected

number with the binary representation of the fresh biometric data. For example:

Electronic representation of the fresh biometric data:

10101110111011010

Binary representation of the number 37:

00000000000100101

Challenge parcel after XOR process:

10101110111000000
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Step 4

The XOR challenge parcel is sent to the user via the internet or any networked

environment.

StepS

The client side software of the user obtains the fresh biometric data digitized

during step 1 of the authentication phase, in section 10.5.

Step 6

The client side software will XOR the fresh biometric data, with the XOR

challenge parcel received from the authentication server in step 4. For example:

XOR Challenge parcel from server:

10101110111000000

Electronic representation of fresh biometric data:

10101110111011010

Result after XOR operation:

00000000000100101

The client side software converts the binary value derived from the XOR

operation to decimal, in order to find the challenged CSA token that must be

used in the next communication with the authentication server. The decimal

value of 00000000000100101 is subsequently translated to the decimal number

37, demonstrating that the 37th biometric data from the CSA will be used to

generate the next XOR bio-parcel, for a subsequent request for authentication as

described during the authentication phase in section 10.5.
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10.7. CONCLUSION

In the event of a hacker intercepting the XOR bio-parcel, he obtains nothing

usable. As the hacker does not possess the challenge biometric data, he cannot

gain access to the fresh biometric data of the user. This bars him from slightly

altering fresh biometric data to subvert the SSA check. The lack of access to the

fresh biometric data renders the effort of sniffing the XOR bio-parcel senseless.

In an attempt to succeed in illicit authentication, the hacker needs to obtain, or

be in possession of:

1) The fresh biometric data used in the previous user-server contact to

extract the CSA biometric data number from the XOR-parcel as challenged

by the server.

2) He needs the CSA of the given user, containing biometric data of the user

- which could be well in excess of the 50 mentioned in the example.

3) Fresh biometric data to be XOR-ed with the correct biometric data from

the CSA.

It is an almost unavailing process to gather all the components for a SioVault

version 3.0 authentication if the hacker does not have access to all the

components of the process. Even if the hacker manages to assemble the correct

XOR bio-parcel, the success will be only a single opportunity.

Identity theft is virtually impossible in the BioVault version 3.0

environment.

Efforts from a hacker to obtain the CSA in its total (numerically correct) entirety

for illicit application can be hurdled by frequently updating the CSA in a secure

environment. The authentication server can, at given intervals, prompt the user
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to present the CBA in a controlled environment for biometric data updating,

augmenting, and reshuffling.
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BioVault Problem-Solution matrix, version 3.0

The next chapter will discuss the way that BioVault can be used for biometric

encryption followed by chapter 12 focusing on biometric signatures.
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11.1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 10 concluded the final version of BioVault. This final version of BioVault

solved the problems related to:

1) Latent biometric images lifted from a user's environment.

2) Biometric data acquired in electronic format and replayed at a later stage

and

3) Biometric data altered in electronic format to subvert the detection

mechanisms of BioVault version 1.0 and BioVault version 2.0.

The following diagram summarizes the development at this stage:

8

Biometric issues

9

10

BioVault Problem-Solution matrix, version 3.0

BioVault focused on providing a mechanism that will allow biometric data to be

used securely via a networked environment for identification and authentication.

Von Solms and Eloff [1] describe the five information security services as:

1) Identification and authentication - The mechanisms that typically enforce

this service are passwords, tokens and biometrics.
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2) Confidentiality - Enforced by encryption algorithms using a secret key

(either a password or secret value stored on a token like a smartcard).

3) Integrity - Enforced by message authentication codes or hashing

algorithms using a secret key. This secret key can either be a password or

a secret value stored on a token.

4) Authorization - Enforced by e.g. access control lists, access control

directories or an access control matrix, based on a supplied username and

password or username and token.

S) Non-Repudiation - Enforced by the public and private key infrastructure.
I

These systems rely on passwords to access a person's private key.

This chapter will demonstrate how the BioVault infrastructure can be used to

enforce confidentiality. Chapter 12 will demonstrate how the BioVault system can

be utilized to sign electronic documents using a person's biometric characteristic,

thereby enforcing non-repudiation.

If the BioVault infrastructure is implemented in an environment, it will be

possible for a person to use a biometric characteristic to digitally sign a

document, or to encrypt a document destined for a specific person.

11.2. BACKGROUND

To date, it has not been possible to use a biometric characteristic directly as the

secret key for an encryption algorithm, or for a message authentication code

(MAC) algorithm. The reason for this is vested in the fact that a biometric data is

almost without fail asymmetric. This was discussed in depth in Chapter 4. In

order for an encryption algorithm to function, the secret key provided to encrypt

a message must be exactly the same (symmetrical) as the secret key utilized to

decrypt the message.
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If a secret key is used to generate a MAC (Message Authentication Code), this

exact same secret key must be provided to test the MAC.

The possibility that a person can provide biometric data matching previously

provided biometric data completely is highly unlikely. This makes biometric

characteristics useless as secret keys for a MAC or encryption.

Digital signatures use encryption and MAC as its underlying, primary technology.

The sections to follow will demonstrate how the BioVault infrastructure allows

biometric characteristics to be used to ensure confidentiality.

11.3. ENCRYPTION USING A SECRET KEY OR BIOMETRIC

CHARACTERISTIC

This section investigates the usage of a symmetric secret key for encryption and

considers the feasibility of using a biometric characteristic as a secret key for an

encryption algorithm.

11.3.1. Secret key encryption

If a user John intends to send a message to another user Sam via an unsecured

network, the message needs to be encrypted. C = E*k(M) where

C =Cipher message

M = Original message

k = secret key

E = Encryption algorithm

The encryption process using a secret key is illustrated in figure 11.1.
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As illustrated in figure 11.1, John intends to send a secret message to Sam. In

order to secure the message during the transmission, John encrypts the message

using an encryption algorithm. In order for the encryption algorithm to provide

cipher text that is totally random, a secret key is provided. This secret key is

shared by Sam and John as illustrated in figure 11.1. The secret key provided by

John to encrypt the message is exactly the same as the secret key that Sam

needs to decrypt the message.

Step 1

John generates the message to send to Sam.

Step 2

John provides a secret key to the encryption algorithm, and the encryption

algorithm uses this secret key to generate the cipher text.
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Step 3

The message in cipher text is sent via the internet to Sam. If a hacker should

intercept this message, the hacker needs to be in possession of the secret key

shared by Sam and John, in order to decrypt the message.

Step 4

Sam receives the message sent by John and uses the same encryption algorithm

and the secret key they share. Provided the key Sam applies to the encryption

algorithm is the same as the one used by John, Sam retrieves the original un

encrypted text John created.

From this example it is obvious that biometric data cannot be employed for

secure encrypted communication between people. If John used his biometric

data as the secret key for encrypting a message intended for Sam, Sam would

have needed the same biometric data John used. She would not be able to

provide the same biometric data to decrypt the message, as this was John's

biometric data that Sam does not possess. This is explained in more detail below.

11.3.2. Biometric data for encryption

Rgure 11.2 illustrates an attempt by John to encrypt personal information using

his biometric characteristic. This information will be used in the future by John,

and must be decrypted using the same biometric characteristic that John

supplied during the encryption process.
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Figure 11.2: Biometric secret key encryption attempt

If John has sensitive information that he wishes to protect, John can use

encryption to safeguard this information. If a password is used as the secret key,

this same password would be required to decrypt the sensitive information at a

later stage. However, as illustrated in figure 11.2, John used his biometric

characteristic to encrypt the sensitive information.

Step 1

John supplies his biometric characteristic, in this instance his left thumb, to the

biometric scanner. The biometric scanner will convert the biometric characteristic

to an electronic representation, known as biometric data.

Step 2

This biometric data is then used as the secret key for the encryption algorithm,

resulting in the sensitive information being transformed into cipher text.
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Step 3

John saves the cipher text for future use.

Step 4

At a later stage John provides another biometric characteristic of his left thumb,

which was used to encrypt the sensitive information a while ago, to the biometric

scanner.

The biometric scanner converts the biometric image to an electronic

representation.

StepS

The new biometric data is used in an attempt to decrypt the cipher text that

John created previously.

Step 6

Since John did not manage to position his finger exactly as he did during the

encryption phase, the new biometric data is not identical to the biometric data

used during the encryption process. This results in failure of the decryption of

the cipher.
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11.3.3. Conclusion

From the above discussion, it is evident that the usage of biometric data as the

secret key for an encryption algorithm raises many issues.

Firstly, it is not possible to use biometric data between two parties such as Sam

and John, who wish to communicate confidentially over a network, as they need

to share a secret key. This secret key must be exactly the same for both parties.

The fact that Sam and John do not share a biometric characteristic that will

match completely, makes biometric data unfit for encryption between two

parties.

Secondly, if a person uses a biometric characteristic as the secret key for

personal encryption, the person must provide exactly the same biometric

characteristic, in exactly the same way, in order to decrypt the cipher. However,

as already discussed in chapter 6, biometric data is asymmetric by nature. The

possibility that John would manage to provide the same biometric data matching

the biometric data he presented during encryption is highly unlikely, resulting in

the decryption of the cipher to fail.

The next section demonstrates how the BioVault infrastructure can be used to

encrypt communication between two people using biometric characteristics.

11.4. BIOMETRIC ENCRYPTION

In this section, the BioVault infrastructure is used to allow John to send an

encrypted message to Sam, by using a biometric characteristic. The method

relies on the fact that John and sam are both part of the BioVault environment -
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very much as ESay [98] relies on the fact that buyers and sellers are both part of

the PayPal [100] environment, as discussed in Chapter 7 (Electronic commerce).

The whole encryption method using the SioVault infrastructure is a 4-phased

process.

11.4.1. Biometric encryption overview

In phase 1, John identifies himself to the authentication server, and indicates

that he wants to send an encrypted message to Sam. In order to send an

encrypted message to Sam, John requests a "biometric key" of Sam from the

server.

In phase 2, the authentication server retrieves a biometric key from Sam's SSA,

ensuring that the key being transmitted to John is found inside the CSA of Sam.

This biometric key is then transmitted to John.

In phase3, John uses the biometric key of Sam received from the server, as an

encryption key to create the encrypted message, and sends this encrypted

message to Sam via the network.

In phase 4, Sam receives the encrypted message sent by John, and decrypts the

message by comparing all the biometric keys found in Sam's CSA, against the

received cipher text. In essence, Sam will perform a 'brute force attack' on the

cipher using all biometric data in her CSA as the possible key of the cipher.

The server ensures that John uses a biometric key that is found inside Sam's

CSA. Finding the shared biometric key, and decrypting the message is thus done

very fast. All the biometric keys inside Sam's CSA will be compared (brute

forced) against the cipher.
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11.4.2. Biometric encryption discussion

Diagram 11.3 illustrates the first phase of biometric encryption. John will need to

acquire Sam's biometric data in order to encrypt the message destined for Sam.

This biometric data will be supplied to John by the authentication server.

11.4.3. Phase 1 - Request of biometric data

XOR blo
arcel

~
Request Sam's
Biometric data

Authentication server

Request Sam's
Biometric data

CBA
Of

John

Figure 11.3: Request by John for Sam's biometric data

John intends to send a message to Sam. In figure 11.3 the request phase for

Sam's biometric data is illustrated.
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Step 1

John provides a fresh biometric characteristic (as shown in step 1) directly to the

biometric scanner. The scanner digitizes the biometric characteristic and

forwards the resulting biometric data to the driver software of the biometric

device.

Step 2

During a previous encounter with the authentication server, the server sent a

challenge to John (as per SioVault version 3.0). This challenge demanded

specific biometric data from John's CSA that needs to be included during the

next contact with the authentication server. In figure 11.3, this request

demanded the 2nd biometric data in John's CSA. The system will thus

automatically obtain the 2nd biometric data from John's CSA.

Step 3

The SioVault client side software XQR's the freshly offered biometric data with

the electronic representation of the 2nd biometric data obtained in step 2,

resulting in the XOR bio-parcel.

Step 4

John indicates that he wants to communicate with sam confidentially, and

generates an unencrypted text message requesting biometric data of Sam. This

request is concatenated with the XOR blo-parcel, generated earlier by John's

client side software.

StepS

These two combined messages are then sent via a network to the authentication

server. In the event that the message is sniffed during transmission, the hacker

would be in possession of the XOR blo-parcel he cannot decrypt, as well as the
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clear text request that John wants to communicate with Sam confidentially.

Neither is of any value to a hacker.

Step 6

Once the server receives the message from John, the server will evaluate the

XOR bio-parcel provided by John. The server will confirm that the correct

anticipated biometric data is received, and that the fresh biometric data as

supplied by John is authentic. This step applies the rules as discussed in Chapter

10, relating to the functioning of BioVault version 3.0. John is now formally

identified and authenticated by the authentication server.

Step 7

The second part of the message received by the server is the request by John to

communicate with Sam. The server will check if Sam is a registered user of the

BioVault system. If Sam is a registered user, the second phase of the process is

initiated.

At this stage John sent a request to the server, stating that he wished to

communicate with sam. The server authenticated John, based on the fact that

the fresh biometric data supplied by John was accepted and the expected

biometric data from John's CBA was correctly supplied.

Subsequently the server ensured that Sam is a user on the BioVault system,

allowing the second phase to commence. Phase two is illustrated in figure 11.4.
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11.4.4. Phase 2: Submission of biometric data of Sam to John
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Figure 11.4: Sam's biometric data submitted to John

During the second phase the server will send stored biometric data from the SBA

of Sam, back to John. The server is aware that this biometric data exists inside

sam's CBA. The steps below explain this process:

Step 1

The server obtains biometric data, in this particular illustration the second

biometric data, from the SBA of the user Sam. The biometric data is selected
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randomly from the subset of the SBA which corresponds to Sam's CBA, and is

therefore present in the CSA of user Sam.

The server marks this biometric data as "used for encryption" to prevent this

particular biometric data ever again rendered for encryption or authentication.

This guarantees that Sam and John are the only people in possession of this

biometric data.

Step 2

The server will XOR the biometric data from Sam's SBA, in this case the 2nd one,

with the fresh biometric data received in phase 1 from John, creating a new XOR

bio-parcel.

Step 3

The XOR bio-parcel is then transmitted via the network, back to John. If this

parcel is sniffed during transmission, the hacker will not have much use for the

received bio-parcel.

Step 4

John receives the XOR bio-parcel. John uses the fresh biometric data he supplied

during the first phase, and XOR's this fresh biometric data with the bio- parcel

received. This step yields the biometric data sent by the authentication server to

John - i.e, biometric data number 2 in sam's SBA.

Once John is in possession of this biometric data of sam, John can proceed to

the third phase, of sending an encrypted message to Sam.
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11.4.5. Phase 3: Encrypted communication between John and

Sam

At this stage John is in possession of a symmetric copy of the second biometric

data in the SBA of Sam. As illustrated in figure 11.5, he can proceed to encrypt a

message for Sam using the biometric data made available by the server of

biometric data found in sam's SBA. The server is aware that this biometric data

is also found in Sam's CBA.

Sam's
biometric

data

Cipher

Figure 11.5: Cipher decryption

Cipher

- 4'.- 5

CBA
of

SAM

Figure 11.5 illustrates in 5 steps how John will send an encrypted message to

sam and how sam will decrypt the message.
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Step 1

John generates the messagethat he intends to send to Sam.

Step 2

John provides the received biometric data of Sam to the encryption algorithm,

and the encryption algorithm uses this biometric data as a secret key to generate

the cipher text.

Step 3

The message in cipher text is sent via the internet to Sam. If a hacker should

intercept this message, the hacker must be in possession of the correct biometric

data of Sam, in order to decrypt the message. Considering the working of

SioVaultversion 3.0, this is highly unlikely.

In the final phase Sam will need to decrypt this message sent by John to her,

using the biometric data inside her CSA. This process is illustrated in step 4 and

step 5 of figure 11.5.

Step 4

Sam receives the message sent by John and accesses her own CSA. The client

software on Sam's machine uses all the biometric data in her CSA to brute force

the cipher. As there are only a limited number of biometric data in the CSA, this

process will unlock the cipher rapidly.

Step 5

As the biometric data Sam used to decrypt the message is the same as the

biometric data used by John, Sam will retrieve the original, unencrypted message

from the cipher created by John.
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11.5. CONCLUSION

This chapter demonstrated how the BioVault infrastructure avails itself to

encrypt a message using biometric characteristics.

Considering that a user generates a number of biometric data every day, each

one unique, this method of encryption is closely related to one time pad

technology.

The keys used, are very long and do not conform to any pattern. As biometric

data is provided, the authentication server marks it as "used for encryption"

between two users in the specific user's SBA. It will thus not be used ever again

for digital signatures or as part of the challenge-response system of BioVault.

The major problem found with normal password-based encryption keys, is the

transportation of such encryption keys between the two parties that intend to

communicatesecurely. One of the major benefits of the approach as discussed in

this chapter is that the two parties that intend to communicate securely, need no

previous communication with each other. The method has certain similarities

with the PGP root server approach [119] and with typical PKE environments

[118].

Biometric keys exchanged between two users can always be used between the

two users for secure communication. The biometric keys exchanged between

two users are unique and asymmetric in nature. They do not share a symmetric

key like a password. The biometric data thus used for encryption is linked to the

user receiving the encrypted message, in much the same way as a public key

has a relation to the private key.
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The next chapter will demonstrate how the BioVault infrastructure can be used to

sign documents using a person's biometric characteristic.
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12.1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 11 introduced the first application of the BioVault infrastructure. It was

demonstrated that biometrics can successfully be used to encrypt a message that

is destined for a specific person provided both people are part of the BioVault

version 3.0 environment.

This chapter will introduce biometric signing using the BioVault infrastructure.

It is possible for a person to use a fresh biometric characteristic to digitally sign a

document, ensuring that the integrity of the document is above suspicion.

Signing a document with a person's biometric characteristic will also attest that

the authentic person signed the document, as there is a direct link between the

person and his biometric characteristic. A biometric characteristic is part of the

user signing the document. This makes biometrics, as the authenticator, a very

desirable and usable aspect of the BioVault version 3.0 environment.

12.2. BACKGROUND

Biometric data could to date not be used as the secret key of a MAC algorithm as

biometric data is almost without exception asymmetric - as discussed in chapter

4.

In order for a MAC algorithm to function, it is a prerequisite that the secret key

provided to create a MAC for a particular message is identical to the secret key

used to test the MAC for that particular message. This is clearly illustrated in

figure 12.1.
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A password or a pin is used in a MAC algorithm to constitute the MAC for a

particular message. The password or pin cannot irrefutably be linked to the user.

With the key (password or pin) the MAC will test authentic but does not

authenticate the presenter of the key as the actual generator of the message.

As biometric data is physically part of the user, it addresses this thorny problem.

Traditionally people used physical attributes to authenticate themselves on

documents. A person will sign a document with a unique signature to authorize

or affirm a transaction. In ancient times potters left their fingerprints on an

article as proof of its authenticity [120].

A MAC algorithm contributes largely to ensure the integrity of a document, and

provided a user keeps his secret key secure, the system will function satisfactory.

However, the possibility exists that the secret key for the MAC algorithm can be

compromised, resulting in failure of the system.

If a secret key is used to create a MAC, this identical secret key must be

provided to test the MAC.

As it is highly improbable that a person would be able to provide biometric data

identical to previously provided biometric data, therefore it renders biometrics

unfit to use as the secret key for creating a MAC.

Digital signatures use encryption and hashing as its subjacent, primary

technology.

The following section details the typical functioning of a mechanism used to

enforce integrity, using a secret key only the user is familiar with.
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12.3. CREATING A MAC USING A SECRET KEY OR

BIOMETRIC CHARACTERISTIC

This section discusses the usage of a symmetric secret key to generate a MAC

for a particular message and considers the feasibility of using a biometric

characteristic as the secret key to generate a MAC.

12.3.1. Secret key Message Authentication Code (MAC)

If a user intends to send a message to another user via an unsecure network,

the message may be altered during transmission due to transmission problems.

secondly, a non-secret message often needs to be sent to a group of people.

The integrity of this message and the authenticity of the sender often require

verification. In order to test the integrity of a message, a Hash [121] or CRC

check [122] is done. These technologies are keyless, and do not authenticate the

originator of the message.

In order to affirm integrity of the message, and the authenticity of the sender, a

MAC [118] algorithm is used. A message authentication code (MAC) is a key

based hashing algorithm.

A MAC process is illustrated in figure 12.1.
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Figure 12.1: Mac process

As illustrated in figure 12.1, John wishes to send a secret message to Sam. In

order to secure the integrity of the message during the transmission, John will

sign the message using a MAC algorithm. In order for the MAC algorithm to

provide a MAC that is unique for this specific message, and linked to John, a

secret key must be provided. This secret key is shared between Sam and John as

illustrated in figure 12.1. The secret key provided by John to generate a MAC for

the message is exactly the same as the secret key that Sam will provide to test

the MAC.

Step 1

John generates the message that he intends to send to Sam.
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Step 2

John provides a secret key to the hash algorithm, and the hash algorithm uses

this secret key to generate the MAC of the provided message.

Step 3

The message and the MAC are added together in the same message parcel to be

sent via the network to Sam. If a hacker should intercept this message, the

hacker will be able to read the message as it is not encrypted; however the

hacker would not be able to alter the message in any way- as altering of the

message will result in the MAC test to fail when tested. In order to generate a

new MAC, the hacker must be in possession of the secret key used by John to

generate the MAC.

Step 4

sam receives the message sent by John. This message contains the original

message sent by John and also the generated MAC of this message.

StepS

sam will read the message, and to ensure that the message is unaltered and

sent by the authentic John, sam will pass the message through the same

hashing algorithm that John used, applying the same secret key, John applied.

This will generate a new MAC of the message received from John.

Step 6

sam will then compare the freshly generated MAC with the MAC received from

John.
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Step 7

As the message was not altered during transmission, and it was indeed the

authentic John that generated and sent the MAC, the fresh MAC and the received

MAC will match 100%, resulting in a successful MAC matching. The authenticity

of John is proved by Sam using the mutual secret key shared only between the

two of them.

Currently a number of MAC algorithms exist, and are widely available for usage

to ensure the integrity of a message and the authenticity of the sender. All the

algorithms rely on a secret key, which must be symmetrical to the original key.

Even in a PKI environment, the key used to sign the message (private key) and

the key used to test the signature are mathematically related to each other and

the eventual key part used in the MAC process, is symmetrical.

12.3.2. Biometric MAC
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Figure 12.2: Using biometric data for MAC generation
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If a biometric characteristic is used in stead of a secret key, the testing of the

MAC results in failure, and is illustrated in figure 12.2.

Step 1

John generates the message that he intends to send to Sam.

Step 2

John provides his fingerprint to be used by the MAC algorithm as the secret key

for the MAC process. The hash algorithm uses this biometric characteristic to

generate the MAC for the provided message.

Step 3

The message and the MAC are added together in the same message parcel to be

sent via the network to Sam. If a hacker should intercept this message, the

hacker will be able to read the message as it is not encrypted, however the

hacker would not be able to alter the message in any way, altering of the

message will result in the MAC test to fail. In order to generate a new MAC, the

hacker must be in possession of the biometric characteristic that was used to

generate the MAC.

Step 4

sam receives the message sent by John. This message contains the original

message sent by John and also the generated MAC of this message.

StepS

sam reads the message, and to ensure that the message is unaltered and sent

by the authentic John, Sam passes the message through the same MAC

algorithm that John used, applying her biometric characteristic (as she does not
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have John's biometric characteristic). This will generate a new MAC of the

message received.

Step 6

Sam compares the freshly generated MAC, (generated using her biometric

characteristic), with the MAC received from John (generated using his biometric

characteristic).

Step 7

As the secret keys used (in this example two different biometric characteristics)

to generate the two message authentication codes are not the same, the testing

of the MAC fails.

12.3.3. Conclusion

Once again it is clear that the secret key used for generating the MAC and the

secret key used for testing the MAC must be symmetrical. If John generated a

MAC using his biometric characteristic, sam would not be able to test the MAC,

as her biometric characteristic will be significantly different, and for this reason

would not be able to generate the same MAC.

secondly, if John signed a document, and generated a MAC using one of his

fingerprints, he would not be able to test the MAC at a later stage, as he will not

have the ability to provide the same fingerprint again that was used to generate

the MAC.

From the above mentioned example it becomes apparent that a biometric

characteristic cannot simply be used as the secret key to generate a MAC. John

used his biometric characteristic as the secret key for generating a MAC of the
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message destined for Sam; Sam would not be able to provide the same

biometric characteristic to test the MAC.

12.4. USING BIOMETRICS CHARACTERISTICS TO

GENERATE A MAC.

In this section, the BioVault infrastructure is used to allow John to sign a

message using his biometric characteristic. This method relies on the fact that

both John and Sam are part of the BioVault environment - very much as EBay

[98] relies that buyers and sellers are both part of the PayPal [100] environment,

as discussed in Chapter 7 (Electronic commerce).

The BioVault-based process to generate a MAC using a biometric characteristic is

a 6-phased process.

• In the first phase John creates a message and signs this message, using

his biometric characteristic. Then John generates two message bundles:

o A message bundle destined for the authentication server containing

a BioVault bio-parcel, and the MAC generated during the signing

process.

o The message bundle destined for Sam, containing the message for

sam, and the MAC generated during the signing process by John.

• In the second phase, the authentication server receives the message

bundle that contains the MAC and a blo-parcel. The server handles the

bio-parcel according to the rules prescribed by BioVault version 3.0, and

associates the fresh biometric data from John with the received MAC in

John's SBA.

• In the third phase, Sam reads the message from John, and in order to

test the MAC she generates a new message bundle. This message bundle

includes:
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o A BioVault bio-parcel.

o The MAC received in her message bundle.

She sends this new message bundle to the authentication server.

• In phase 4, the server will test Sam's authenticity using the received bio

parcel. If the server is content with Sam's authenticity, the server

proceeds to phase 5.

• In phase 5, the server generates a new bio-parcel destined for Sam. The

bio-parcel includes the biometric data John used to generate the MAC of

Sam's message. The server sends the bio-parcel to Sam via the internet.

• Phase 6, Sam extracts John's biometric data from the received bio-parcel

as sent by the server, and uses this biometric data to MAC the message

she received from John in order to test the integrity of the message

received.

Diagram 12.3 illustrates the first phase that John follows to sign a message. This

message is sent to Sam, who needs to test the integrity of this message.
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12.4.1. Phase 1- Signed message destined for Sam
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Figure 12.3: Signed message destined for sam

John intends to send a message to Sam. This message does not necessarily

contain any sensitive information. However, it is important that the authenticity

of the message can be confirmed beyond any doubt, and that the integrity of the

message can be tested. Therefore John signs the message using his biometric

characteristic. Figure 12.3 illustrates the first phase in this process that relies on

the BioVault version 3.0 infrastructure.
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Step 1

John provides a fresh biometric characteristic to the biometric scanner. The

scanner digitizes the biometric characteristic and forwards the digitized electronic

version of the biometric characteristic to the driver software of the biometric

device.

Step 2

The freshly digitized biometric characteristic is used as the secret key for a

hashing algorithm to generate a unique MAC for the message from John.

Step 3

During a previous encounter with the authentication server, the server sent a

challenge to John (as per SioVault version 3.0). This challenge demanded

specific biometric data from John's CSA that had to be included during the next

contact he makes with the authentication server. In the figure 12.3, this request

required the 21st biometric data in John's CSA. The system will thus automatically

obtain the 21st biometric data from John's CSA.

Step 4

The SioVault client-side software takes the biometric data of the fresh biometric

characteristic (that was also used as the secret key in the hashing algorithm) and

XOR's the fresh biometric data with the 21st biometric data obtained during step

3, resulting in the XOR bio-parcel.

StepS

The MAC generated in step 2 is then concatenated with the bio-parcel, resulting

in a message bundle. This bundle (consisting of the MAC and the blo- parcel) is

addressed to the authentication server.
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Step 6

A second message bundle is created. The message bundle consists of the MAC

generated in step 2 and the message John generated. This message bundle is

addressed to Sam.

Step 7

The two message bundles are then sent via the network to the authentication

server and to Sam respectively. If these messages are sniffed during

transmission, the hacker would be in possession of a XOR bio-parcel that he

cannot use, a MAC, that he cannot re-create, and a clear text message that he

can read. This is not necessarily a sensitive message, as mentioned earlier, but if

the hacker alters the message, the subsequent testing of the MAC will fail when

sam tests the MAC.

The two messages are delivered to the authentication server, and to Sam. The

second phase illustrates the actions that the authentication server follows.
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12.4.2. Phase 2: Authentication Server
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Figure 12.4: Authentication server process

During the second phase the server receives the message bundle John sent. The

process the server follows is now discussed based on figure 12.4.

Step 1

The server receives the message bundle from John. The message bundle

includes:

• A bio-parcel and,

• A MAC.

The server is aware that the bio-parcel must conform to the rules as

stipulated in BioVault version 3.0.
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Step 2

During previous communication with John, the server sent John a challenge to

supply the 21st biometric data. For this reason the server will collect the

corresponding biometric data from John's SBA (by using the marker that points

to the requested biometric data as mentioned in section 10.6, step 2).

The server extracts the bio-parcel from the message bundle and XOR this bio

parcel with the corresponding biometric data from John's SBA. This step yields

the fresh biometric data from John. The server tests the fresh biometric data

from John for replay and authenticity as prescribed by the rules of BioVault

version 3.0.

Step 3

If the server is content with the fresh biometric data, this biometric data is added

to the SBA of John.

Step 4

The server obtains the MAC received in the message bundle from John and

associates this MAC with the fresh biometric data received, in John's SBA.

(Biometric data # 51 in figure 12.4)

The server now possesses the MAC and the secret key (biometric data) used to

generate that MAC.

In the next phase it will be illustrated how Sam contacts the authentication

server to ensure that the message sent by John is authentic.
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12.4.3. Phase 3: Sam requests the biometric MAC key.

Sam received her own message bundle from John. This message bundle

contained:

• The message, that Sam can read immediately, as well as a

• MAC to ensure the integrity of the message sent by John.

If Sam wishes to test the MAC, she will follow the method as illustrated in figure

12.5.

( =c+
John's message

\

XOR Bio
parcel

~.

(
I

Internet

CSA
Of

Sam

Rgure 12.5: Request for biometric data
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During this phase Sam receives the message bundle John sent her. She

generates a message bundle destined for the authentication server to request

the biometric data John used to generate the MAC for this message.

Step 1

Sam receives the message bundle from John, consisting of the clear text

message and the MAC of this message. Sam can read the message, but to test

the MAC she proceeds to the second step in this phase.

Step 2

Sam provides a fresh biometric characteristic as shown in step 2 to the biometric

scanner. The scanner digitizes the biometric characteristic and forwards the

digitized electronic version of the biometric characteristic to the driver software

of the biometric device.

Step 3

During a previous encounter with the authentication server, the server sent a

challenge to Sam (as per BioVault version 3.0). This challenge demanded a

specific biometric data from Sam's CBA that had to be included during the next

contact that she makes with the authentication server. In the current example,

this request pointed to the 3rd biometric data in Sam's CBA. The system will thus

automatically obtain the 3rd biometric data from sam's CBA.

Step 4

The BioVault client-side software takes the electronic representation of the fresh

biometric data, and XOR's this fresh biometric data with the electronic

representation of the 3rd biometric data obtained during step 3, resulting in the

XOR bio-parcel.
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StepS

The MAC received from John in step 1 is concatenated with this bio-parcel,

resulting in a message bundle. This message bundle (consisting of the MAC and

the bio-parcel) will be addressed to the authentication server.

Step 6

This message bundle destined for the authentication server, is sent by Sam via

the internet to the authentication server.

The server receives the message bundle from Sam during the next phase, and

supplies Sam with the biometric data that was used to generate the MAC of the

message.

12.4.4. Phase 4: Confirm Sam's authenticity.

During this phase the server receives the message bundle from sam, as well as

the MAC John generated. The server tests sam's authenticity according to the

rules of BioVault version 3.0.
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Figure 12.6: Sam's authenticity confirmation

Step 1

The server receives the message bundle from Sam. This message bundle

includes a bio-parcel and a MAC. The server assumes that the bio-parcel must

conform to the rules as stipulated in BioVault version 3.0.

Step 2

During previous communication with Sam, the server sent Sam a challenge to

supply the 3rd biometric data in Sam's CBA. For this reason the server obtains the

biometric data from Sam's SBA that corresponds with the 3rd biometric data in

sam's CBA.
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Step 3

The server extracts the bio-parcel from the message bundle and XQR's this bio

parcel with the 3rd biometric data from Sam's SBA. This step yields the fresh

biometric data from Sam. The server tests this fresh biometric data for replay

and authenticity as prescribed by the rules of BioVault version 3.0.

Step 4

If the server is convinced of the authenticity of the fresh biometric data, this

biometric data will be added to the SBA of Sam. The server obtains the MAC

received in the message bundle from Sam and associates this MAC with the fresh

biometric data added to Sam's SBA (Biometric data #72 in figure 12.6)

Once the server has confirmed that the current communication is with the

authentic Sam, the server proceeds to the next phase to supply Sam with the

biometric data that John used to generate the MAC.

12.4.5. Biometric data supplied to Sam.

In this phase the server sends Sam the biometric data that John used in the first

phase to generate the MAC for the message she received.
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During phase 4 the authentication server extracted Sam's fresh biometric data

from the bio-parcel. The second part of the message bundle consisted of the

MAC that John used to generate the message that was sent to Sam. In this

phase the authentication server will check to see if this MAC exist in John's SBA,

and if it does the authentication server will generate a new bio-parcel destined

for Sam.

Step 1

The authentication server searches John's SBA for a match of the MAC that Sam

sent in the message bundle. The server determines that the MAC received from
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Sam in the message bundle, matches the MAC associated with the 51st biometric

data in John's SBA.

Step 2

The authentication server uses the fresh biometric data Sam supplied in the

message bundle and XOR's this fresh biometric data with the 51st biometric data

found in John's SBA. This step will thus result in a new bio-parcel, destined for

Sam.

Step 3

During the last step, the authentication server submits the new bio-parcel back

to Sam.

In the final phase Sam extracts the biometric data that John used to generate

the MAC of the message she received earlier. She finally uses this biometric data

to test the MAC that she received with the message earlier to ensure the

integrity of the message.
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12.4.6. Phase 6: Test message's integrity.
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Step 1

Sam receives the bio-parcel sent by the server during phase 5.

Step 2

Sam XOR's her fresh biometric data that she generated in the 3rd phase, with the

bio-parcel received from the server. This will yield the 51st biometric data that

John used to generate the MAC of the messagesent to Sam in phase 1.

Step 3

Sam uses the biometric data extracted from the bio-parcel, received from the

authentication server, as the secret key for the hashing algorithm. This biometric
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data as secret key is used to generate a MAC of the message that she received

from John. This step will result in a fresh MAC being generated for the message

from John.

Step 4

sam compares the MAC that she received in the message bundle from John, with

the MAC that she generated in step 3.

StepS

As the message was indeed generated with the 51st biometric data in John's SBA,

and the message was not tampered with, the testing of the MAC is a success,

proving that the message from John is authentic and has not been altered at all

since John sent the message.

At this stage Sam can be satisfied that the message is indeed from the authentic

John, as his biometric data, which is directly related to him, generated the same

MAC for the message. This also proved that the message was uri-tampered with,

and that the integrity of the message is above suspicion.

12.5. CONCLUSION

This chapter demonstrated successfully that the BioVault version 3.0

infrastructure can be used to facilitate the signing of documents in order to

insure the integrity and authenticity of the document. This is extremely beneficial

as the biometric data is directly linked to the signing party and for this reason

allows non-repudiation to be enforced successfully.

It is clear that there are once again certain similarities to the PKE environment,

however, in the BioVault version 3.0 environment, a user does not need to
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protect his "private key" as the private key is actually his biometric characteristic,

and can subsequently be linked to the biometric key used to sign the document.

A user can, in the BioVault version 3.0 environment, become the signing party on

behalf of a company, without this role interfering with his or her private status.

If a user at any stage feels that his or her identity is compromised in one or

other way, this user can remove all existing biometric data inside the BioVault

version 3.0 environment, cleaning all CBA and SBA data, removing the reference

biometric template. A user can start with a clean slate, re-creating the SBA and

CBA, with a fresh reference biometric template. The old "identity" is archived.

As long as a person is part of the BioVault version 3.0 environment, the person's

biometric characteristics are safe, and such a person does not need to concern

himself with the possibility that latent biometric data might be fraudulently used.
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n ...~... 13: Conclusion

13.1. OVERVIEW

This chapter is the conclusion of the research of this thesis. In this chapter the

aim and problem statement of this research will be considered. It will be shown

in this final chapter that the BioVault model developed during this research,

successfully solves the problems associated with biometric characteristics used

for identification and authentication.

13.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT OF THIS THESIS:

If biometric technology is to be considered as the standard to identify and

authenticate persons, the risk of the biometric being stolen is high. A biometric

characteristic cannot be simply replaced as one would replace a stolen token or

password.

The original statement as formulated in Chapter 1, page 6 was:

Rrstly, biometric data in electronic format can be stolen in various ways

and be replayed at a later stage for false identification and authentication.

The electronic data of a biometric can be acquired from various sources.

For instance, during the capturing phase of the biometric data, during the

transmission phase from the biometric device to the terminal, or even

when the biometric data is sent over a network - to name only a few.

secondly, a fake biometric characteristic can be manufactured for a given

biometric in order to deceive the biometric matching algorithm into

authenticating the manufactured fake biometric characteristic; e.g. a fake

latex biometric characteristic can be manufactured from a latent finger

print left by a person on a glass.
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The problem statement mentions two specific problems to be solved

1) Biometric data replay

2) Manufacturing of a fake biometric characteristic.

Due to the two mentioned problems, the wider application of biometrics for

identification and authentication - specifically if used for digital signatures - is

still hazardous.

13.2. MENTIONED DELIVERABLES OF THE THESIS:

The folloWing deliverables were mentioned in Chapter 1 of this thesis:

1. A complete system for detecting biometric misuse attempts.

2. A system that will ensure the safe keeping of biometric tokens during

network transmission.

3. A system that will allow users of this model to encrypt sensitive

information using biometrics.

4. A system that will allow users of this model to digitally sign electronic

documents using biometrics.

13.3. EVALUATION OF THESIS SUCCESS.

If the thesis is considered, it is concisely clear that the problem statement was

successfully solved, and that all the deliverables of this thesis were delivered.

However, let us have a brief look at the various aspects as listed in section 13.1

and section 13.2.
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13.3.1. Solutions to problem statement

Biometric data in electronic format can be stolen in various ways and be

replayed at a later stage for false identification and authentication. The

electronic data of a biometric can be acquired from various sources. For

instance, during the capturing phase of the biometric data, during the

transmission phase from the biometric device to the terminal, or even

when the biometric data is sent over a network - to name only a few.

Chapter 8 introduced BioVault version 1.0. This version of BioVault included a

Server-side bio-Archive. This archive gave the server the ability to store

(ordered) each and every biometric token ever received from the user. If a

biometric token is submitted over the network, and intercepted, the resulting

replay attempt will fail, as the server will find that the illicit biometric data from

the hacker, matches the previously offered biometric data from the user exactly.

Chapter 8 managed to solve the first of the two major problems as stated in the

problem statement successfully. However chapter 8 only solved the problem of

biometric data that was presented and accepted by the authentication server. If

a hacker managed to obtain biometric data that was never presented to the

server, BioVault version 1.0 would fail. Biometric data generated from a fake

biometric characteristic, or acquired from the biometric device directly (but never

submitted to the server) would not be detected by BioVault version 1.0.

A fake biometric characteristic can be manufactured for a given biometric

in order to deceive the biometric matching algorithm into authenticating

the manufactured fake biometric characteristic; e.g. a fake latex biometric

characteristic can be manufactured from a latent finger print left by a

person on a glass.
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If a fake biometric characteristic is manufactured and used for identification and

authentication, the hacker will have an unlimited supply of biometrics to offer to

the authentication server. In order to solve this problem BioVault version 2.0,

chapter 9, and the secure BioVault version 3.0, chapter 10, were developed.

These versions of BioVault introduced a client side bio-archive, ensuring that

even if a hacker manages to generate a fake biometric characteristic, the

biometric data resulting from that fake biometric characteristic, will not be usable

at all. For this reason, BioVault version 2.0 and version 3.0 solve the second part

of the problem statement.

13.3.2. Deliverables, delivered

This section will briefly indicate how this research solved the 4 deliverables as

proposed in chapter 1

A complete system for detecting biometric misuse attempts.

BioVault version 1.0 as discussed in chapter 8 has the ability to detect any

attempt to use previously used biometrics. The same mechanism is also included

in BioVaultversion 2.0 and version 3.0.

A system that will ensure the safe keeping of biometric data during

network transmission.

The incorporation of the XOR bio-parcel, ensures that all biometric data

traversing a network are protected, without adding a complex solution such as

an elaborate encryption method. Encryption has a number of issues that needs

to be considered, for instance the key sizes to be used, protection of these keys,
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and key management. XOR is a fast and reliable approach to protect the

contents of the blo-parcel,

A system that will allow users of this model to encrypt sensitive

information using biometrics.

In chapter 11, it is illustrated how biometrics can be used to encrypt a

document. This solution relies on BioVault version 3.0 infrastructure. As stated in

chapter 11, if biometrics are used to encrypt a document (using the BioVault

infrastructure) there is a direct link between the person that encrypted the

document and the key used for encryption.

A system that will allow users of this model to digitally sign electronic

documents using biometrics.

The last, and probably most important deliverable of this thesis, is the fact that

electronic documents can successfully be signed by using biometric

characteristics. This is a significant feature of this research. The purpose of a

signature of any document is to link the signer directly to the signed document.

If the PKI environment is used, the signer is only linked to his private key (which

is not actually part of him, and is only protected by a password or pass-phrase).

The ability to use biometric characteristics links a signed document irrefutably to

the signer.
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13.4. CONCLUSION

The result of this thesis is a complete biometric protocol, allowing a user to use

biometric characteristics for secure web communication, web identification &

authentication, and to digitally sign electronic documents by using his biometric

characteristic.

Four full international papers based on this research were published; the

published papers are included in Chapter 15.

This research also spawned a number of other research projects, relating to

technologies that might be used for the CSA, and optimization of the SSA.

Once this protocol is implemented, the problems usually associated with

biometric data will finally be laid to rest.

15 May 2009.
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14.1. OVERVIEW

This chapter includes all published articles that were internationally accepted The

chapter concludes with a patent that was discovered during the research of this

thesis, and is referenced in this thesis.

14.2. INTERNATIONALLY ACCEPTED ARTICLES

IE3'2005 - Poznan. Poland (Attached)

Authors: Tait B.L., Von Solms SH

Article title: "BioVault: Solving the problem of replay in biometrics

- an electronic commerce example"

Book Details: Challenges of expanding internet: E-commerce,

E-businessand E-government ISBN 0-387-28753-1

Conference details: 5th IFIP conference I3E'2005, Poznan, Poland,

October 28-30, 2005.

ICGeS2008 - UK Docklands (Attached)

Authors: Tait B.L., Von Solms SH

Article title: "secure biometrically based authentication Protocol

for a public network environment"

Book Details: Global e-security Springer Volume 12,

ISBN 1865-0929

Conference details: 4th International Conference, ICGeS 2008, London,

UK, June 23-25, 2008.
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Book Details:

Conference details:

ICGS3'09 2009 - East London University, UK (Attached)

Authors: Tait B.L., Von Solms SH

Article title: "Biometrically based electronic signatures for a

public networked environment"

Published in Springer-Verlag regarding LNCS

5th International Conference on Global Security,

safety & Sustainability, ICGS3'09, London, UK.

lAP I3E 2009- Nancy, France (Attached)

Authors: Tait B.L., Von Solms SH

Article title: "BioVault: Biometric based encryption."

Book Details: Published in Springer within the lAP book series

Conference details: 9th IFIP Conference on e-Business, e-Services, and e

Society, I3E 2009, Nancy, France.

14.3. PATENT PROPOSAL

The attached patent was discovered during the research of this thesis. However

as already mentioned in Chapter 8, this patent proposal corresponds partially to

the working of BioVault version 1.0. As the reader is firmly aware at this stage,

BioVault version 1.0 still includes various shortcomings, thus rendering this

patent proposal of little use.
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REPLAY IN BIOMETRICS
An electronic commerce example
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Abstract:

One of the major risks involved in using biometrics for identification and
authentication over open public networks, is the danger that the electronic
biometric token (for e.g. a fingerprint or iris) can be intercepted and replayed
by an unauthorized party ,

Furthermore, it is possible to make an unauthorized copy of a biometric
token, without the permission and knowledge of the real owner, and use that
for unauthorized transactions. This can for e.g. happen when a fingerprint is
'lifted' from an object the owner has used, and a latex copy is made from
this token [5].

This paper reports on a system in development, called Biovault, which
addresses precisely the problems mentioned above, and which may help to
make biometric tokens much safer to use over open public networks, for
specific application in electronic commerce.

Keywords:

Electronic Commerce, Biometrics, Biometric Tokens, Identification,
Authentication, Replay, Identity theft
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1. INTRODUCTION

Identification and authentication over insecure networks had always been
a problem that caused serious information security risks. Several reasons for
this can be identified, but the two discussed below are amongst the most
serious ones.

Firstly, a password, even in encrypted form, can be intercepted by a third
party, and reused or replayed at a later stage without the knowledge of the
owner ofthe password.

The system which performs the authentication will never know whether
the password is the original version originating from the real owner, or
whether it is a replayed version of the password [4].

Supporting technologies like time stamps may help, but do not solve the
problem completely.

Digital Identities, allowing the use of digital signatures, do offer some
help, but do also not solve the problem, as there is no real relationship
between the user and his digital identity.

Secondly, with both passwords and digital signatures, the real owner is
not authenticated - rather the person who is in possession ofthe password or
private key needed to create the digital signature, is authenticated [1]. If the
password or private key had been compromised in any way, unauthorized
people may masquerade as the real owner, and the computer system will not
be able to identify this masquerading. The bottom line is that the system
doing the authentication cannot determine whether the real owner, or a
masquerader, is offering the password, token or digital signature.

Biometrics, of course, goes a long way in solving the second problem
discussed above [2]. In most cases, the real owner of the biometric token
must be present when the token is 'taken', for e.g. when a fingerprint is
scanned on a digital fingerprint reader. Therefore the token is directly linked
to the owner, and cannot be used by someone else [4].

Again, this is however not always true. A biometric token can be 'lifted'
from an object handled by some person, and techniques do exist to make a
copy ofthat lifted token and use it in a replay situation [5].

Furthermore, even when using biometric tokens, the same risks as for
passwords exist. A biometric token send over an insecure network can be
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intercepted, and replayed at a later stage, without the knowledge and
authorization ofthe real owner.

As in the case of the password, the computer system will not know
whether the token is supplied by the real owner, or by a masquerading
person.

The problems discussed above are some of the major reasons why
biometrics had not yet moved into the mainstream for identification and
authentication over insecure networks.

The system described in this paper, BiovauIt, goes a long way in
addressing the problems identified above.

In the following paragraphs, we will describe how BiovauIt does address
these problems, and what future research and development are envisaged to
use Biovault as a secure biometrically based identification and authentication
mechanism for e-commerce over insecure networks.

2. THE BASIS OF BIOVAULT

The basic design pillar, on which BiovauIt is based, has to do with what
we call the symmetry and asymmetry differences between password and
biometric tokens.

2.1 Symmetry

When an offered password is matched by a computer system to a stored
version of the specific password, a 100% match is required, i.e. the offered
version must exactly match the stored version - we call this symmetric
matching because the error acceptance ratio between the 2 versions must be
zero to accept the offered version as valid.

2.2 Asymmetry

When an offered biometric token is matched by a computer system to a
stored version of the specific biometric token, a 100% match is not required
- actually the chances of a 100% match is anyway very slim. This is inherent
in the mathematical algorithms used to create and match biometric tokens.
The algorithms must make provision for the fact that, for e.g. a fingerprint,
can be positioned a little differently on the reader as when the stored master
copy was read. The error acceptance ratio between the offered and stored
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versions is therefore greater than zero - the precise ratio can be set, and any
offered token differing form the stored version within the error acceptance
ratio, will be accepted as a match, and therefore lead to valid authentication.
For this reason we call this asymmetric matching

2.3 The Token Archive (TA)

Biovault makes use of the fact that if an offered biometric token and any
stored biometric token matches 100%, the chances that the offered biometric
token is a replay of a previously used biometric token, is very high, and the
offered biometric token is not accepted.

For this model to function a Token Archive (TA) is introduced on the
Authentication Server. This TA will store all biometric tokens that the user
ever used in his life time. It is quite clear that this TA might become very
big, hence take long to search and match the offered token with the whole
TA.

In order to speed up the searching of possible 100% matches in the TA,
all biometric tokens will be sorted ascending in the TA, making it possible to
do binary searching inside the TA. Using Binary Searching will allow the
server to detect a possible 100% match at incredible speeds. The matching
speed is described by the function O(LogN) [6]. This function demonstrates
that as data becomes larger, there is no significant rise in search time

The following paragraph describes the first (initial) version ofBiovault.

3. BIOVAULT VERSION 1

This initial version made provision for a Biovault master copy of the
owner's biometric token stored during the registration phase, as well as a
Biovault Token Archive (TA) stored on the computer system.

Whenever a token is offered to the computer system, the offered token is
first compared with the Biovault master copy of the token stored during
registration of the user. If a non-identical match within the acceptance ratio
is determined, the offered token is then compared with all versions stored in
the TA. If an identical match is found with any version stored in the TA, the
offered version is rejected, and the user is requested to offer another copy.
The process is then repeated with the new offered copy received.
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If no identical match is found between the offered copy and any version
stored in the TA, the offered version is stored in the TA, and the offered
version is accepted as a valid token, and the user is authenticated.

Figures I illustrates this operation

Offered
token

1) Offered token compared with master version
2) If this is an acceptable match. offered
version compared with all versions in TA.
3) If no 100% match found in TA. a copy of the
offered version is stored in TA
4) Authentication successful II

Figure t: Normal operation

Figure 1. Normal Operation

Offered
token

~dTobl\

TA

If the offered token was intercepted while being sent to the computer
system, this intercepted version could be replayed at a later stage to try to
masquerade as the real owner.

Biovault Version I however, recognizes this replay attempt. When the
replayed version was received by the computer system, it was first compared
to the stored master version. If an acceptable match was found, it was
compared to all versions stored in the TA. In this case a 100% would be
found, because the original offered version, ofwhich a copy was intercepted,
had been stored in the TA. The replayed version would then be rejected.

This is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Offered
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1) Replayed token compared with master copy
2) If this is an acceptable match. replayed
version compared with all versions in TA.
3) 100% match found with original offered
version. stored in TA earlier
4) Authentication unsuccessful II

Figure 2' Intercepted version Replaved TA

Figure 2. Intercepted version Replayed

The developed system works perfectly. It was proved easily that if an
offered token is intercepted during a transaction, and the interception does
not cause the aborting or termination of the transaction - ie the offered token
does reach the computer system, replay of the intercepted token at a later
stage, results in the replayed token being recognized as such and rejected.

The concept of the TA therefore seemed to solve some of the major
problems.

However, some other problems still could not be solved.

Firstly, if a unauthorized token, 'lifted' from some object is replayed into
the system, Biovault Version 1 accepted the lifted version, because it did not
have an identical copy of the lifted version in its TA, and therefore assumed
this version to be 'unblemished'. Biovault Version I could not determine
whether this version really came from the real owner - all it could determine
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is that it had not received this version of the token before. This is illustrated
in Figure 3.

3" party Trusted Server

..tj

[2].,.2.3
68.
cD.
~

Master
vesrion

........

Lifted
token

Lilted
Token

Lifted
'. token

1) lifted version compared with master copy
2) If this is an acceptable match, lifted version
compared with all versions in TA.
3) If no 100% match found, lifted version stored
inTA
4) Authentlcatlon successful II

TA
EKlUre a- Lifted uo:authQdzed CQPY offered

Figure 3.Lifted, un-authorized, copy offered

Secondly, it was determined that if a (clear text) token is intercepted, it is
possible to 'tweak' the electronic version of the intercepted token in such a
way that it differs from the original version just enough to be accepted by the
computer system. The tweaking resulted in another version of the original
token, differing just enough to still fall within the error acceptance ratio.

Biovault Version 2 addressed both problems by using encryption.

4. BIOVAULT VERSION 2

This version ensured that the offered version, ie the one acquired directly
from the owner, was first 'digitally signed' by the owner, by encrypting it
with the private key of the owner. The computer system then first decrypted
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the offered version with the public key ofthe owner. (The reader is assumed
to be up to date on the theory of Public Key encryption).

This approach solved both problems identified in Version 1.

Firstly, any 'lifted' version was not digitally signed by the owner, and
when decrypted by the computer system using the public key of the owner,
always resulted in an electronic string which fell outside the error acceptance
ratio, and was therefore always rejected.

Secondly, trying to 'tweak' the digitally signed version of the offered
token always resulted in a string which was rejected. Tweaking an encrypted
version of the offered token was exceedingly more difficult than tweaking
the clear text version.

Note that if a digitally signed version ofthe offered token was intercepted
and replayed, it would immediately be recognized as a reply, because the
offered version itself would by that time, be stored in the TA. This is just a
more advanced case ofthe situation described in paragraph 3 above.

Biovault Version 2 worked perfectly, and solved many of the problems
inherent in Biovault Version I.

However, some more problems and difficulties were identified.

Firstly, requiring all participants to have a Public/Private key pair in
order to digitally sign biometric tokens, placed a significant burden on
potential rollout of Biovault. Furthermore this did not really improve on
systems that uses biometrics to gain access to one's private key [7]. All that
Biovault 2 accomplished was merely to use ones private key to gain access
to your biometric token.

Secondly, we were still worried that a token, digitally signed by the
owner, could be intercepted, and the transaction in some way aborted or
terminated before the offered token reached the computer system. If this
happened, the offered token would not become part of the TA (because the
computer system never received it), and the intercepted version could then
successfully be replayed at a later stage. This is illustrated in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Transaction terminated during transmission

This resulted in Biovault Version 3

5. BIOVAULTVERSION 3

The inherent problem with Biovault Version 2 was that if a biometric
token is created with the involvement of the real owner, ie a token that the
owner really wants to offer to the computer system for identification and
authentication purposes, the moment this token leaves the workstation of the
owner, the owner has no copy or record of that token. If the token
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successfully reached the computer system, a copy will be stored in the TA.
However, if the offered token is intercepted during transit, and does not
reach the computer system, as mentioned at the end of the previous
paragraph, neither the owner nor the computer system has a copy. This
means there is a 'hot' copy of the offered token, the intercepted version, out
in the open. This hot copy can then be used in a replay effort at a later stage.
Such an effort will most probably be successful, because the computer
system does not have a copy in Biovault master TA.

As an initial option (version 3A) in solving this problem of a hot copy, a
personal TA will be created on the workstation of the user, in which a copy
of every token sent to the computer system was first stored locally before it
was sent to the computer system and offered for identification and
authentication.

This meant that no unrecorded 'hot' copies ofoffered tokens could exist.
By synchronizing the personal and master TA from time to time, it is

possible to identify any offered tokens which was sent to the computer
system, and never received by the computer system. This synchronizing
effort updates the system TA, and caused any offered copy which was
intercepted and never reached the computer system, to be included in the
master TA. Replaying such an intercepted copy at a later stage, would the
result in rejection. The reader should be able to see that this solution solves
the problem illustrated in Figure 4. This is illustrated in Figure 5

Personal
TA

FlQure 5: Synchronization between personal TAand System TA

TA
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Figure 5. Synchronization between personal TA and System TA

6. A PRACTICAL E-COMMERCE APPLICATION
OF BIOVAULT.

11

One of the primary objectives during the development and research of
Biovault was that the developed system must be usable for electronic
commerce. Electronic commerce can benefit from an environment where the
client can be sure that his money will only be paid from his account on his
request. The money vendor like Visa card [8], wants to be sure that the
request to pay money, came from a authentic account holder, and a seller
like Amazon [9] want to be ensured that they will get their money, and
preferably not be informed that the transaction was fraudulent, after goods
have been dispatched.

With the development of Biovault, the possibility of biometric replay is
not of much concern. In order to demonstrate the usage of Biovault during
an online purchase, the process will be discussed in two phases. Figure 6
illustrates the first phase of purchasing a book from Amazon [9]

Figyre 6- Buying a book from Amazon

Figure 6. Buying a book from Amazon

During this phase the user will visit the website of Amazon as shown in
step 1. The user will then find the book that he wishes to buy, place it in his
shopping cart, and proceed to the checkout section on Amazon's website.

Amazon will then inform the user the total amount payable, including
shipping and handling, this is illustrated by the little envelope in step 2. This
is a familiar process to everybody that buys a book from Amazon. The next
phase will demonstrate how the user will use the Biovault model to pay for
the book. Currently, when a user uses a token like a credit card to pay for a
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transaction, the Visa Card server is contacted by the seller to ensure that the
credit card is authentic and that the card is not reported as stolen. Once the
authenticity is verified, Visa will inform the seller that the money will be
paid, and an authorization code is supplied [8] to the seller. With the
Biovault environment the same basic model will be used, and is illustrated in
figure 7

Personal
TA

Figure 7' paying for book from Amazon

Intercepting
party

~- ~,

Offe.. red [lJA...token

! .
I .
\ -
\ Master
\ version

~~.

TA

Figure 7. Paying for a book from Amazon

During the first step the user provides a fresh biometric token, this fresh
biometric token will be placed in the personal TA during step 2. This will
ensure that one keeps track of all biometric tokens destined for payment. The
user will then submit the payment request and fresh biometric token to his
money vendor, in this example Visa, during step 3.

Take note that the offered biometric token and payment request to Visa is
sniffed by an intercepting party during transmission. Step 4 illustrates how
the Biovault mechanism authenticates the user against the master version of
the biometric token. If the matching algorithm is satisfied with the offered
biometric token, the system will proceed to step 5 to confirm weather this
offered token is unique and not a replayed old token already in the TA.

If the system did not discover an identical copy in the TA, the new
offered token will be added in to the TA in the last step.
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At this stage the Visa server is satisfied that it is the authentic user that is
requesting money to be paid to Amazon. The Visa server will typically now
confirm that the user has the necessary funds available to pay for the
Amazon transaction.

If the funds are available, the Visa server will provide Amazon with an
authentication code (step 2), for the amount payable. The user will receive a
transaction result directly from the Visa Server in step 3. This is illustrated in
Figure 8.

Figure 6- Authenticatign egdft & trao5actjOD reAUIt

Figure 8. Authentication code & transaction result

7. REPLAY OF INTERCEPTED BIOMETRIC
TOKEN.

In order to complete the electronic commerce example, figure 9
illustrates the scenario of a hacker replaying the sniffed biometric token
procured earlier in figure 7.

The intercepting party would typically alter the payment request for Visa
in such a way that the money must be paid to a Swiss bank account, this
results in an updated payment request. The intercepting party will then
submit the replayed biometric token and updated payment request to the
Visa server indicated by step I, figure 9.

The Visa server will receive the payment request and biometric token
(step 2 in figure 9) and match the replayed token to the master version (step
3 in figure 9). If the matching algorithm is satisfied with the matching ratio,
the replayed version will be compared to all the old biometric tokens in the
TA (step 4 in figure 9). Step 5 in figure 9 indicates that the token supplied is
a token that has been used at an earlier stage, because a 100% is found with a
biometric token in the TA.

For this reason the Authenticity of the user is rejected and the transaction
is unsuccessful.
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Figure 9. Replay attempt from intercepting party

The reader may reason that in figure 7, if the interception takes place
successfully, but the offered token does not reach the Visa card server, a
replay of the intercepted token (hot copy), may be successful, because the
offered token did not reach the server's TA.

This issue is addressed by the synchronization step illustrated in figure 5,
and also extensively addressed in Biovault version 4.

We will not expand on this issue at this point.

8. BIOVAULT VERSION 4

Biovault Version 3 is fully operational. Biovault Version 4 is being
designed at present. This version will use Biovault to implement the concept
of 'biometric digital signatures'.

Furthermore in version 4 the user will not need to frequently synchronize
the personal TA with the server. This version of Biovault will be much
easier to roll out, and will not need much additional hardware to function.
Version 4 we also address a number of problems still inherent in version 3.
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Using this version 4, it is investigated that unique digital signatures can
be created using biometric tokens.

9. SUMMARY

We are convinced that Biovault is addressing many, if not all, of the
problems which had prevented the very powerful technology of Biometrics
to be used properly for identification and authentication over insecure public
networks. Biovault allows for applications in many domains, including
electronic commerce (as demonstrated), Point ofsales transactions, and even
Automated teller machine transactions. During the presentation of Biovault,
a demonstration ofBiovault version 3 will be given as proof ofconcept.
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Abstract. Biometric technology allows a computer system to identify and
authenticate a person directly based on physical or behavioral traits [I].
However passwords and tokens that are currently widely used for authentication
purposes do not directly authenticate a person; whenever a person offers a
password or token the system only authenticates the presented password or
token as authentic, but not the actual person presenting it [2], [8]. For this
reason a lot of research went into developing a protocol that will allow a person
to securely use a biometric token for personal authentication. Biometric
technology is an attractive option for authenticating a person as there is a direct
link between the person and a person's biometric token. This paper discusses a
protocol, named BioVault. BioVault ensures safe transport of biometric tokens
over un-secure networked environment without using any encryption
technologies. The BioVault protocol also lays the foundation for biometrically
based encryption, and biometrically based digital signatures.

Keywords: Biometrics, Authentication, Network Protocol, Electronic
commerce, Internet communication.

1. Introduction

Biometrics is not a new technology at all; the notion of using a physical trait for
authentication dates back over a thousand years, when potters in the east would make
an imprint of their fingerprints in the clay as an early form of brand identity and to
ensure the authenticity ofthe article [3].
Humans rely mainly on a person's physical traits for identification and authentication,
as we would authenticate a person based on the person's voice, face, smell or even
behavior, to name only a few [2].
Biometrics in the IT world is the science of equipping a computer system with the
necessary "senses" to allow the computer system to authenticate a person based on
something the person is. In other words, using something that is inherently part of a
person (for e.g. DNA), to ensure the authenticity of the person. A number of factors
influence the adoption of biometrics as a mainstream authentication technology,
including aspects such as cost, complexity and reliability [6], to name only a few.
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However two major concerns investigated in this article are related to the possibility
that the biometric token can be:

Intercepted and replayed at a later stage,
A fake biometric token can be manufactured [6] and then used at a later

stage. The BioVault protocol addresses these two concerns.

The next section will briefly elaborate on these two problems.

2. Compromise ofa biometric token

If a password or token is compromised, the person using that token or password can
simply replace the compromised password or token with a new one. For example, if a
person's bank card is stolen, the bank will void the stolen card and issue a new card.

All biometric tokens are converted to an electronic representation of the biometric
token [7]. It was successfully demonstrated that once the biometric token is in
electronic format, this electronic format can be intercepted during the various
transport phases, and later used in a replay attempt [9].

Thus, the first problem that had to be addressed by this protocol related to the distinct
possibility that' a biometric token can be compromised in electronic format and then
reused at a later stage to allow a hacker to masquerade as the owner of the biometric
token.

Secondly, as a person interacts with his physical environment, the person leaves
biometric information behind. For example, articles that the person touch will often
have a latent print of the person's fingerprint, or drinking from a glass will leave
saliva on the glass with DNA information inside the saliva.

During our research, the suggestions of Prof Matsumotho [6] were tested, and it was
successfully demonstrated that a fingerprint can be lifted from a glass that a subject
touched. This lifted fingerprint could then subsequently be used to fabricate a latex
mould of the person's fingerprint, which in tum, could be used to spoof the biometric
fingerprint scanner.

Unfortunately a person can not merely change a stolen DNA or a stolen fingerprint
token as one would change a compromised token or password.
In order to address the problems identified, the BioVault protocol was developed and
will be discussed in the remainder of this article. BioVault version 1.0 addresses the
first problem identified, and BioVault version 2.0, which is an extension of BioVault
version 1.0, addresses the second problem.
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3. Introduction to the BioVault version 1.0 protocol

BioVault [7] does not rely on any specific biometric technology to function; however
certain technologies are inherently stronger technologies and would obviously be
preferred by industry.

During the development of the BioVault protocol the following important goals were
set:
1) Safe transport of a biometric token over an un-safe network like the internet.
2) Detection of replay attempts ofbiometric tokens in electronic format.
3) Protection against manufactured tokens from latent prints.
4) Enabling a user to use a biometric token to encrypt a document
5) Enabling a user to use a biometric token to digitally sign a document.
(4) And (5) will not be discussed in this paper.

3.1. Symmetry and Asymmetry

One of the fundamental concepts of the BioVault protocol relies on the fact that
biometric tokens are an asymmetric authentication mechanism, and makes virtually
every presented biometric token unique. A 100% match between the reference
biometric token stored in the biometric store, and the biometric token presented by the
user, are very unlikely. Thus each accepted biometric token can be linked to a given
transaction performed by the user.

Passwords and tokens, on the other hand, are symmetric authentication
mechanisms. Whenever symmetric mechanisms are to be used, the fact remains that a
symmetric match must be truly symmetric, thus a 100% correlation is expected
between the stored password in the password database, and the presented password.
Figure 1 illustrates a very basic approach to the BioVault version 1.0 protocol

3.2. The Token Archive (TA)

As illustrated in figure 1, a token archive (TA) is created for the user on an
authentication server. This TA will store every biometric token used by the user that
was successfully authenticated by the biometric matching algorithm. To ensure that a
specific token inside the TA can be found very fast, the TA will be sorted, thus a
binary search algorithm can be used to find a biometric token in the TA very
efficiently.

3.3. The basic BioVault process

Step J:In the first step as illustrated in figure 1 the user must offer his fingerprint to
the biometric scanner. The scanner will digitize the fingerprint and hand the digitized
electronic version ofthe fingerprint to the driver software of the biometric device.

Step 2: During the second step, the offered biometric token is submitted via the
internet or any networked environment to the authentication server.
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A
User X

Offered
token

Fig. 1. Compromise of biometric token during network transmission

Step 3: During this step a hacker sniffs all the packets that the users submits over
the network, and re-assembles these packets to get the electronic representation of the
offered biometric token. However, the hacker does not interfere with the
authentication process of the user, and the process continues with step 4

Step 4: Once the offered biometric token from the user arrives at the authentication
server, the server will fetch the reference biometric token in the biometric token
database. The reference biometric token is the template that was stored during the
enrolment process.

The authentication server will then compare the offered biometric token with the
reference biometric token. If the offered biometric token falls within the tolerances
defined in the matching algorithm, the system will accept the biometric token
provisionally as authentic, and proceed to step 5

Step 5: During step 5 the authentication server will compare the offered biometric
token to all biometric tokens stored in the TA. If an exact match is found, the
authentication server will reject the authenticity of the biometric token, as a 100%
exact match ofa biometric token is highly unlikely.

Step 6: However, if an exact match is not found it the TA, the authentication server
will add the newly received biometric token to the user's TA for future usage, as
illustrated in step 6.

Step 7:0nce BioVault version 1.0 is satisfied with the authenticity of the offered
biometric token, and now convinced that the offered token is not an electronically
replayed biometric token, the server will send back a "successful" result to the user.

At this stage, the user has been successfully authenticated. Without the knowledge
of the user or the authentication server, a hacker managed to acquire the electronic
representation of the biometric token. This electronic biometric token is then stored
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by the hacker hoping that he can use this token to be falsely authenticated in the
future, by replaying this biometric token.

Fortunately, BioVault version 1.0 has the ability to detect this type of replay attempt,
and is illustrated in figure 2.

3.4. Detection of replay

Fig. 2. Detection ofreplay.

Step 1: The hacker fetches the previously sniffed electronic biometric token and
contacts the authentication server

Step 2: The hacker then replays the electronic biometric token via the internet or
networked environment to the authentication server.

Step 3: Once the replayed token from the hacker arrives at the authentication
server, the authentication server will compare the replayed biometric token with the
reference biometric token. Considering that the token was previously accepted as
authentic the authentication server will once again accept the biometric token
provisionally as authentic, and proceed to step 4.

Step 4: The authentication server will compare the replayed biometric token to all
biometric tokens stored in the TA. At this stage an exact match will indeed be found
in the TA, this will cause the authentication sever to suspect replay, and reject the
replayed biometric token.

Step 5: Considering that an exact match was found it the TA, the authentication
server will immediately force a rejection of the replayed token, resulting in an
authentication failure.
Considering that there is a very small possibility that a 100% might be possible, the
server will request a fresh biometric token from the user.
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If this basic approach of BioVault version 1.0 is considered it is clear that this system
will only detect tokens that was sniffed during transmission and the replayed at a later
stage. If a hacker managed to generate a latex biometric token from a glass, the
system will accept the biometric token as authentic. It was also discovered that the
electronic representation of a biometric token can be altered slightly, in order to
prevent a 100% match being made, but still being accepted by the biometric matching
algorithm

BioVault version 1.0 was expanded to address these issues. This resulted in BioVault
version 2.0

4. BioVault 2.0

This section introduces a few new concepts that will form part of the progression
from BioVault 1.0 to BioVault 2.0.

4.1 The client-side token archive (CTA).

The first concept to be introduced is the Client side Token Archive (CTA). This token
archive will consist of a limited number of previously used biometric tokens of the
specific user. The larger this token archive the stronger the system will be.

The biometric tokens inside this CTA are totally random and provided to the user by
the authentication server. The authentication server will populate the CTA from time
to time with different previously offered biometric tokens of the given user.
The Token Archive (TA) introduced in BioVault 1.0 will now be referred to as the
Server Side Token Archive (STA), for clarity.

4.2 The Token Parcel

The token parcel is the second concept to be introduced. The token parcel will always
include a freshly offered biometric token and an old biometric token that is fetched
from the CTA as requested by the authentication server. The contents of the token
parcel will be joined using a XOR operator. This is illustrated in figure 3. The aim of
the XOR operator is to secure the token parcel while transmitted over a public
network, without using encryption systems. Encryption systems introduce a lot of
system overhead like key management and may increase the amount of data being
sent. For the example as illustrated in figure 3 this CTA would include 50 randomly
picked biometric tokens from the STA ofthis specific user.

Step 1: Whenever a user needs to be authenticated, the user will provide a fresh
biometric token as shown in step I directly to the biometric scanner. The scanner will
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digitize the fingerprint and hand the digitized electronic version of the fingerprint to
the driver software ofthe biometric device.

Reference
Token

CTA

STA

Fig. 3. BioVault version 3.0

Step 2: During a previous encounter with the authentication server, the server sent
a request to the user (as will be discussed). This request demanded a very specific
biometric token from the CTA that must be included during the next contact that the
user makes with the authentication server. In the figure 3, this request pointed to the
4th biometric token in the crA. The system will thus automatically fetch the 4th
biometric token from the user's crA.

Step 3: The BioVault client side software will take the electronic representation of
the fresh biometric token and XOR it with the electronic representation of the 4th
biometric token fetched during step 2. This result will be submitted to the
authentication server as the XOR token parcel.

Step 4: The XOR biometric token parcel is submitted via the internet or any
networked environment to the authentication server.

Step 5: The server receives the XOR token parcel and prepares to run the XOR
operator on the token parcel

Step 6: The server requested that the client must XOR the fresh biometric token
with the fourth token in the crA. Therefore the server will fetch the 4th biometric
token in the STA.
The server XOR's the received token parcel with the 4th biometric token from the
STA in order to get the fresh biometric token of the user.

Step 7: The fresh biometric token extracted from the XOR token parcel during step
6, is then asymmetrically matched with the reference biometric token in the database
in step 7. If the offered biometric token falls within the tolerances defined in the
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matching algorithm, and the offered biometric token does not appear in the STA, the
system will accept the biometric token as authentic. The offered biometric token will
then be added to the STA.

Step 8: If the token parcel passed all these conditions, authentication is a success.

If the authentication process resulted in a success the server will proceed to generate a
challenge parcel for the user, to be used during the next communication between the
user and the authentication server.

5. Conclusion

If a hacker intercepts the XOR token parcel, the hacker does not gain anything usable.
The hacker does not have the challenge token, thus he can not gain access to the fresh
token. Ifhe can not get access to the fresh token, there is no sense in sniffing the XOR
token parcel.

If a hacker lifts a token from a glass as discussed in section 3, and then tries to use
this lifted token, it will be rejected. To successfully use this lifted token, the hacker
must also be in possession of the correct number for the requested biometric token in
the user's CTA, which he does not have. Even if the XOR challenge parcel is sniffed
step 4 above, he will not be able to retrieve this requested number, as he does not have
the freshly offered biometric token that was used in the XOR parcel.
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Abstract. Signatures are internationally used as a method to sign documents.
This ensures that a person signing a document agrees to the terms as stipulated
in the document. A signature is biometric in nature, and is usually directly
related to the signing party. This paper explains in what way biometric datal
can be used to digitally sign a document. Currently, the electronic signing of a
document relies on the PKI environment, which is in essence based on
passwords [7]. Passwords, unlike biometrics, are not physically part if the user,
and hence, only authenticates the presented password as authentic, and not the
user presenting the password. This paper defines a digital signature of a
message M, as a key-based hash H [5], [6] ofmessage M, where the key used is
absolutely unique to the creator (owner) of the specific signature. To verify the
digital signature, this absolutely unique key, belonging to the creator, must be
available and be used. The whole process is based on the BioVault protocol [I],
[2]. This protocol utilizes any form of biometric technology as the fundamental
authenticator ofa user.

Keywords: Security, Digital signature, MAC, Biometrics, Authentication,
Integrity, Identity management, trust management, BioVault.

1. Introduction

In this paper, key-based hashing, for example the data authentication algorithm is
used to create a digital signature. For this reason the key used to create a digital
signature must be:

Uniquely linked to the creator of the signature (the signer)
Always in the possession of only the signer (the key must also always be
readily available to the signer)

Considering the above mentioned points, ordinary password-like keys, cannot be
used because:

Such keys are not uniquely linked to the signer.
Such keys are not in possession of the signer only, because the person

verifying the signature must have the same key.

I Biometric data - Biometric characteristic - for instance a fingerprint- in digital format
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This paper suggests a way to use biometric data as this key. Such a key is, by
definition, uniquely linked to the signer, and always in possession of only the signer.

The paper is based on the BioVault protocol [2]. This biometric based protocol
ensures that the following goals are met for biometric data:

1) Safe transport of biometric data over an un-safe network like the internet.
2) Detection ofreplay attempts of biometric data in electronic format.
3) Protection against manufactured biometric characteristics- from latent prints".

The biometric digital signature process relies on the fact that both the receiver and
the sender of the message is part of the BioVault infrastructure, in the same way that
eBay [3] expects buyers and sellers to be part of the PayPal [4] system.

2. Biometric based digital signature.

Signing a document using the BioVault protocol is a 6-phased process.
In order to digitally sign a message using the BioVault protocol entails hashing the

message using the biometric data of the signing party as the key to the hashing
algorithm - in essence generating a MAC.

Suppose John wants to send a clear text message to Sam, but also want to add his
digital signature to the message so that Sam can verify that the message did indeed
really originate from John.

Figure 2 illustrates the first phase that John would follow in order to sign a
message. This message will be sent to Sam, and Sam will need to test the integrity of
this message.

2.1 Phase 1 - Sign message destined for Sam

John wants to send a message to Sam. This message does not necessary contain
any sensitive information. However, it is important the authenticity of the message
can be confirmed, and that the integrity of the message can be tested. For this reason
John will sign the message using his biometric data. Figure 2 illustrates the first phase
in this process that relies on the BioVault infrastructure.

Step J: John will provide fresh biometric data as shown in step I directly to the
biometric scanner. The scanner will digitize the fingerprint and hand the digitized
electronic version of the fingerprint to the driver software of the biometric device.

Step 2: This freshly digitized biometric data is then be used as the secret key for a
hashing algorithm to generate a unique Mac for this message from John.

2 Manufactured biometric characteristic - generating a false biometric characteristic using for
e.g. latex.

3 Latent print - A physical residue left by a userthat touched for e.g. a glass.
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Step 3: During a previous encounter with the authentication server, the server sent
a challenge to John (as per BioVault protocol). This challenge demanded very
specific biometric data from John's Client Bio-Archive (CBA) that must be included
during the next contact that he makes with the authentication server. In the figure 2,
this request pointed to the 2151 biometric data in John's CBA. The system will thus
automatically fetch the 2 151 biometric data from John's CBA.

fi]: l~~ _. :~~;:{~
ri' ~ fini~T~~~ \~"'~.-..- B) Hash

,.~ z:
[jj [IHI-I ~ I -I~\~

CBA ~..~ .. t::;\ ><OR.... (AI ~ +~
~ (H) Mac ..........."..I John's me~n.go

O.stined for SAM

Figure 2

Step 4: The BioVault Client side software takes the electronic representation of the
fresh biometric data (that was also used as the secret key in the hashing algorithm)
and XOR this fresh biometric data with the electronic representation of the 2 I51

biometric data fetched during step 3, resulting in a XOR bio-parcel.
Step 5: The Mac generated in step 2 will then be concatenated with the bio-parcel,

resulting in a message bundle. This bundle (consisting of the BioVault parcel & the
Mac) will be sent to the authentication server.

Step 6: John creates a second message bundle. This message bundle consists of the
Mac generated in step 2 and the message John generated for Sam. This message
bundle is then address to Sam.

Step 7: These two message bundles are then sent over a network to the
authentication server, and to Sam. If these messages are sniffed during transmission,
the hacker would be in possession of a XOR token parcel that he cannot decrypt, a
hash, that he cannot re-create, and a clear text message that he can read. This is not
necessary a sensitive message, as mentioned earlier, but if the hacker alters the
message, the testing of the Mac will fail later on.

The two messages are delivered to the authentication server, and to Sam. The
second phase will illustrate the actions that the authentication server follows.
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2.2 Phase 2: Authentication Server

During the second phase the server receives the message bundle that John sent. The
process that the server follows is illustrated in figure 3.

Step 1: The server receives the message bundle from John. This message bundle
includes a bio-parcel, and a Mac. The server is aware that the bio-parcel must
conform to the rules as stipulated in the BioVault protocol

Step 2: During previous communication with John, the server sent John a challenge
to supply the 2151 bio-data. For this reason the server will fetch the matching biometric
data from John's SBA. The server extracts the bio-parcel from the message bundle
and XORs the bio-parcel with the matching biometric data from John's SBA. This
yields the fresh biometric data from John. The server tests this fresh biometric data for
replay and authenticity as prescribed by the rules of the BioVault protocol.

Step 3: If the server is satisfied with the fresh biometric data, this biometric data
will be added to the SBA ofJohn (as per BioVault protocol).

Step 4: The server fetches the Mac received in the message bundle from John and
associate this Mac with the fresh biometric data received, in John's SBA.

The server is now in possession of the Mac and the key (biometric data) used to
generate the Mac. The server marks the new (51st

) biometric data in John's SBA as
used, and will not allow usage of it in future again.

In the next phase it will be illustrated in what way Sam will contact the
authentication server to ensure that the message as sent by John is authentic.

~

I

SBA
Of

John

Figure 3
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2.3 Phase 3: Sam requesting the hash key

Sam received her own message bundle directly from John. This message bundle
included the message (that Sam can read immediately), as well as a Mac (to ensure
the integrity of the message as sent by John). If Sam wishes to test the Mac, she must
follow the method as illustrated in figure 4.

Step 1: Sam receives the message bundle from John, consisting of the clear text
message and the Mac ofthis message.

Sam can read the message, but to test the Mac she will proceed to the second step
in this phase.

( ~c -+:o"'h:--.'slmI8Issllag~81:"'~~--
} Destined fo,.. SAM

i ~Le--,
SAM ~~c.c~
e, ~). \
.•...... 2 I
:. ~ I :C
.. : [i ~OR[j] -I ~ I
~ XORB~ .

~so ~

Figure 4 Mac key request

Step 2: Sam will provide fresh biometric data directly to the biometric scanner. The
scanner will digitize her fingerprint and hand the digitized electronic version of the
fingerprint to the driver software ofthe biometric device.

Step 3: During a previous encounter with the authentication server, the server sent
a challenge to Sam (as per BioVault protocol). This challenge demanded specific
biometric data from Sam's CBA that must be included during the next contact that
she makes with the authentication server. In figure 4, this request pointed to the 3'd
biometric data in Sam's CBA. The system will thus automatically fetch the 3,d
biometric data from Sam's CBA.

Step 4:The BioVault client side software will take the electronic representation of
her fresh biometric data, and XOR this fresh biometric data with the electronic
representation of the 3'd biometric data fetched in step 3, resulting in the XOR bio
parcel.
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Step 5: The Mac received from John in step 1 will then be concatenated with the
bio-parcel, resulting in a message bundle. This bundle (consisting of the Mac and the
bio-parcel) is addressed to the authentication server.

Step 6: This message bundle destined for the authentication server, is sent via the
internet to the authentication server, by Sam.

2.4 Phase 4: Confirm Sam's authenticity

During this phase the server receives the message bundle from Sam. The server
verifies Sam's authenticity according to the rules of the BioVault protocol. This is
illustrated in figure 5.

Figure 5 Confirm Sam's authenticity

Step 1: The server receives the message bundle from Sam. This message bundle
includes a bio- parcel, and a Mac. The server is aware that the bio- parcel must
conform to the rules as stipulated in BioVault protocol.

Step 2: Durin1 previous communication with Sam, the server sent Sam a challenge
to supply the 3' biometric data in Sam's CBA. For this reason the server will fetch
the matching biometric data from Sam's SBA.

Step 3: The server extracts the bio- parcel from the message bundle and XORs this
bio- parcel with the matching biometric data from Sam's SBA, this step will yield the
fresh biometric data from Sam. The server will then test this fresh data for replay and
authenticity as prescribed by the rules ofBioVault protocol.

Step 4: If the server is satisfied with the fresh biometric token, this token will be
added to the SBA of Sam.
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2.5 Phase 5: Biometric key supplied to Sam

The authentication server checks to see if this Mac that the server has just received
from Sam exists in John's SBA, and if it does, the authentication server will generate
a new bio- parcel for Sam.

Step 1: The authentication server searches John's SBA for a match of the Mac that
Sam sent in the message bundle. The server determines that the Mac received from
Sam in the message bundle, matches the Mac associated with the 51st biometric data
in John's SBA.

Authentication server

~

Mac

+

~IXORBio
reel

I

(from phase 4)

Mac
SBA
Of

John

Figure 6 Biometric data supplied to Sam

Step 2: The authentication server uses the fresh biometric data that Sam supplied in
the message bundle and XORs this fresh biometric data with the 5151 biometric data
found in John's SBA - this was the biometric data John used to sign the original
message. This step results in a new bio-parcel, destined for Sam.

Step 3: During the last step, the authentication server sends this bio-parcel to Sam.

In the final phase Sam will extract the biometric data that John used to generate the
Mac, and finally use this biometric data to test the Mac.

2.6 Phase 6: Test message's integrity

Step 1: Sam receives the bio-parcel sent by the server
Step 2: Sam XORs her fresh biometric data that she generated in the 3'd phase, with

the bio- parcel received from the server. This will yield the 5151 biometric data that
John used to generate the Mac.
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Step 3: Sam uses the biometric data that she received from the authentication
server as the secret key for the hashing algorithm, and generates a fresh Mac for the
message that she received from John.

.",o/~---"" e-,-+ ~
!.;r'. . [lri!Bo1ii.t1 ..t;) ( John', message Mac "",~ \ L~~_".::J " i \
\... ,!}< Destined forSAM \
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Bio-parcel In:> l!!'!J ~ based <Suce /

Server Sam'. John'. Hash ',J
fresh , 51&t , ! Algorithm ! "vI,"-J

biometric biometric.. "

dala dala~l~ Mac §5 ~ Mac~

Figure 7 Message integrity test

Step 4: Sam then compares the Mac that she received in the message bundle from
John with the one now freshly generated, to see if the generated Mac = the received
Mac.

Step 5: If the message was indeed signed with the 51st biometric data in John's
SBA, and if the message was not tampered with, the testing of the Macs will be a
success, proving that the message from John is authentic and has not been altered at
all since John sent the message. Sam can now discard John's biometric data because it
can never be used again for anything, as the server has marked this biometric data as
'used'

3. Conclusion

Let us evaluate the process in section 2 with the requirements listed in section
where we specified that the key used in the signing process must be:

• Uniquely linked to the creator of the signature (the signer).
• Always in the possession of only the signer (the key must always be readily

available to the signer).
The process in section 2 conforms to both because:

• The biometric data is uniquely linked to the signer of the message, John
• This biometric data can never be used again, so a new signature will demand

new, fresh biometric data which can only come from John.
The suggested process means that every document signed by John will require

new, fresh, biometric data (key). In the same way this fresh biometric data (key) can
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be seen in Public key encryption terminology as John's private key, except that for
every signature, a new private key is required.

This paper demonstrated successfully that the BioVault protocol infrastructure can
be used to implement the signing of documents in order to insure the integrity of a
document. This is very beneficial as the biometric data is directly linked to the signing
party and for this reason allows non-repudiation to be enforced successfully.
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Abstract. Biometric based characteristic authentication is an asymmetric [I]
authentication technology. This means that the reference biometric data
generated during the enrolment process and stored in the biometric database,
will never match any freshly offered biometric data exactly (100%). This is
commonly accepted due to the nature of the biometric algorithm [2] central to
the biometric environment.

A password or pin on the other hand, is a symmetric authentication mechanism.
This means that an exact match is expected, and if the offered password
deviates ever so slightly from the password stored in the password database file,
authenticity is rejected.

Encryption technologies rely on symmetric authentication to function, as the
password or pin is often used as the seed for a random number that will assist in
the generation of the cipher. If the password used to encrypt the cipher is not
100% the same as the password supplied to decrypt, the cipher will not unlock.

The asymmetric nature of biometrics traditionally renders biometric data unfit
to be used as the secret key for an encryption algorithm.

This paper introduces a system that allows biometric data to be used as the
secret key in an encryption algorithm. This method relies on the BioVault
infrastructure. For this reason BioVault will briefly be discussed, followed by a
discussion ofbiometrically based encryption.

Keywords: Encryption, Biometrics, BioVault, security, secure transaction, data
protection, key management, privacy-enhancing technology, data security.
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1 Introduction.

To date, it was not possible to use a biometric data directly as the secret key for an
encryption algorithm or for a MAC algorithm. The reason for this resides in the fact
that a biometric authentication process is always asymmetric. In order for an
encryption algorithm to function, the secret key provided to encrypt a message must
be exactly the same (symmetrical) as the secret key used to decrypt the message.
If a secret key is used to generate a MAC, this exact same secret key must be
provided to test the MAC.
The possibility that a person would repeatedly be able to provide biometric data that
would be 100% the same as earlier provided biometric data is highly unlikely. This
makes biometric data useless as the secret keys for hashing or encryption.

Digital signatures use encryption and hashing as its underlying, primary technology.

The paper is based on the BioVault protocol. Because of the length restriction on this
paper, the BioVault protocol cannot be discussed in detail. However a short
discussion of the protocol will be given, followed by a detailed discussion of how the
protocol can be used to create biometrically based digital signatures.

For a detailed discussion of the BioVault protocol see [6], [7].

In the sections to follow it will be demonstrated how the BioVault infrastructure
allows biometric data to be used for encryption.

2 Encryption using a secret key or biometric data.

2.1 Secret key encryption.

If a user wishes to send a message to another user over an unsecured network, the
message must be encrypted in one or other way. C = E*k(M) [3] where:
C = Cipher message
M = Original message
k = secret key
E = Encryption algorithm

The typical encryption process using a secret key is illustrated in figure 1
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Figure 1: Typical encryption process.
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As illustrated in figure I, John wishes to send a secret message to Sam. In order to
secure the message during the transmission, John encrypts the message using an
encryption algorithm. In order for the encryption algorithm to yield cipher text that is
absolutely random, a secret key must be provided. This secret key is shared between
Samand John as illustrated in figure I. The secret key provided by John to encrypt
the message is exactly the same as the secret key that Sam will provide to decrypt the
message.

Step 1
John generates the message that he wishes to send to Sam.

Step 2
John provides a secret key to the encryption algorithm, and the encryption algorithm
uses this secret key to generate the cipher text.

Step 3
The message in cipher text is sent over the internet to Sam. Ifa hacker should
intercept this message, the hacker must be in possession of the secret key shared
between Sam and John, in order to decrypt the message.
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Step 4
Sam receives the message sent by John and uses the same encryption algorithm and
the secret key that is shared between the two of them. If the secret key that Sam
supplied to the encryption algorithm is exactly the same as the secret key used by
John, Sam will retrieve the original, unencrypted message that John created.

From the above mentioned example it becomes clear that biometric data can not be
used for secure encrypted communication between two people.
If John used his biometric characteristic as the secret key for encrypting a message
destined for Sam, Sam would not be able to provide the same biometric characteristic
to decrypt the message (as this was John's biometric characteristic that Sam does not
possess).

In this paper it is illustrated in what way the BioVault infrastructure is a solution in
allowing John to send an encrypted message to Sam, by using his biometric
characteristic. This method relies on the fact that both John and Sam are part of the
BioVault infrastructure - very much as EBay [4] relies on the fact that buyers and
sellers are both part of the PayPal [5] environment. The BioVault infrastructure is a
new development, and subsequently not commonly known. For this reason the
following section will give a briefoutline of the Bio Vault infrastructure, followed by
an explanation ofbiometric ally based encryption. For a detailed discussion of the
BioVault infrastructure see [6], [7].

3 Brief introduction to BioVault version 3.0

BioVault does not rely on any specific biometric technology to function, however
certain technologies are inherently stronger technologies and would obviously be
preferred by industry.

During the development of the BioVault protocol the following important goals were
set:

I. Safe transport of biometric data over an un-safe network like the internet.
2. Detection ofreplay attempts of biometric data in electronic format.
3. Protection against manufactured biometric characteristics from latent prints.
4. Enabling a user to use biometric data to encrypt a document
5. Enabling a user to use a biometric data to digitally sign a document.

Enabling a user to use biometric data to digitally sign a document (5), will not be
discussed in this paper.
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3.1 Symmetry and Asymmetry.

One of the fundamental concepts of the BioVault protocol relies on the fact that the
biometric authentication process is inherently asymmetric. This makes virtually every
presented biometric characteristic unique. This feature that is inherent to biometric
technology can be used to detect any form of electronic replay of earlier presented
biometric data. A 100% match between the reference biometric data stored in the
biometric store, and the biometric data presented by the user, is unlikely. Furthermore
it is possible to record biometric data, and check if any biometric data was ever
received before.

Password and token based authentication mechanisms, on the other hand, are
symmetric. Whenever symmetric mechanisms are to be used, the fact remains that a
symmetric match must be absolutely symmetric, thus a 100% correlation is expected
between the stored password in the password database, and the presented password.

3.2 BioVault components.

The following components are part of the BioVault infrastructure:

3.2.1 The Bio-Archives (BA).

Two Bio-archives (BA) are created; one bio-archive on the authentication server
known as the Server bio-Archive (SBA) and one Client side bio- Archive known as
the CBA. The SBA will store all biometric data used by the user that was successfully
authenticated by the biometric matching algorithm. The SBA will assist in the
identification of possible replay attacks. For this reason access to the biometric data
stored in the SBA must be very fast. To ensure that specific biometric data inside the
SBA can be found very fast, the SBA will be sorted. Considering that SBA is sorted, a
binary search algorithm can be used to find biometric data in the SBA efficiently.

The CBA will assist in biometric data protection during transmission.

Initially the CBA will consist of a limited number of previously used biometric data
of the specific user (to be discussed in more detail later). The larger this bio-archive
the stronger the system will be.

The biometric data inside this CBA are totally random and provided to the user by the
authentication server. The authentication server will populate the CBA from time to
time with different previously offered biometric data of the given user.

Whenever a secure connection is established between the user and the authentication
server, the server can update the CBA. However it is recommended that the CBA is
updated under strictly controlled environments. This means that CBA can be updated
by the authentication server, whenever a user visits a bank or ATM machine, as an
example.
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eBAstorage.

The Bio-Archive that the user will use, will store previously offered biometric data.
The following are possible options that can be used to store the CBA.

1. A USB flash memory - These tiny appliances like the Micro SO memory,
presently offer surprisingly large storage space with storage sizes reaching 64Gb
[114], furthermore, no additional equipment will be needed to integrate this
technology into the environment.

2. A Smart card -These devices however need additional equipment and storage
capacity on smartcards is limited.

3. A subcutaneous microchip - This technology ensures that a person cannot forget or
misplace his CBA, but workable and acceptable solutions are still in development.
Storage capacity is limited and technology is controversial. [8], [9].

3.2.2 The Bio- Parcel used during the authentication process.

The Bio- parcel will always include freshly offered biometric data and old biometric
data that is obtained from the CBA as requested by the Authentication server. The
contents of the bio-parcel will be joined using a XOR operator. This is illustrated in
figure 2. The aim of the XOR operator is to secure the bio-parcel while transmitted
over a public network, without using encryption systems. Encryption systems using
for example shared symmetric keys, introduces a lot of system overhead.

For the example as illustrated in figure 2 the CBA would include 50 randomly picked
biometric tokens from the SBA of this specific user. The SBA on the server will still
include each and every biometric data ever used by the user in his lifetime. As will
soon be discussed, these randomly selected biometric data of the user, will serve as a
special key, and can be compared to the working of a one time pad

3.3 BioVault Mechanism

Step J (As in figure 2)
Whena user needs to be authenticated the user attaches the appliance containing the
CBA with the previously offered biometric data to the terminal (for example the
user's computer or ATM machine), where he intends to do the transaction.

Step 2
The user provides a fresh biometric characteristic as shown, directly to the biometric
scanner. The scanner will digitize the biometric characteristic and forward the
biometric data to the driver software of the biometric device.

Step]
During the previous encounter with the authentication server, the server sent a
challenge to the. This challenge demanded specific biometric data from the CBA that
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Referece
biometric
template

Authentication server

Internet

CBA

SBA

Figure 2: BioVault version 3.0.

had to be included at the time of the next contact with the authentication server.
In figure 2, the server requested the 4th biometric data in the CBA. The system will
thus automatically obtain the 4th biometric data from the user's CBA.

Step 4
The BioVault client side software will take the electronic representation of the freshly
offered biometric data and XOR it with the electronic representation of the 4th
biometric data obtained in step 3 from the CBA. For example:

Electronic representation of fresh biometric data from scanner:
10101110111011010

Electronic representation ofchallenged (4th) data from CBA: 10110101111011110
New bio-archive after XOR process: 000 11011000000100

This result in a smaller bio-parcel than proposed in BioVault version 2.0, as only the
result of the XOR process will be submitted to the authentication server as the XOR
bio-parcel.

Step 5
The XOR bio-parcel is submitted via the internet or any networked environment to
the authentication server.

Step 6
The server receives the XOR bio-parcel as shown in step 6, and prepares to run the
XOR operator on the bio-parcel.
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Step 7
The server requested previously that the client XOR the fresh biometric data with the
fourth biometric data in the CBA. The server obtains the biometric data in the SBA
that corresponds with the expected biometric data received from the user in the XOR
bio-parcel.
The server must then XOR the received XOR bio-archive with the 4th biometric data
from the SBA, corresponding with the 4th biometric data in the CBA, in order to get
the fresh biometric data of the user. For example:

XOR bio-archive received from user:
Expected 4th biometric data from SBA:
Result ofXOR process = the fresh biometric data:

00011011000000100
10110101111011110
10101110111011010

Step 8
The fresh biometric data extracted from the XOR bio-archive during step 7, is now
asymmetrically matched to the reference biometric template found in the database.
The authentication server compares the freshly offered biometric data with the
reference biometric template. If the offered biometric data falls within the tolerances
defined in the matching algorithm, the system declares the biometric data as authentic
and adds this biometric data to the SBA, after checking the SBA for an exact match.

Step 9
As the bio-parcel passed all the requirements, authentication is pronounced
successful. The server will proceed to the generation of a new challenge destined for
the user.

4 Biometric Encryption using BioVault.

The whole encryption method using the BioVault infrastructure is a 4-phased process.

4.1 Biometric encryption overview.

In phase I, John identifies himself to the authentication server, and indicates that he
wants to send an encrypted message to Sam. In order to send an encrypted message to
Sam, John requests a "biometric key" of Sam from the server.
In phase 2, the authentication server retrieves a biometric key from Sam's STA also
found in Sam's CTA, and sends it to John
In phase 3, John uses this biometric key of Sam, as an encryption key to create the
encrypted message, and sends this encrypted message to Sam over the network.
In phase 4, Sam receives the message sent by John, and decrypts the message by
testing all the biometric keys in her CTA, against the received cipher text. In essence,
Sam will the 'brute force' the decryption of the cipher.
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4.2 Biometric encryption discussion.

Figure 3 illustrates the first phase that John would follow in order to send an
encrypted message to Sam.

4.2.1 Request of biometric data

Internel

XORbio
rcef

~I~
Requestsam's~
Biometric data

Authentication server

""

~
ReQuest Sam'fa.
Bfometric data

+

[I
XOR bio-

narcet

CBA
Of

John

Figure 3: Request biometric data.

At this stage John sent a request to the server, stating that he wished to communicate
with Sam. The server authenticated John, based on the fact that the fresh biometric
data supplied by John was accepted and the expected biometric data from John's CBA
was correctly supplied.

Subsequently the server ensured that Sam is a user on the BioVault system, allowing
the second phase to commence. Phase two is illustrated in figure 4.

4.2.2 Phase 2: Submission of biometric data of Sam to John

During the second phase the server sends stored biometric data from the SBA of Sam,
back to John. The server is aware that this biometric data exists inside Sam's CBA.
The steps below explain this process:
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Step 1
The server obtains biometric data, in this particular illustration the second biometric
data, from the SBA of the user Sam. This biometric data is also present in the CBA of
user Sam.

The server marks this biometric data as "used for encryption" to prevent this
particular biometric data ever again rendered for encryption or authentication. This
guarantees that Sam and John are the only people in possession of this biometric data.

Authentication server

[I), f

~ ~[lXORI
XORbio·

Sam 2rd

biometric data

~

0.1...'l)

John's
Fresh

biometric
data

Intemet

XORbio
Ilarcel

""Ifil.:.·.·...
~

Fresh
biometric

data

Sam 2'd
biometric data

SBA
Of

SAM

Figure 4 Submission of Sam's biometric data to John:

Step 2
The server will XOR the biometric data from Sam's SBA, in this case the 2nd one,
with the fresh biometric data received in phase 1 from John, creating a new XOR bio
parcel.
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Step 3
The XOR bio-parcel is then transmitted via the network, back to John. If this parcel is
sniffed during transmission, the hacker will not have much use for the received bio
parcel.

Step 4
John receives the XOR bio-parcel. John uses the fresh biometric data he supplied
during the first phase, and XOR this fresh biometric data with the bio- parcel
received. This step yields the biometric data sent by the authentication server to John
- i.e. biometric data number 2 in Sam's CBA.

Once John is in possession of this biometric data of Sam, John can proceed to the
third phase, of sending an encrypted message to Sam.

4.2.3 Phase 3: Encrypted communication between John and Sam.

At this stage John is in possession of a symmetric copy of the second biometric data
in the CBA of Sam. He can proceed to encrypt a message for Sam using the biometric
data made available by the server of biometric data found in Sam's CBA, as
illustrated in figure 5.

•l '~~~~
JOHN~"~

I.I~~
Sam's .::)1 !

biometric :...;
data Encrypt

.;
•

CBA
of

SAM

Figure 5: Encrypted communication between John and Sam.
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It is illustrated in figure 5 the following steps indicates how John will send an
encrypted message to Sam.

Step 1
John generates the message that he intends to send to Sam.

Step 2
John provides the received biometric data of Sam to the encryption algorithm, and the
encryption algorithm uses this biometric data as a secret key to generate the cipher
text.

Step 3
The message in cipher text is sent via the internet to Sam. If a hacker should intercept
this message, the hacker must be in possession of the correct biometric data of Sam,
in order to decrypt the message. Considering the working of BioVault version 3.0,
this is highly unlikely.

In the final phase Sam will need to decrypt this message sent by John to her, using the
biometric data inside her CBA. This process is illustrated in step 4 and step 5 of figure
5.

Step 4
Sam receives the message sent by John and accesses her own CBA. The client
software on Sam's machine uses all the biometric data in her CBA to brute force the
cipher. As there are only a limited number of biometric data in the CBA, this process
will unlock the cipher rapidly.

Step 5
As the biometric data Sam used to decrypt the message is the same as the biometric
data used by John, Sam will retrieve the original, unencrypted message created from
the cipher created by John.

5 Conclusion.

This paper demonstrated that the BioVault infrastructure makes it absolutely possible
to encrypt a message using biometric data.

Biometric data relates directly to the users. If a user used a person's biometric
characteristic to encrypt a message (similar to using a person's public key in the PKI
system) only the receiving party with the correct biometric data will be able to
decrypt the message- however unlike the PKI system, biometric data is directly
related to the user. If tokens and passwords are used, only the token or password are
authenticated, the user offering the token or password are not necessary authentic.
Biometrics authenticates the user directly.
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If it is considered that a user generates a number of biometric tokens every day, each
one unique, this method of encryption is closely related to one time pad technology 
the keys used, are very long and do not form any pattern. As each key are used, this
biometric key is marked as used for encryption by the server in the SBA, and will not
be used ever again.
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as already mentioned in Chapter 8, this patent proposal corresponds partially to

the working of BioVault version 1.0. As the reader is firmly aware at this stage,

BioVault version 1.0 still includes various shortcomings, thus rendering this

patent proposal of little use.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to one aspect of the present invention, there is
provided a system for authenticating personal identification,
comprising:

a server including a computer whose users arc limited,
said server having a database storing information
related to 10 numbers assigned to said users and
information related to fingerprints of said users;

an IC card storing personal information including infor
mation related to an 10 number of the card owner and
information related to a fingerprint of the card owner;

a client terminal in communication with said server, said
client terminal including a card reader for reading the

Various compact fingerprint sensors are disclosed by U.S.
Pat. No. 5,446,290 (issued on Aug. 29, 1995) that is con
sidered to correspond to IP-A 6-325158, U.S. Pat. No.
5,635,723 (issued on Jun. 3, 1997) that is considered to

5 correspond to IP-A 8-380173, and U.S. Pat. No. 5,708,497
(issued on Ian. 13, 1998) that is considered to correspond to
IP-A 9-136328.

In transaction execution systems, a transaction terminal is
designed for maximum likelihood that the user of the
terminal can perform the transaction in an error free manner
even if the user has never operated the terminal before. Such
a terminal typically includes a group of selector buttons
which allow the customer to perform the transactions and a
keypad which may be used by the customer to enter money

15 amounts. Thus, the selector or key switches or buttons of the
terminal do not exceed a certain number in the neighborhood
of 40. The transaction terminal may include a supply of cash
and a cash dispensing mechanism and may also include a
depository for receiving customer deposits. These compo-

20 nents would then be located within the security chest. In
addition, the main control electronics for the terminal may
also be located within the security chest so as to prevent any
unauthorized access to the control electronics. In addition to
the components of the terminal system located within the

25 security chest, a number of components may be located
outside the security chest. Thus, the terminal is not compact.
In the transaction execution systems, a highly reliable com
munication means such as an exclusive line is used to
establish communication between each terminal with the

30 host data processing system.
In a local area network (LAN) or a wide area network

(WAN), personal computers and workstations arc used as
terminals. Internet system with great number of servers and
clients allows the use of desktop or hand-held terminals. A

35 keyboard of such a terminal includes a great number of key
or selector switches that amount in number to approximately
300. In the internet systems, each server may perform an
exclusive service for a group of authorized users and also
may perform an open service whose users are unlimited.

40 Communication means used to connect each terminal to
such a server is not highly reliable.

It would therefore be desirable to provide a personal
identification authenticating system for use in a terminal that
can request both an exclusive service and an open service to

45 a server. The exclusive service requires authentication of
personal identification of the terminal user before access to
a computer of the server although the free service requires
password only from the terminal user.

50 An object of the present invention is to provide a small-
sized personal identification authenticating system for pre
venting unauthorized individuals from accessing a com
puter.

HELD OF THE INVENTION

BACKGROUND OF TIlE INVENTION

1
PERSONAL IDENTIFlCATION

AUTHENTICATING WITH FINGERPRINT
IDENTIFICATION

The present invention relates to a system for authenticat
ing personal identification and more particularly to a per
sonal identification authenticating system for a client termi- 10

nal in communication with a server.

Proving one's identify is necessary when accessing a
computer whose users are limited. In order to prevent
individuals other than the registered users from accessing
the computer, a password or a personal identification num
ber is issued with each ID card. Access to the computer is
enabled only when both a password and an ID number
corresponding to the user's number read from the ID card is
entered through the keyboard.

Transaction execution systems which enable the perfor
mance of transactions, such as cash issuance at terminals
remote from and in communication with a host data pro
cessing system having a central database in which account
and other information is stored, are well known.

Such systems, which are frequently used by banks to
extend their services, permit the issuance of cash or the
receipt of deposits through a terminal, for example, an
automatic teller machine (XfM). Such a terminal typically
includes a mechanism for receiving and reading information
from a card, a user input such as a keyboard, a display and
document entry and exit apertures. Issuing a personal ID
number with each credit card attains increased security for
the issuance of cash or other banking transactions without
intervention of a bank employee. A credit card transaction is
then enabled only when an ID number corresponding to the
account number read from the credit card is entered through
the keyboard. This required correspondence prevents a thief
or mere finder of a credit card from receiving cash, for
example, from a terminal. Upon entry by a terminal user or
a customer of a credit card and personal identification
number, the terminal is instructed to communicate the credit
card data and the personal identification number to the host
for authorization of the transaction. At the host, a database
of identification numbers is accessed by the card data. The
identification number obtained from the database is com
pared with the personal identification number received from
the terminal to perform a host PIN check.

When ID cards, credit cards or other cards are stolen,
passwords and/or 10 numbers read from cards are .decrypt
ed. Thus, presenting a password or a personal identification
number with a card is woefully inadequate in preventing
individuals other than the registered users from accessing 55

the computer.
It is known to use fingerprints in conjunction with an

identification card to verify ownership of the card. JP-A
63-288365 discloses an AfM wherein a selector button to be
pressed by a customer for transaction is transparent. A 60

fingerprint of the customer impressed on this transparent
button is recorded using an optical system including a video
camera. The recorded fingerprint information is compared
with stored fingerprint information.

IP-A 1-154296 discloses an ATM wherein a selector 65

button, such as a yen key, is provided with a fingerprint
pickup head of an optical fingerprint recording system.
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which preferred embodiments of the invention are shown.
The terms "server," "client terminal," and "integrated circuit
(Ie) card" are used throughout the specification. The term
"server" is meant to include a data processing system that
performs a service for clients. The term "client terminal" is
meant to include a terminal that requests services of a server.
The term "IC card" is used to mean cards that can store
personal information including information related to a
fingerprint of the card owner, and is meant to include cards
whose purpose is purely identification, and diverse other
cards used for additional purposes as well.

Referring to FIG. 1, the personal identification authenti
cating system is designed to authenticate identification of a
user of each client terminal 30. The client terminals 30 are
in communication with a server 32 through a network 34.
The server 32 includes a computer. In this embodiment, the
server 32 can perform both an exclusive service whose users
are limited and an open service whose users are unlimited
although it may perform an exclusive service only.

The server 32 includes a database 36 storing personal
information 38. '{be personal information 38 includes infor
mation related to ID numbers and fingerprints of users
authorized to access the computer of the server 32. The
server 32 also includes an authorizer 40, which compares
personal information transmitted from a client terminal 30

25 with the stored personal information 38 on the database 36.
The authorizer 40 transmits an authorization signal to the
client terminal 30 if the transmitted personal information
matches the stored personal information 38 on the database
36.

Each client terminal 30 includes a user input device in the
form of a keyboard 42, an IC card reader 44, and a
fingerprint sensor, preferably in the form of a semiconductor
fingerprint sensor 46 (see FIG. 3). It also includes a com
munications section 62 for transmitting and receiving infor-

35 malion to and from the server 32. The fingerprint sensor may
sense information related to a fingerprint using a multiple of
small capacitors to detect the ridges and valleys of a fin
gerprint. A client terminal user puts an IC card 48 into a slot
of the IC card reader 44. Each IC card 48 stores personal
information of the card owner. The stored personal infor
mation includes information related to an ID number of the
card owner and information related to a fingerprint of the
card owner. It is preferred that the fingerprint information be
encrypted.

The client terminal 30 as illustrated in FIG. 2 carries an
authenticator 64 in addition to the IC card reader 44 and the
fingerprint sensor 46. The authenticator 64 is electrically
connected to the finger print sensor 46 and the IC card reader
44. It compares information related to a sensed fingerprint

50 with the stored fingerprint information on the IC card 48 and
produces an authentication signal if the sensed fingerprint
information matches the stored fingerprint information. A
transmitter SO is electrically connected to the IC card reader
44 and the fingerprint sensor 46 for transmitting the sensed

55 fingerprint information, the personal information read by the
IC card reader 44 and the authenticating signal to the server
32 only if the authenticating signal has been produced. A
receiver 52, for receiving an authorization signal from the
server 32, and a display 54, for indicating that a client

60 terminal user has been approved for accessing the computer
of the server 32, are preferably included in the client
terminal 30. The keyboard 42 is used by the terminal user for
entering information. The transmitter 50 is rendered respon
sive to the keyboard 42 for transmitting information entered

65 by the keyboard 42 to the computer of the server 32 upon or
after receipt of the authorizing signal from the server 32. A
controller 56 controls operations of the client terminal 30.

DESCRIPTION OF TIlE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TIlE DRAWINGS

The present invention will now be described more fully
hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings, in

stored personal information on said IC card, and a
fingerprint sensor for sensing a fingerprint of the client
terminal user;

an authenticator that compares the sensed fingerprint
information of the client terminal user with the stored 5

fingerprint information of the card owner and produces
an authentication signal if the sensed fingerprint infor
mation matches the stored fingerprint information;

a transmitter that transmits personal information includ
ing the sensed fingerprint information and the authen- 10

tication signal to said server if the authentication signal
is produced; and

an authorizer that compares the transmitted personal
information of the card owner with the stored personal 15

information on the database and produces an authori
zation signal if the transmitted personal information
matches the 10 stored information on the database,
thereby to give the client terminal user an aceess to said
computer of said server. 20

According to another aspect of the present invention,
there is provided a method of authenticating personal iden
tification for a client terminal in communication with a
server that includes a computer and a database, the method
comprising the steps of:

storing into the database information related to identifi
cation numbers and fingerprints of users who are
allowed to access into the computer of the server;

storing into an IC card information related to an identi
fication number and a fingerprint of each of the users; 30

presenting descriptive screen to a client terminal user to
give instructions to the client terminal user;

sensing a fingerprint of the client terminal user;
reading the stored information on the lC card;
comparing the sensed fingerprint information with the

stored fingerprint information of the card owner;
transmitting the sensed fingerprint information of the

client terminal user and the stored information of the
card owner to the server from the client terminal if the 40

sensed fingerprint information matches the stored fin
gerprint information of the card owner;

comparing the transmitted information with the stored
information on the database; and

authorizing the client terminal use to access into the 45

computer if the transmitted information matches the
stored information on the database.

FIG. 1 illustrates client terminals in communication with
a server incorporating a personal identification authenticat
ing system according to the present invention.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the terminal.
FIG. 3 is a perspective view partially broken away of a

fingerprint sensor.
FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a method of authenti

cating personal identification.
FIG. 5 illustrates a terminal and a server, in the form of a

single computer incorporating the personal identification
authenticating system according to the present invention.
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The server 32 includes an access approval mechanism for
receiving the personal information including the sensed
fingerprint information along with the authenticating signal
to compare this personal information with the stored per
sonal information 38 from the database 36 and for approving 5
access to the computer of the server 32. Specifically, the
authorizer 40 transmits an authorizing signal to the client
terminal 30 if the personal information transmitted from the
client terminal matches the stored personal information 38
on the database 36. The authorizer 40 may transmit its 10
signals over the network 34.

Referring now to FIG. 3, the fingerprint sensor 46 of
FIGS. 1 and 2 will be described. The fingerprint sensor 46
of the illustrated type is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 5,446,290
issued on Aug. 29, 1995 to Fujieda et al., the disclosure of 15

which is incorporated in its entirety herein by reference.
Briefly explaining, the fingerprint sensor 46 includes a
planar light source 11, a two-dimensional image sensor 12,
and optical element 13. The two-dimensional image sensor
12 includes a great number of photosensitive elements 24 20

arranged two-dimensionally on a transparent substrate 21.
Each photosensitive element 24 is formed on a light shield
ing plate 23 and connected to a terminal of a signal reading
switch 22 in the form of a polycrystalline silicon thin film
transistor ('IF!). The switch 22 is further connected to a 25

signal reading line 26 and a switching line 25. The photo
sensitive elements 24 arranged along the switching line are
connected to a bias applying line 27. An opening 28 is
provided in an area unoccupied by the lines 25, 26 and 27
and the light shielding plates 23. 30

A preferred method of authenticating personal identifica
tion is illustrated by the flow chart of FlG. 4. After activation
of a client terminal 30, a descriptive screen is presented or
shown by step S1. This screen offers a client terminal user
instructions to put an IC card 48 into a slot of an IC card 35

reader 44 and place a fingerprint on a fingerprint sensor 46.
In accordance with the instructions on the descriptive screen,
the user puts an IC card 48 into the slot of the IC card reader
44 and places a fingerprint on the fingerprint sensor 46 by
step S2. Information related to the fingerprint is sensed and 40

the stored personal information is read by step 83. The
sensed fingerprint information is compared with the stored
fingerprint information by step S4 to determine if there is a
match. The comparison result is checked by step S5. If there
is a match, the sensed fingerprint information by the finger- 45

print sensor 46 and the stored personal information read by
the IC card reader 44 are transmitted from the terrninal30 to
a server 32 long with an authenticating signal by step S6. At
the server 32, the transmitted personal information including
the sensed fingerprint information is compared with the 50

stored personal information 38 on a database 36 by step S7.
If the transmitted information by the client terminal 30
matches the stored information on the database 36, an
authorization signal is transmitted to the client terminal 30
by step S8. If there is no match, a rejection signal or no 55
signal is transmitted to the client terminal 30 by step S9. If,
at step S5, there is no match between the sensed fingerprint
information and the stored fingerprint information, an access
reject message is presented or shown by step S10. In this
case, the information will not be transmitted from the client 60

terminal 30 to the server 32. This reduces load carried by the
server 32 and the network 34.

From the preceding description, it is noted that the sensed
fingerprint information, which has been compared with the
stored fingerprint information, is transmitted to the server 34 65

along with the authenticating signal for comparison with the
stored information 38 on the database 36. This authenticates

6
personal identification of a client terminal user with a high
degree of accuracy and security even if the network 34 is not
highly trustworthy.

FIG. 5 illustrates a terminal30A connected a server in the
form of a single computer 32 by a highly reliable commu
nication line 34A The same reference numerals as used in
FIGS. 1 and 2 are used in FIG. 5 to designate like or similar
parts. The system illustrated FIG. 5 may incorporate the
personal identification authenticating system thus far
described without any substantial modification.

If communications between client terminals and each
server are highly reliable and trustworthy like the one
illustrated in FIG. 5, the sensed fingerprint information may
be transmitted directly to the server for comparison with
stored data on a database of the server.

If client terminal users are authenticated with a high
degree of accuracy and security, a server is enabled to
perform such exclusive services as application software
logon, encryption of application data, decryption of data
with encrypted key and electronic signature and its verifi
cation with a high degree of security.

Once one is authorized as a user of an exclusive service
performed by a server that performs VariOIL<; other open
services, this user may request such services to this server
through anyone of client terminals that have incorporated
the personal identification authenticating system according
to the present invention.

What is claimed is:
1. A system for authenticating personal identification,

comprising:
a server including a computer whose users arc limited,

said server having a database storing information
related to ID numbers assigned to said users and
information related to fingerprints of said users;

an IC card storing personal information including infor
mation related to an ID number of the card owner and
information related to a fingerprint of the card owner;

a client terminal in communication with said server, said
client terminal including a card reader for reading the
stored personal information on said IC card, and a
fingerprint sensor for sensing a fingerprint of the client
terminal user;

said client terminal comprising:
an authenticator that compares the sensed fingerprint

information of the client terminal user with the
stored fingerprint information of the card owner and
produces an authentication signal if the sensed fin
gerprint information matches the stored fingerprint
information; and

a transmitter that transmits personal information
including the sensed fingerprint information and the
authentication signal to said server only if the
authentication signal is produced by the authentica
tor; and

said server comprising:
an authorizer that compares the transmitted personal

information of the card owner with the stored per
sonal information on the database and produces an
authorization signal if the transmitted personal infor
mation matches the stored information on the
database, thereby to give the client terminal user an
access to said computer of said servers

wherein said server does not receive any information from
the client terminal if the authenticator determines that
the sensed fingerprint information of the client terminal
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user does not match with the stored fingerprint infor
mation of the card owner.

2. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein said server
performs both an exclusive service whose users are limited
and an open service whose users are unlimited. 5

3. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the stored
fingerprint information on the IC card is encrypted.

4. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein said
fingerprint sensor is a semiconductor fingerprint sensor.

5. A method of authenticating personal identification for 10

a client terminal in communication with a server that
includes a computer and a database, the method comprising
the steps of:

storing into the database information related to identifi
cation numbers and fingerprints of users who are 15

allowed to access into the computer of the server;
storing into an IC card information related to an identi

fication number and a fingerprint of each of the users;
presenting descriptive screen to a client terminal user to 20

give instructions to the client terminal user;
sensing a fingerprint of the client terminal user;
reading the stored information on the IC card;
comparing the sensed fingerprint information with the

stored fingerprint information of the card owner; 25

transmitting the sensed fingerprint information of the
client terminal and the stored information of the card

8
owner to the server from the client terminal only if the
sensed fingerprint information matches the stored fin
gerprint information of the card owner;

comparing the transmitted information with the stored
information on the database; and

authorizing the client terminal user to access into the
computer if the transmitted information matches the
stored information on the database.

6. The method as claimed in claim 5, further comprising
the step of:

presenting access reject message to the client terminal
user if the sensed fingerprint information fails to match
the stored fingerprint information of the card owner.

7. The method as claimed in claim 5, wherein the server
performs both an exclusive service whose users are limited
and an open service whose users are unlimited.

8. The system as claimed in claim I, further comprising
a network that communicatively connects the server and the
client terminal,

wherein trafficover the network is minimized by data only
being sent from the client terminal to the server if the
authenticator produces the authentication signal.

• • • • •
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